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Abstract for:
Over the past few decades, Arctic sea-ice extent has declined, while there has been
an apparent increase in severe winter weather across some mid-latitude regions. This
has led to much research into whether these trends are dynamically linked. It has
been suggested that the link may involve the Arctic Oscillation (AO), which describes
the observed oscillation in geopotential height anomalies between high and middle
Northern Hemisphere latitudes. Sea-ice loss has been shown to excite the AO’s negative
phase, which is linked to colder conditions in key regions of mid-latitudes, through
various tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms.
However, the nature of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss and the mechanisms
involved remain uncertain. This is because it is difficult to disentangle the complex web
of potential processes involved, the modelled response to sea-ice loss is small relative to
internal climate variability, and modelling studies find contrasting climatological mean
responses to imposed sea-ice loss. Since all climate models project a continuation of
Arctic sea-ice loss during the 21st century in response to anthropogenic greenhouse
gas forcing, it is important that the potential influence of this on the highly populated
mid-latitudes is better understood.
In this thesis, the issues of complexity and statistical robustness are partly ad-
dressed by conducting idealised numerical modelling experiments using an intermediate
complexity global circulation model, IGCM4. Such models are useful because they
are complex enough to simulate a variety of important processes, but are relatively
simple and computationally fast compared to full complexity state-of-the-art climate
models. This helps to disentangle different processes from one another and allows for
several-century-long simulations, making a statistically robust response more attainable.
To understand the contrasting results of past modelling studies, it is firstly investi-
gated whether the response to sea-ice loss is sensitive to the loss region (the Atlantic
or Pacific sector of the Arctic). For different regions of loss, different effects on the
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stratospheric circulation are found. While there are negative tropospheric AO responses
in both cases, there are contrasting effects on mid-latitude surface temperatures. This
is explained in this work using a method of decomposition into an ‘indirect’ part
induced by the large-scale AO response, and a residual ‘direct’ part that is local to the
ice loss region. A low signal-to-noise ratio makes it difficult to robustly determine the
linearity of the response to different loss magnitudes.
A stratospheric nudging method is then implemented in IGCM4 to isolate the roles
played by tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in the remote response to sea-ice
loss. For Atlantic sector loss, part of the negative tropospheric AO response is found to
likely be caused by tropospheric mechanisms, and the other part likely involves changes
in sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs). For Pacific sector loss, there is likely a
non-linear interaction between tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms, where the
stratospheric state alters vertical wave propagation such that the direct stationary
Rossby wave response to the ice loss projects onto a negative tropospheric AO.
Finally, motivated by the importance of SSWs in the Atlantic sector sea-ice loss
experiment and their potentially large internal variability, this experiment is extended by
several centuries to examine the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard
to uncertainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments of
different lengths. This leads to a quantification of the minimum experiment length
required to separate the signs of forced tropospheric and stratospheric changes due to
sea-ice loss from internal variability. This has not been quantified to date for the latter,
and is found to be large for both the stratospheric AO and SSW frequency (respectively
around 190 and 450 years for the December-March mean). This may explain contrasting
stratospheric responses in past studies using an insufficient experiment length, with
implications for the robustness (at least quantitatively) of the tropospheric responses
in these studies. Here, the responses are qualitatively the same in the shorter and
extended experiments, but there are some differences in magnitude and evolution.
In summary, this thesis improves understanding of the influence of Arctic sea-ice
loss on mid-latitude weather and climate, and the mechanisms involved. This is done
by systematically examining various aspects that may explain contrasting model results
–
including different regions and magnitudes of loss, as well as atmospheric internal
variability – and, hence, current uncertainty regarding the nature of a link. A better
understanding of the mechanisms involved is obtained by decomposing the responses
into parts due to tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms.
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Since 1979, Arctic sea-ice extent has declined in all months and, in particular, by
more than 13% per decade in September (National Snow and Ice Data Center/NSIDC,
2016a). This has contributed to enhanced near-surface warming in the Arctic, which
has occurred at double the rate of lower latitudes in recent decades and is termed ‘Arctic
Amplification’ (Serreze et al., 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010). These trends have
coincided with an apparent increase in severe winter weather across some mid-latitude
regions (Cohen et al., 2014), including central Eurasia where average winter surface air
temperatures have reduced by 1.25◦C over the past 25 years (McCusker et al., 2016).
There have also been recent unusually cold and snowy winters observed in 2006 (year
is for January), 2010, 2011, 2017, and 2018 across parts of Eurasia (Petoukhov and
Semenov, 2010; Guirguis et al., 2011; Osborn, 2011; Chen et al., 2018; Met Office, 2018;
Greening and Hodgson, 2019), and in 2010, 2011, 2014, and 2019 across parts of North
America (Guirguis et al., 2011; Van Oldenborgh et al., 2015; Climate Central, 2019).
The simultaneous occurrence of recent Arctic sea-ice loss and apparent increases in
severe mid-latitude winters has led to much research into whether they are dynamically
linked. For example, it has been suggested that a link might involve the Arctic
Oscillation or AO. This describes the observed oscillation in geopotential height
anomalies between high and middle Northern Hemisphere latitudes, where anomalous
positive and negative heights respectively define the AO’s negative phase. Sea-ice loss
has been shown to result in a negative AO-like response in climate models – which is
linked to colder conditions in key regions of mid-latitudes – through tropospheric eddy
feedbacks (Deser et al., 2004; Ruggieri et al., 2019), or a weakening of the stratospheric
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polar vortex and the resulting effect on the troposphere (Kim et al., 2014; Peings and
Magnusdottir, 2014; Nakamura et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2018a,b), or a combination
of both (Nakamura et al., 2016a; Wu and Smith, 2016). It has also been suggested that
sea-ice loss modifies tropospheric stationary Rossby wave propagation, which leads to
a stronger Siberian High and therefore stronger cold air advection over Eurasia (Honda
et al., 2009; Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Mori et al., 2014).
However, the nature of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss and the mechanisms
involved remains uncertain. This is because it is difficult to disentangle the complex
web of potential processes involved (Overland et al., 2016), the modelled response
to sea-ice loss is small relative to internal climate variability (Screen et al., 2014;
McCusker et al., 2016), and modelling studies find contrasting climatological mean
responses to imposed sea-ice loss – for example, some studies find a positive AO-like
response (Orsolini et al., 2012; Screen et al., 2014), no significant AO-like response
(Singarayer et al., 2006; Screen et al., 2013; Boland et al., 2016), or a stronger polar
vortex (Scinocca et al., 2009; Cai et al., 2012; Screen et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2014).
Since all climate models project a continuation of Arctic sea-ice loss and associated
warming during the 21st century in response to anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG)
forcing (Collins et al., 2013), it is important that the potential influence of this on
the highly populated mid-latitudes is better understood. Furthermore, improving
understanding of this influence may help us to better understand projections of future
circulation change, not just in response to projected sea-ice loss. Indeed, part of the
intermodel spread in the circulation response to the radiative effects of future GHG
forcing – which include tropical upper tropospheric warming, as well as Arctic sea-ice
loss and associated warming – has been shown to arise from intermodel spread in the
circulation response to Arctic sea-ice loss (Cattiaux and Cassou, 2013; Harvey et al.,
2014, 2015; Barnes and Polvani, 2015).
In this thesis, the overall aim is to improve understanding of the influence of Arctic
sea-ice loss on mid-latitude weather and climate, and the mechanisms involved. The
issues of complexity and statistical robustness are partly addressed by conducting
idealised several-century-long numerical modelling experiments using an intermediate
complexity global circulation model, IGCM4. To understand the contrasting model
responses to sea-ice loss in past studies, a series of experiments is conducted to system-
atically examine various aspects that may explain these contrasting results, including
different regions and magnitudes of loss as well as atmospheric internal variability.
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A better understanding of the mechanisms involved is obtained by decomposing the
response into parts due to tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms.
The remainder of this chapter will give a thorough background to the topic of this
thesis, including: more details on Arctic sea-ice loss, Arctic Amplification, and recent
trends in mid-latitude weather and climate; the potential mechanisms involved in the
influence of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitudes, as well as current evidence for this
influence and reasons for uncertainty in the nature of this influence; further explanation
of the wider relevance of understanding the response to Arctic sea-ice loss; and, finally,
a note on the benefits of using an intermediate complexity global circulation model.
The chapter will finish by re-iterating the overall thesis aim, and by stating the research
questions posed to address this aim. A more thorough outline of the original work
carried out in the thesis to address these research questions will also be given.
1.1 Literature Review
1.1.1 Changes in the Arctic
1.1.1.1 Arctic sea-ice loss
Since the beginning of the satellite era in 1979, sea-ice cover across the whole Arctic
has been continuously monitored with an approximately daily temporal resolution
(Vaughan et al., 2013). Sea-ice cover is measured in terms of various different quantities,
such as the sea-ice concentration (SIC) – which describes the percentage of an ocean
grid cell covered by sea-ice – and the sea-ice extent (SIE) – which describes the area of
all ocean grid cells that are defined as ‘ice-covered’ based on a threshold of at least
15% SIC for each cell.
Climatologically, Arctic sea-ice cover reaches its maximum in February or March
with an SIE of ∼ 15×106 km2, and its minimum in September with an SIE of ∼ 6×106
km2 (Comiso and Nishio, 2008; Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2012). Since 1979, however,
Arctic SIE has declined in all months by varying amounts and, in particular, by more
than 13% per decade in September (NSIDC, 2016a). Indeed, very low minimum SIEs
have been observed in many years of the past decade or so (NSIDC, 2019), where a
record low was reached in 2012 (∼ 3.4 × 106 km2), followed by second lowest minimums
in 2007 and 2016 (∼ 4.2 × 106 km2) (Vaughan et al., 2013; NSIDC, 2016b).
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As well as there being seasonal differences in the magnitude of sea-ice loss trends,
there are also seasonal differences in the spatial pattern of these trends: specifically,
these trends are more focused around the southern sea-ice edge in winter and spring
(particularly the Barents Sea, Sea of Okhotsk, Greenland Sea, and Baffin Bay), and
more focused in the central Arctic in summer and autumn (particularly the Beaufort,
Chukchi, East Siberian, Laptev, and Kara Seas) (Vaughan et al., 2013; Onarheim et al.,
2018). Differences in the spatial pattern of sea-ice loss also occur from year-to-year,
partly due to natural variability of the atmospheric circulation (Deser et al., 2000;
Ukita et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2016; Close et al., 2017).
Regarding the cause of the observed decline in Arctic SIE, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) conclude that the primary cause is global warming
due to greenhouse gas (GHG) and other anthropogenic forcings (Bindoff et al., 2013).
This is based on a large set of climate model results showing that observed sea-ice loss
is only simulated when these forcings are included. There is also observational evidence
of this, where there is a clear linear relationship between sea-ice loss and cumulative
anthropogenic CO2 emissions in all months (Notz and Stroeve, 2016; Stroeve and Notz,
2018). Other climate modelling studies estimate that a large proportion of observed
September sea-ice trends are due to internal climate variability (e.g. 33% in Ding et al.
2019, 33%-48% in Stroeve et al. 2012, and around 50% in England et al. 2019).
Looking to future projections for the late 21st century, the IPCC conclude – based
on the results of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) – that it
is ‘very likely’ that Arctic SIE will continue to reduce in all months in response to GHG
and other anthropogenic forcings (Collins et al., 2013). For a high-end anthropogenic
emissions scenario (Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5, RCP8.5), the multi-
model ensemble mean projects reductions in Arctic SIE of 34% in February and 94% in
September, for 2081-2100 compared to 1986-2005. However, there is large disagreement
in both the spatial pattern and magnitude of this projected future sea-ice loss between
different climate models (Holland and Bitz, 2003; Stroeve et al., 2012; Screen, 2017b).
1.1.1.2 Arctic Amplification
Arctic sea-ice loss is just one manifestation of changes occurring in the Arctic. In par-
ticular, while global mean surface temperatures have risen in response to anthropogenic
increases in GHG concentrations, there has been an observed enhancement of this
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warming in the Arctic relative to that of lower latitudes (Bindoff et al., 2013). This
enhanced warming is commonly referred to as ‘Arctic Amplification’ or AA (Serreze
et al., 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Cohen et al., 2014).
Both Screen and Simmonds (2010) and Cohen et al. (2014) find evidence of AA
in ERA-interim reanalysis data (Dee et al., 2011) for all seasons in recent decades,
but particularly in autumn and winter. This AA is a near-surface phenomenon, which
mostly occurs below around 850 hPa and strongly decreases with height in all seasons
except summer. At its strongest in autumn and winter, AA is associated with lower-
tropospheric and polar-cap average temperature trends of around 1◦C per decade
for 1979-2014 (Cohen et al., 2014) and 1.6◦C per decade for 1989-2008 (Screen and
Simmonds, 2010), which is around double the rate of warming at lower latitudes.
Serreze et al. (2009) find similar evidence of recent AA in NCEP/NCAR and JRA-25
reanalysis data.
The AA observed over recent decades is likely to be a response to increased
anthropogenic GHG’s rather than being a manifestation of internal variability, since
Bindoff et al. (2013) highlight – based on multi-model evidence from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3) – that AA consistent with observations is
found in climate models only when the effects of increased GHG’s are included. This
also suggests that the observed AA in reanalysis data is not a spurious trend resulting
from, for example, the known issue of sparse on-the-ground surface temperature
measurements over the Arctic Ocean and reliance, therefore, on satellite data in this
region (Screen and Simmonds, 2010).
Looking to future projections of AA, Holland and Bitz (2003) find a range of
Arctic warming from 1.5 to 4.5 times that of global mean warming in their 2xCO2
experiments with various coupled climate models. Furthermore, Barnes and Polvani
(2015) find evidence of AA by 2100 in every model and season, for 27 state-of-the-art
climate models from CMIP5 forced by RCP8.5 anthropogenic GHG forcing. In the
IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), it is further concluded based on CMIP5 model
simulations for all RCP anthropogenic GHG forcing scenarios that – out of all regions
globally – the Arctic region will warm the most by the end of the 21st century (with
very high confidence) (Collins et al., 2013).
However, while projections robustly suggest that AA will occur in the future under
warming scenarios, there is large disagreement between different climate models in
terms of both the spatial pattern and magnitude of this warming (Holland and Bitz,
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Fig. 1.1 Projected late 21st century change in winter (DJF) surface temperature from
different CMIP5 models. Changes are calculated from differences between time-slice
means over the period 2070-2099 of the RCP8.5 scenario simulations and 1970-1999 of
the historical forcing simulations. The panel in the bottom right-hand corner shows
the mean projected change for the CMIP5 models shown. See Appendix A for further
details.
2003; Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014; Boeke and Taylor, 2016, 2018). Figure 1.1 shows
this model diversity for projections of late 21st century winter surface temperature for
CMIP5 models under an RCP8.5 forcing scenario (see Appendix A for a model list).
Mechanisms
There are various mechanisms that have been proposed to explain AA, as detailed in
the review papers of Serreze and Barry (2011) and Goosse et al. (2018). These include
Arctic sea-ice loss, land snow retreat, temperature feedbacks (including the Planck
and lapse rate feedbacks), cloud and water vapour feedbacks, and increased poleward
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energy transport by the atmosphere and oceans. Each of these mechanisms will now
be explained, and evidence of their importance for AA reviewed.
Arctic sea-ice loss leads to AA by modifying the surface energy budget through a
combination of two feedbacks (Serreze et al., 2009; Screen and Simmonds, 2010; Screen
et al., 2012; Dai et al., 2019; Duan et al., 2019). In the surface albedo feedback, sea-ice
retreat exposes the darker ocean surface below, which has a lower surface albedo and
thus absorbs more solar radiation. In the insulation feedback, the removal of sea-ice
allows for greater energy exchange between the ocean surface and the atmosphere.
Therefore, reductions in Arctic sea-ice cover due to GHG forcing enhance ocean heat
uptake in summer – which is when the atmosphere is climatologically warmest relative
to the ocean surface and, hence, the air-sea heat flux is downwards. This extra heat is
then subsequently released into the atmosphere in autumn and winter – which is when
the ocean is climatologically warmest relative to the atmosphere and, hence, the air-sea
heat flux is upwards. This extra heat release is also aided by a warmer ocean surface
further reducing sea-ice, as well as delaying the annual refreeze in autumn and winter.
One of the central arguments suggesting Arctic sea-ice loss is a key cause of AA
is their correspondence in seasonality and spatial pattern. Indeed, Serreze et al.
(2009) highlight that AA is confined to the near-surface in NCEP/NCAR and JRA-25
reanalysis data, consistent with an anomalous surface heat source such as sea-ice
loss. Furthermore, they also highlight that both AA and atmospheric warming due
to Arctic sea-ice loss are largest in autumn and winter. More quantitatively, Screen
and Simmonds (2010) linearly regress ERA-interim reanalysis zonal mean temperature
data onto SIC averaged north of 70◦N for the period 1989-2008, and find that sea-ice
trends explain much of the magnitude and pattern of temperature trends in all seasons.
Screen et al. (2012) also show – using atmospheric general circulation model (AGCM)
simulations – that Arctic SIC and associated local sea surface temperature (SST)
changes explain a large portion of observed near-surface Arctic warming.
More recently, Duan et al. (2019) used the NCAR Community Earth System Model
(CESM) to show that polar warming in response to increases in CO2 is doubled in
simulations with the existence of sea-ice and land snow. Furthermore, Dai et al. (2019)
conducted a comprehensive study using a combination of ERA-interim reanalysis data,
CMIP5 model simulations under RCP8.5 anthropogenic forcings up to 2300, and two
CESM1 simulations forced by increases in CO2 with and without fixed SIC. It was
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found that sea-ice loss is necessary for large AA, with large AA only occurring when
there is large sea-ice loss, and in areas of large sea-ice loss.
The above evidence implies a link between the aforementioned spread in model
projections of future Arctic sea-ice loss, and spread in projections of future AA, in
terms of both the spatial pattern and magnitude. Indeed, such a link has also been
suggested in the IPCC’s AR5 report (although intermodel differences in the simulation
of other mechanisms playing a role in AA may also contribute in part to this spread
in AA projections; Collins et al., 2013). Both Holland and Bitz (2003) and Dai et al.
(2019) find that larger future AA is simulated in climate models with larger sea-ice
loss, which also tend to be those models with a more extensive historical climatological
mean Arctic sea-ice cover. Pithan and Mauritsen (2014) also show that the largest
spread in CMIP5 climate model projections of Arctic warming under 4xCO2 forcing
comes from spread in the surface albedo feedback associated with Arctic sea-ice and
land snow retreat. Furthermore, the spatial pattern of simulated Arctic warming in
climate models has been found to be related to the initial spatial distribution of Arctic
sea-ice, since this determines the subsequent location of sea-ice loss (Holland and Bitz,
2003; Räisänen, 2007; Bracegirdle and Stephenson, 2012).
With regards to mechanisms proposed to explain AA besides sea-ice loss, Pithan
and Mauritsen (2014) analyse CMIP5 4xCO2 simulations and find that the largest
contribution to AA – in terms of the multi-model mean – is from temperature feedbacks
(the Planck and lapse-rate feedbacks), and the second largest is from the surface
albedo feedback associated with Arctic sea-ice and land snow retreat. The Planck
feedback can be explained by the Stefan-Boltzmann Law, B ∝ T 4, which describes the
longwave radiation B emitted by a body with temperature T . The non-linearity of
this relationship means that, since the Arctic is colder than lower latitudes, a larger
temperature increase is required in the Arctic to balance a given radiative forcing.
The lapse-rate feedback is explained by the fact that (limited) radiosonde observa-
tions indicate that the Arctic boundary layer is characterised by strong temperature
inversions, or an increase in temperature with height (Serreze et al., 1992; Liu et al.,
2006; Zhang et al., 2011). These inversions result in high levels of vertical stability,
thus inhibiting vertical mixing and confining any surface based warming to a limited
vertical extent. In the highly convective environment of the tropics, however, a warm-
ing climate results in enhanced convection, resulting in greater latent heat release
in upper tropospheric levels and enhanced upper tropospheric warming compared to
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the surface. This further enhances near-surface warming in the Arctic relative to the
tropics. Evidence of the importance of the lapse-rate feedback for AA is also found
in the earlier CO2 doubling experiments of Manabe and Wetherald (1975) using a
simplified three-dimensional general circulation model (GCM), and in the idealised
climate change experiments of Bintanja et al. (2012) using a coupled climate model.
The water vapour feedback may also play a role in Arctic warming, as shown in
various studies using observational data (Dessler et al., 2008; Gordon et al., 2013),
individual climate model simulations with increases in GHG’s (Graversen and Wang,
2009; Gordon et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2013), and CMIP5 4xCO2 simulations (Pithan
and Mauritsen, 2014; Goosse et al., 2018). This feedback involves an increase in
the amount of water vapour in the atmosphere in response to a warming climate,
which amplifies the greenhouse effect and enhances warming. However, due to the
Clausius-Clapeyron relationship – in which the saturation water vapour pressure is
exponentially related to the temperature, therefore implying that increases in water
vapour are larger at higher temperatures – the water vapour feedback is stronger in the
tropics than in the Arctic. Therefore, while the water vapour feedback does contribute
to Arctic warming, it may not contribute to enhanced warming in the Arctic compared
to lower latitudes, i.e. AA (Graversen and Wang, 2009; Taylor et al., 2013; Pithan and
Mauritsen, 2014; Goosse et al., 2018).
It has also been found that sea-ice loss leads to an increase in cloud cover and,
therefore, increased downwelling longwave radiation and Arctic warming (Vavrus, 2004;
Taylor et al., 2013; Kay et al., 2016). However, clouds have also been found to act as
a negative feedback: indeed, a warming climate increases the liquid water content in
mixed-phase clouds and, therefore, causes a higher cloud reflectivity, greater reflection
of incoming shortwave radiation, and reduced Arctic warming (Mitchell et al., 1989;
Zelinka et al., 2012; Goosse et al., 2018). Differences in the magnitudes of these
feedbacks between different CMIP5 climate models can explain why clouds either have
an overall Arctic warming or cooling effect in response to 4xCO2 forcing in different
models (Pithan and Mauritsen, 2014).
Finally, more remote processes such as increased poleward energy transport may
contribute to AA. In terms of atmospheric transport, Lee et al. (2011) show using
ERA-40 reanalysis data that observed winter surface warming over Arctic sea-ice is
explained by increased convection in the tropical Indo-western Pacific region, resulting
anomalous Rossby wave propagation, and associated poleward stationary eddy heat
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fluxes. Ding et al. (2014) similarly show in reanalysis data and a climate model forced
by observed tropical SST’s, that recent observed surface and tropospheric warming in
Northeastern Canada and Greenland is due to a negative trend in the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), which has been caused by anomalous Rossby waves forced by
tropical Pacific SST anomalies. Finally, Gong et al. (2017) show using ERA-interim
reanalysis data that Arctic winter warming can be partly explained by changes in
poleward-propagating Rossby waves enhancing poleward fluxes of moisture.
In terms of oceanic transport, coupled climate model simulations forced by idealised
increases in CO2 show increased heat advection into the Arctic due to increased Atlantic
Sector overturning (Graham and Vellinga, 2013), and a 2000 year-long record of past
ocean temperatures suggests that recent Arctic warming is linked to the unprecedented
warmth of Atlantic Water entering the Arctic Ocean (Spielhagen et al., 2011).
However, in Pithan and Mauritsen (2014)’s comparison of the various feedbacks
that contribute to the multi-model mean of AA in CMIP5 4xCO2 experiments, changes
in atmospheric and oceanic poleward energy transport are not as large as, for example,
the surface albedo and temperature feedbacks. Furthermore, it is found in the AGCM
simulations of Screen et al. (2012) that changes in remote SST’s, and associated changes
in poleward atmospheric energy transport, do not explain enhanced near-surface Arctic
warming; instead these explain most of the observed Arctic tropospheric warming
above 700 hPa. Note that they additionally find this upper level warming is enhanced
in summer – as mentioned in the previous section – by other radiative forcings, such
as changes in GHG’s, ozone, and aerosols.
In summary, while various mechanisms have been shown to contribute to AA
besides Arctic sea-ice loss – including land snow retreat, temperature feedbacks, cloud
feedbacks, and increases in poleward energy transport – sea-ice loss is likely to be one
of the major contributors.
1.1.2 Changes in mid-latitude weather and climate
While there has been an observed decline in sea-ice and amplified warming in the Arctic
in recent decades, there has been an apparent increase in severe winter weather across
some mid-latitude regions. These coincident trends have been commonly referred to
as the ‘Warm Arctic – Cold Continents’ (WACC) pattern (Petoukhov and Semenov,
2010; Overland et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 2014, 2018; Chen et al., 2018).
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For example, GISTEMP (GISS Surface Temperature Analysis) data shows that in
central Eurasia average winter surface air temperatures have reduced by 1.25◦C over
the past 25 years (McCusker et al., 2016). Similar trends have been found in the same
dataset by Cohen et al. (2014) and Shepherd (2016) for slightly different time-periods,
but with an additional small cooling trend found in the eastern United States.
In terms of winter weather extremes, Cohen et al. (2014) show that for time series
averaged for the land area between 20◦N and 50◦N, the annual coldest daily minimum
temperature has decreased since 1990, and the frequency of unusually cold winter
months – defined as more than two standard deviations below the 1951-1980 mean –
reversed its long-term downward trend by the end of the 1990’s. Indeed, there have also
been recent unusually cold and snowy winters observed in 2006 (year is for January),
2010, 2011, 2017, and 2018 across parts of Eurasia (Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010;
Guirguis et al., 2011; Osborn, 2011; Chen et al., 2018; Met Office, 2018; Greening and
Hodgson, 2019), and in 2010, 2011, 2014, and 2019 across parts of North America
(Guirguis et al., 2011; Van Oldenborgh et al., 2015; Climate Central, 2019).
As a specific example, in December 2016 and January 2017 parts of Siberia were
around 20◦C colder than the 1979-2000 climatological mean, while parts of the central
Arctic were around 20◦C warmer (Chen et al., 2018). Similarly, in March 2018 there
were two periods of significant snowfall in the UK, temperatures were 2◦C below the
1981-2010 mean in most areas, and – very unusually – air temperatures remained
below freezing for over 48 hours across large areas at the start of the month (Met
Office, 2018). This extreme winter weather – commonly referred to as the ‘Beast from
the East’ in the media – coincided with anomalous warmth in the Arctic, where this
warmth was linked to satellite era record-breaking Arctic SIE lows in January and
February 2018 (NSIDC, 2018c,b), and an almost record-breaking SIE low in March
2018 (NSIDC, 2018a).
1.1.3 Evidence for an Arctic influence on mid-latitudes
The simultaneous occurrence of recent Arctic sea-ice loss and apparent increases in
severe mid-latitude winters has led to much research into whether they are dynamically
linked. Since all climate models project a continuation of Arctic sea-ice loss during
the 21st century in response to anthropogenic GHG forcing, it is important that the
potential influence of this on the highly populated mid-latitudes is better understood.
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In this section, various types of evidence will be considered for an influence of Arctic
sea-ice loss on mid-latitude weather and climate, following the ‘Can it, has it, will it?’
framework of Barnes and Screen (2015). Firstly, the mechanisms that can in theory
support an Arctic influence on mid-latitudes will be reviewed (‘Can it?’). Following
this, a review will be given of evidence for an observed Arctic influence (‘Has it?’), and
of evidence for a potential future Arctic influence (‘Will it?’). This framework is useful
because it provides some clarity to the problem; indeed, the conclusions of past studies
have appeared contradictory, and it can be argued that this has partly been due to
confusion over the exact question being posed (Barnes and Screen, 2015).
1.1.3.1 Mechanisms for an Arctic influence: ‘Can it?’
Various pathways have been proposed to connect Arctic sea-ice loss with changes in
mid-latitude weather and climate, which involve either tropospheric or stratospheric
mechanisms. Before explaining these, however, it will be helpful to firstly cover some key
equations and approximations, as well as some theory on wave-mean flow diagnostics,
where this information will largely be based on Hoskins and James (2014). Key features
of the large-scale atmospheric circulation involved in these mechanisms will also be
described and explained.
Key equations and approximations
A simplified set of equations, that are important in helping to diagnose mechanisms,
comprises the horizontal and vertical momentum equations, the mass continuity or


















= b ′ , (1.2)
∇ · u = 0 , (1.3)
Db ′
Dt
+N2w = 0 , (1.4)
where v = (u, v) and u = (u, v, w) (the zonal, meridional, and vertical wind compo-
nents); b ′ = gθ ′/θr is the buoyancy (where dashes indicate perturbations, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and θr is a constant reference potential temperature); f is
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the Coriolis parameter; p ′ is the perturbation pressure; ρr is a reference atmospheric
density (assumed constant); N2 is the squared Brunt-Väisälä buoyancy frequency (a
measure of the static stability); and ∇H = ∂/∂x + ∂/∂y. These equations neglect
dissipation, and have been simplified under the anelastic approximation (an assumption
that variations in density and pressure are dominated by their exponential decrease
with height) and Boussinesq approximation (an assumption that the density is constant
except in the buoyancy term, such that it is only considered when density variations
are responsible for vertical motion).
An important consequence of the momentum equations can been seen by applying
the hydrostatic and geostrophic balance approximations. Hydrostatic balance assumes
that vertical length scales in the atmosphere are much smaller than horizontal length
scales; the acceleration term can then be neglected in the vertical momentum equation,
meaning that gravity is in balance with the vertical pressure gradient. Geostrophic
balance assumes large horizontal length scales, L, or a very small Rossby number
(Ro = U/fL ≪ 1, where U is a typical horizontal wind speed); the acceleration term
can then be neglected in the horizontal momentum equation, meaning that the pressure














Importantly, this shows that the vertical shear in the geostrophic zonal wind is
proportional to the meridional temperature gradient.
Wave-mean flow diagnostics
It is also useful to derive wave-mean flow diagnostics to understand the effect of Rossby
wave propagation on the mean flow, and conversely the effect of the mean flow on
Rossby wave propagation. These effects are respectively diagnosed using Eliassen-Palm
flux (EP-flux) vectors and their divergence, and the refractive index.
Firstly, EP-flux vectors, F = (Fϕ, Fz), and their divergence, ∇ · F, are given by:
Fϕ ∝ −[u∗v∗] , (1.6)
Fz ∝ [v∗b∗] , (1.7)
∂[u]
∂t
= f [v]res +
1
ρr
∇ · F + other terms , (1.8)
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where ϕ is the latitude, square brackets denote zonal means, asterisks denote deviations
from the zonal mean (due to waves), and [v]res is a residual meridional circulation. These
are derived by using incompressibility to write the zonal momentum and thermodynamic
equations in flux form. Terms are then separated into zonal mean and deviation
parts, the zonal mean of each resulting equation is taken, and the quasi-geostrophic
approximation is applied (which assumes the system is close to geostrophic balance
such that terms of order Ro2 or greater are neglected).
The EP-flux vectors and their divergence respectively show the direction of energy
propagation by quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves, and the forcing on the zonal mean
zonal wind due to these waves. Physically, this can be understood as follows. In terms
of the meridional component, Fϕ, this depends on the zonal mean eddy momentum
flux, [u∗v∗]; as such, this is related to the forcing of waves on the zonal mean zonal
wind due to their associated meridional fluxes of zonal momentum (and divergence
thereof). As for the vertical component, Fz, this depends on the zonal mean eddy heat
flux, [v∗b∗]. This describes the meridional flux of heat due to waves, which alters the
meridional temperature gradient and results in an adjustment of the vertical shear in
the zonal wind to maintain thermal-wind balance. Therefore, the effect of the zonal
mean eddy heat flux is to redistribute momentum in the vertical, and it is as if there is
a vertical eddy flux of zonal momentum that is proportional to the horizontal eddy
flux of heat.
Secondly, Holton and Hakim (2013) define a refractive index, nk, from the conser-
vation of quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity, Dq/Dt = 0. This conservation equation
is derived from the quasi-geostrophic thermodynamic and vorticity equations, where
the latter is obtained from incompressibility combined with the curl of the horizontal
momentum equation. To calculate nk, the conservation equation is divided into zonal
mean and deviation parts, and then linearised (such that products of perturbations are
neglected, since perturbations are assumed to be small). The zonal mean zonal wind
is then assumed to depend on both latitude and height, [u] = [u(y, z)], and wave-like
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H is a scale height, ψ is the streamfunction, Ψ is the wave amplitude, k is the zonal
wavenumber, and cx is the zonal phase speed. Note that equations 1.9 and 1.10 neglect
dissipation.
According to equations 1.9 and 1.10, real solutions for Ψ only exist – or Rossby
waves can only propagate – for positive n2k. As such, large-scale (low wavenumber)
stationary waves (cx = 0) will only propagate in a westerly mean flow that is not
too strong. Furthermore, they will also not propagate in an easterly flow, since when
[u] = 0 (known as the ‘critical line’) n2k becomes singular. This leads to a violation of
the linearity assumption or the neglect of dissipation, and subsequent wavebreaking,
where this is defined as the rapid and irreversible overturning of waves (Hoskins and
Karoly, 1981; McIntyre and Palmer, 1983, 1984, 1985; Barnes and Hartmann, 2012).
The large-scale atmospheric circulation
The mechanisms proposed to explain an influence of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitude
weather and climate involve key features of the large-scale atmospheric circulation,
including the tropospheric subtropical (or thermally-driven) and eddy-driven jets,
the Arctic Oscillation, and the stratospheric polar vortex. These mechanisms and
circulation features are depicted in the schematic from Cohen et al. (2014) in Figure 1.2.
The subtropical jet is a strong westerly jet with strong vertical shear that exists in
the subtropical upper troposphere at the poleward flank of the Hadley cell. The Hadley
cell is a large-scale meridional overturning circulation in the tropics, which describes
the rising of air near the equator and the sinking of air in the subtropics, where
this is driven by tropical radiative heating and thermal convection (e.g. Holton and
Hakim, 2013). The subtropical jet is, to first order, generated by angular momentum
transport by the Hadley cell (Held and Hou, 1980). Energy transport by the Hadley
cell also respectively weakens and enhances the tropical and subtropical climatological
meridional temperature gradients (Lindzen and Hou, 1988), where the latter balances
the subtropical jet’s strong vertical shear through the thermal-wind relation.
The eddy-driven jet, on the other hand, is a westerly jet that is deeper in structure
and defined by a lower tropospheric maximum in zonal winds. This jet is maintained
by the eddy momentum flux convergence of baroclinic eddies generated by baroclinic
instability in regions of enhanced baroclinicity (regions of strong horizontal and/or
vertical temperature gradients) (Held, 1975; Rhines, 1975; Panetta, 1993; Li and
Wettstein, 2012). While the subtropics are one such region as outlined above, baroclinic
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waves are also prevalent in the strong baroclinic regions of mid-latitudes (e.g. around
warm ocean boundary currents such as the North Atlantic Gulf Stream) (Lee and Kim,
2003; Eichelberger and Hartmann, 2007; Shaw et al., 2016). In the North Atlantic
sector, mid-latitudes are the region of strongest baroclinicity and, thus, the eddy-driven
jet is typically found in mid-latitudes in this sector (distinct from the subtropical jet);
in the North Pacific sector, on the other hand, the region of strongest baroclinicity is in
the subtropics and, thus, the eddy-driven and subtropical jets are more co-located (Lee
and Kim, 2003). Surface orography can also generate stationary waves that converge
momentum onto the eddy-driven jet, therefore contributing to its maintenance (Held
et al., 2002; Shaw et al., 2016).
The subtropical jet acts as a waveguide for the eddy-driven jet (Lee and Kim,
2003; Brayshaw et al., 2008; Barnes and Hartmann, 2011), and the maintenance of the
eddy-driven jet also affects the subtropical jet. This latter effect involves vertical wave
propagation in a baroclinic region converging westerly momentum at lower tropospheric
levels, which can reduce the vertical shear of the subtropical jet, and meridional wave
propagation converging westerly momentum at upper tropospheric levels, which can
strengthen the subtropical jet (see the EP-flux equations 1.6-1.8; Gerber and Vallis,
2007; Thompson and Birner, 2012). As such, these jets are highly interconnected (see
E in Figure 1.2a) and will sometimes be referred to together as the ‘tropospheric jet’.
Variability of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets is associated with the Arctic
Oscillation or AO. The AO describes the observed oscillation in geopotential height
anomalies between high and middle Northern Hemisphere latitudes, where anomalous
positive (negative) and negative (positive) heights respectively define its negative
(positive) phase (see Figure 1.2b). The negative and positive AO phases are respectively
associated with a strengthening and weakening of the zonal mean subtropical jet as
well as Pacific sector eddy-driven jet, and an equatorward and poleward shift of the
Atlantic sector eddy-driven jet (Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Ambaum et al., 2001).
This respectively results in colder and warmer conditions in key regions of mid-latitudes
(Lorenz, 1951; Kutzbach, 1970; Thompson and Wallace, 1998, 2000).
Moving upwards into the stratosphere, the stratospheric polar vortex (or ‘polar
vortex’ for short) will now be described and the dynamics of this vortex explained,
where this explanation will be largely based on Holton and Hakim (2013). The polar
vortex describes the strong band of westerly winds that circle the Arctic stratosphere
in autumn and winter, centred around 60◦N. These winds form due to an absence of
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incoming solar radiation during the polar night, which leads to stratospheric cooling
over the Arctic and, thus, an increase in the zonal wind with height to maintain
thermal-wind balance. Over spring and summer, this vortex breaks down due to
increases in solar radiation warming the Arctic stratosphere.
The polar vortex exhibits considerable intraseasonal and interannual variability,
which includes sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events. These SSWs occur around
every two years during winter (November to March), and are characterised by a sudden
breakdown of the polar vortex within a few days. This causes large-scale warming
of the Arctic stratosphere, which reverses the meridional temperature gradient and,
thus, is associated with a reversal in zonal winds from westerly to easterly. SSWs have
been shown in both observational and modelling studies to have a strong downward
influence on the troposphere, and are associated with the development of a negative
AO pattern in the troposphere within around 10 days of the SSW occurring, which
can last for many weeks (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999, 2001; Charlton et al., 2004;
Simpson et al., 2011; Hitchcock and Simpson, 2014; Hitchcock and Haynes, 2016).
The mechanisms causing an SSW were first shown in numerical integrations of the
adiabatic-geostrophic potential vorticity equation by Matsuno (1971), and have also
been shown in reanalysis data as well as in full complexity AGCM’s (e.g. Garfinkel
et al., 2010). In particular, SSWs are caused by the enhanced upward propagation of
stationary Rossby waves into the stratosphere, which are generated in the troposphere
by orography and land-sea thermal contrasts (Held et al., 2002). Both theoretical
arguments and observations show that this only involves large-scale (zonal wavenumber-
1/2/3 or wave-1/2/3) waves (Charney and Drazin, 1961; Matsuno, 1970; Hoskins and
James, 2014). Indeed, this can be seen from the refractive index equation (1.9 and
1.10), which shows that for a strong westerly flow – such as that associated with the
polar vortex – propagation is favoured for a low wavenumber.
As can be seen from the vertical EP-flux (equation 1.7), this anomalous upward
wave propagation transports easterly angular momentum upwards which weakens the
stratospheric flow (Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001). This weakening of the flow then
increases the refractive index, encouraging more anomalous upward wave propagation
into the stratosphere and further deceleration of the zonal winds. Once the wind
becomes easterly, a critical line is then formed, above which linear waves can no longer
propagate. This leads to wavebreaking and strong EP-flux convergence below the
critical line, encouraging stronger deceleration of the zonal winds at this lower level. As
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such, the process then repeats itself over and over, resulting in a subsequent downward
propagation of the critical line and associated easterly wind anomalies. In this way,
SSWs have a downward influence on the tropospheric circulation or AO.
Alternative theories of how SSWs can influence the troposphere have also been
reviewed by Song and Robinson (2004). For example, various studies suggest that while
anomalous wave driving in the stratosphere and associated EP-flux convergence leads
to a weakening of the zonal wind, this is partially offset by an anomalous poleward flow
(as can be seen from the f [v]res term in the EP-flux divergence equation, 1.8). This
generates anomalous secondary meridional circulations, which can extend downward
into the troposphere (e.g. Haynes et al., 1991). It has also been suggested that SSWs
are associated with a redistribution of mass in the stratosphere toward the North Pole,
which may itself directly influence surface pressure (e.g. Baldwin and Dunkerton, 1999).
Furthermore, when nudging an AGCM toward a specific reference SSW, Hitchcock and
Simpson (2016) find that the anomalous tropospheric winds caused by the downward
influence of the SSW can only explain part of the total tropospheric negative AO
response; the remainder is caused by tropospheric eddy feedbacks.
Tropospheric mechanisms for an Arctic influence
Various tropospheric mechanisms have been proposed to potentially explain an influence
of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitude weather and climate (see Figure 1.2).
For instance, it has been found using both observations and models that Arctic
sea-ice loss can modify tropospheric stationary Rossby wave propagation, which leads
to a local anticyclonic response and stronger cold air advection over adjacent continents
(Honda et al., 2009; Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Mori et al., 2014, 2019). Indeed,
theoretical arguments show that the steady linear response to a shallow thermal
anomaly in the extratropics – similar to the AA associated with sea-ice loss – is a
local anticyclone in the mid-troposphere (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981). This can be seen
from the thermal-wind relation written in terms of the vertical component of relative
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Assuming a wave-like thermal anomaly in the x direction of wavenumber k, b ′ ∝ sin(kx),
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic from Cohen et al. (2014) summarising key mechanisms for the 
influence of Arctic sea-ice loss and associated warming on mid-latitude weather and 
climate. (a) Mechanisms involving the tropospheric thermally-driven (subtropical) 
and eddy-driven jets, and the stratospheric polar vortex (night jet). Green arrows 
indicate feedbacks. (b) Changes in the large-scale atmospheric circulation and surface 
temperature associated with a negative Arctic Oscillation (AO). The green solid 
(dashed) lines indicate positive (negative) zonal wind anomalies, and the grey lines 
indicate the climatological tropospheric jet and stratospheric polar vortex. [Reprinted by 
permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Nature Geoscience, 
‘Recent Arctic amplification and extreme mid-latitude weather’, Cohen et al. (2014).]
and, therefore, for a shallow positive buoyancy anomaly, the vorticity must decrease
with height from the surface (i.e. must become more anticyclonic).
It has also been shown in the observational studies of Francis and Vavrus (2012,
2015) that Arctic sea-ice loss and associated AA weakens the climatological meridional
temperature gradient, thereby potentially resulting in a weakening of the subtropical
jet to maintain thermal-wind balance (see A in Figure 1.2a). These studies, and Capua
and Coumou (2016), further show that this is associated with a more meandering flow
and, therefore, slower and more persistent eastward moving weather systems (or an
increase in atmospheric ‘blocking’). However, while Screen and Simmonds (2014) show
that significantly larger amplitude Rossby waves are indeed associated with extreme
mid-latitude weather in particular regions, other observational studies using different
methodologies find no evidence of a link between AA and the Rossby wave amplitude
or blocking frequency (Barnes, 2013; Screen and Simmonds, 2013; Barnes et al., 2014).
Furthermore, Ronalds et al. (2018) find little mechanistic evidence of this in barotropic
model simulations run with a polar forcing designed to represent AA, which instead
show a decrease in tropospheric jet latitude variability.
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Arctic sea-ice loss and associated warming may also result in a negative AO-like
response – and therefore lower temperatures in Europe and the eastern United States –
through various mechanisms, including tropospheric eddy feedbacks. In particular, this
involves the modification of tropospheric eddy heat and momentum fluxes, and the
associated effect of this on the eddy-driven jet and, thus, the AO (see B in Figure 1.2a).
For example, it has been shown in modelling studies that the warming associated with
Arctic sea-ice loss results in a direct stationary Rossby wave response, which itself
can result in anomalous stationary eddy momentum and heat fluxes (Nakamura et al.,
2016a), or in the subsequent modification of non-linear transient eddy momentum and
heat fluxes (Magnusdottir et al., 2004; Deser et al., 2004, 2007; Ruggieri et al., 2019),
both of which can project onto a negative AO-like response. Sellevold et al. (2016) do
find limited evidence of the former mechanism, however, in baroclinic stationary wave
model experiments with anomalous thermal forcing imposed in the Arctic.
The mechanisms proposed immediately above assume that the circulation (or
vorticity) response to the anomalous diabatic heating associated with Arctic sea-ice
loss is important for the initiation of tropospheric eddy feedbacks. Some studies have
found though that the anomalous diabatic heating itself is more directly important.
For example, in the observational study of Jaiser et al. (2012) they find that Arctic
sea-ice loss and associated warming results in a reduction in vertical static stability
and, therefore, an increase in baroclinic instability over the heating region. This results
in the growth of baroclinic waves that, through transient eddy feedbacks, affect the
eddy-driven jet and project onto a negative AO. Alternatively, Yang et al. (2016)
find in observations that sea-ice loss in the Barents-Kara Seas results in a reduction
of the meridional temperature gradient south of the heating region. This reduces
the zonal wind in this region (to maintain thermal-wind balance), which sharpens
the meridional wind shear on the poleward side of the tropospheric jet. Subsequent
barotropic instability then results in eddy growth, facilitating stationary and transient
eddy feedbacks which project onto a negative AO.
Stratospheric mechanisms for an Arctic influence
Sea-ice loss has also been shown to result in a negative AO through stratospheric
mechanisms (see C and D in Figure 1.2a). Specifically, the anomalous thermal forcing
associated with sea-ice loss has been shown to enhance upward wave propagation, due to
the constructive interference (Nishii et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010) of anomalous forced
and climatological large-scale stationary Rossby waves. This weakens the stratospheric
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polar vortex, which subsequently results in a negative tropospheric AO response (Kim
et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; García-Serrano et al., 2015; Nakamura
et al., 2015; King et al., 2016; Nakamura et al., 2016a,b; Wu and Smith, 2016; Zhang
et al., 2018a). It has also been specifically found that an increased frequency of
stratospheric weak polar vortex events is important for the stratospheric response to
recent sea-ice loss (Kim et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Jaiser et al., 2016)
and future loss in autumn (Sun et al., 2015), and that stronger stratosphere-troposphere
coupling occurs during these events in response to recent ice loss (Hoshi et al., 2019).
Climate modelling experiments using a stratospheric nudging method to constrain
the stratospheric evolution have provided objective evidence that stratospheric mech-
anisms may play a dominant role in the tropospheric AO response to past sea-ice
loss (Nakamura et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2018a,b). However, Wu and Smith (2016)
also use this technique and find equal roles played by stratospheric and tropospheric
mechanisms for various amplitudes of imposed AA-like thermal forcings (ranging from
smaller AA to late 21st century AA).
Summary: ‘Can it?’
In summary, a multitude of tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms – most likely
tropospheric stationary Rossby wave propagation, tropospheric eddy feedbacks, and
changes in the stratospheric polar vortex – can potentially explain an influence of
Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitude weather and climate. While this multitude does
highlight a lack of agreement between studies regarding the dominant mechanisms
involved (Barnes and Screen, 2015), the evidence presented in this section supports
the plausibility of a causal link.
1.1.3.2 Evidence for an observed Arctic influence: ‘Has it?’
It will now be examined whether there is evidence that Arctic sea-ice loss has had an
influence on mid-latitude weather and climate in the recent past, by reviewing both
observational and modelling studies.
Observational studies
There is a large amount of observational evidence suggesting that recent Arctic sea-ice
loss – through changes in tropospheric stationary Rossby wave propagation – may be
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responsible for recent wintertime cooling trends in parts of Eurasia. Indeed, statistical
analysis performed for a variety of different sea-ice and reanalysis datasets has suggested
that, in recent decades, sea-ice loss in the Barents-Kara Seas (BKS) in autumn and
winter has led to a local strengthening of the Siberian High, resulting in stronger
northerly advection of cold Arctic air towards central Eurasia in winter (Honda et al.,
2009; Inoue et al., 2012; Mori et al., 2014; Yao et al., 2017). For example, Luo et al.
(2016) find evidence of this link by linearly regressing winter mean mid-tropospheric
geopotential height and surface air temperature anomalies onto BKS sea-ice extent
over the period 1979-2013 (with and without long-term trends removed). Furthermore,
Kretschmer et al. (2016) show evidence of this link using a ‘Causal Effect Networks’
method, which – for a set of chosen ‘actors’ or variables – tests for all possible
relationships between different actors (e.g. for all leads and lags, for whether actors
are indirectly related through another actor, and so on). Kug et al. (2015) additionally
show using lead-lag regression that recent severe winters in parts of North America
may be explained by anomalous warming in the East Siberian-Chukchi Seas leading
to a local anticyclonic response, the downstream development of a trough over North
America, and increased northerly cold air advection.
Observational studies also suggest that recent sea-ice loss may have influenced
mid-latitude weather and climate through stratospheric mechanisms. For instance,
Zhang et al. (2016) and Seviour (2017) show that over the last three decades, there
has been a statistically significant shift of the stratospheric polar vortex toward the
Eurasian continent in winter. Zhang et al. (2016) show that this shift may have been
caused by the enhanced upward propagation of wave-1 stationary Rossby waves due to
BKS sea-ice loss, and that it may explain recent wintertime cooling trends in parts of
Eurasia and North America. Similarly, many studies have shown that recent autumn
and early winter sea-ice loss – particularly in the BKS region – may have enhanced
the upward propagation of wave-1/2 stationary Rossby waves, leading to a weakening
of the stratospheric polar vortex and a negative tropospheric AO-like response in the
following winter (Jaiser et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014; García-Serrano et al., 2015; King
et al., 2016; Ruggieri et al., 2016; Kretschmer et al., 2016, 2018).
However, in terms of weather extremes, Screen (2014) show that there has in fact
been a significant decrease in autumn (and to a lesser extent winter) intraseasonal
temperature variability over mid- to high-latitudes in recent decades (using ERA-
interim reanalysis and HadGHCND daily near-surface temperature data). They find
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that this is a thermodynamic rather than dynamic effect, involving a warming of cold
days (due to AA) associated with northerly advection, and a less rapid warming of
warm days associated with southerly advection. Other observational analysis using
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data and a different methodology does, however, suggest an
increase (decrease) in winter intraseasonal lower tropospheric temperature variability
over mid-latitudes (high-latitudes) during the period of AA (Cohen, 2016).
In short, there is largely a consensus among observational studies that a correlation
exists between recent Arctic sea-ice loss and trends in severe mid-latitude winters.
However, a limitation of such observation-based analysis is that correlation does not
imply causation. Instead, causation is better tested by running numerical model
simulations with and without recent sea-ice loss imposed, which can then be used to
objectively determine the response to sea-ice loss.
Modelling studies
There are many climate modelling studies that support observational evidence of
an Arctic influence on mid-latitude winters through tropospheric stationary Rossby
wave propagation. For example, studies imposing recent sea-ice loss in ensemble
simulations with different climate models have found a local anticyclonic response aloft
and, therefore, increased cold air advection over central Eurasia and/or North America
(Honda et al., 2009; Mori et al., 2014; Kug et al., 2015; Mori et al., 2019). Similar
evidence is also found in transient CMIP5 multi-model experiments with historical
anthropogenic and natural forcings (Kug et al., 2015). Evidence of an initial local
anticyclonic response to sea-ice loss is also found in the climate model experiments
of Magnusdottir et al. (2004) and Deser et al. (2004, 2007), but subsequent non-
linear transient tropospheric eddy feedbacks additionally transform the response into a
large-scale negative AO response.
A large number of climate modelling studies also show that recent mid-latitude
late-winter trends can be explained, at least in part, by autumn and early winter
sea-ice loss resulting in a weaker stratospheric polar vortex, which leads to a late-winter
negative tropospheric AO response (Kim et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014;
Nakamura et al., 2015, 2016a; Jaiser et al., 2016). This is also in agreement with
observational studies.
There are however also many modelling studies that are not supportive of a dominant
influence of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitude winters. For example, several modelling
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studies find no robust evidence that recent BKS sea-ice loss has forced the observed
strengthening of the Siberian High and colder central Eurasian winters (McCusker
et al., 2016; Sun et al., 2016; Ogawa et al., 2018). Indeed, McCusker et al. (2016) found
for very large ensembles of AGCM and coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM (AOGCM)
simulations, that none of the AGCM ensemble members and only one of the fifty
AOGCM ensemble members reproduced a strengthening of the Siberian High and
central Eurasian winter cooling of the observed magnitude. It is therefore concluded
that the observed cooling trend could be largely explained by a strengthening of the
Siberian High associated with internal climate variability. Furthermore, Blackport
et al. (2019) recently applied two independent causal inference methods – including
a physics-based approach and lead-lag analysis – to interannual variability within
large ensembles of present-day climate simulations using two coupled AOGCM’s (and
also within ERA-interim reanalysis data). This showed that atmospheric circulation
anomalies simultaneously drive cold mid-latitude winters and warm Arctic conditions,
where these anomalies precede – but importantly do not follow – regional sea-ice loss.
Contrasting stratospheric responses have also been found in climate models with
imposed recent sea-ice retreat, where Screen et al. (2013) find a significant strengthening
of the polar vortex in late-winter in CAM3, and Seviour (2017) find no robust evidence
of a weakening or shift in the polar vortex in recent decades in the CESM1 Large
Ensemble. This latter result is in contrast to the modelling results of Zhang et al.
(2016), but likely reflects the use of a much larger ensemble in Seviour (2017); indeed,
Seviour (2017) shows that a small number of individual ensemble members do simulate
vortex trends similar to those in observations, leading to the conclusion that these
observed trends may be largely associated with internal climate variability.
Similarly contradictory results are found for the tropospheric AO and North Atlantic
Oscillation or NAO (similar to the AO but more confined to the North Atlantic). For
instance, Orsolini et al. (2012) find a positive NAO in response to the large sea-ice
loss in the Pacific and Siberian sectors of the Arctic in 2007, Screen et al. (2014)
respectively find a positive AO response and no AO-like response for recent observed
sea-ice loss imposed in the climate models CAM3 and UM7.3, and Smith et al. (2017)
find oppositely signed NAO responses to recent sea-ice loss imposed in two simulations
using the same climate model but with different background SST states. Furthermore,
Screen (2017a) conduct two large (502 member) ensemble AGCM simulations with
either high-ice or low-ice conditions, and show that although recent sea-ice loss does
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lead to a negative NAO, the dynamical cooling this causes in Northern Europe is
counteracted by the advection of warmed air from the Arctic.
Summary: ‘Has it?’
To summarise, while there is largely a consensus among observational studies that a
correlation exists between recent Arctic sea-ice loss and trends in mid-latitude winters,
there is little consensus among modelling studies that sea-ice loss is the dominant
cause of these mid-latitude trends. It has been suggested that this disparity between
observations and models could be because observed winter trends are largely associated
with internal climate variability, which dominates over any forced response to observed
sea-ice loss. This will be discussed in more detail shortly.
1.1.3.3 Evidence for a potential future Arctic influence: ‘Will it?’
It will now be examined whether there is evidence that projected Arctic sea-ice loss
will potentially have an influence on future mid-latitude weather and climate.
As for recent sea-ice loss, model studies have shown that late 21st century sea-ice
loss in the BKS region leads to a simulated local strengthening of the Siberian High
and increased northerly advection over parts of Eurasia (Deser et al., 2010; Sun et al.,
2015; Blackport and Kushner, 2017; McCusker et al., 2017; Oudar et al., 2017). It has
also been shown that future sea-ice loss results in a simulated equatorward shift of
the tropospheric jet in winter, or a negative tropospheric AO-like response, in a large
number of different AGCM’s and coupled AOGCM’s (Scinocca et al., 2009; Seierstad
and Bader, 2009; Deser et al., 2010; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Sun et al., 2014,
2015; Nakamura et al., 2016a; Wu and Smith, 2016; Blackport and Kushner, 2017;
McCusker et al., 2017; Oudar et al., 2017; England et al., 2018).
Some studies have found that a weakening of the stratospheric polar vortex is
important for this negative AO response (Wu and Smith, 2016; Blackport and Kushner,
2017; McCusker et al., 2017), while others suggest that tropospheric mechanisms are
more important. Indeed, it has been suggested that for the large Arctic warming
associated with future sea-ice loss, a negative AO-like response is predominantly caused
by a reduction in the climatological meridional temperature gradient and associated
weakening of the poleward flank of the tropospheric jet to maintain thermal-wind
balance (Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a; Oudar et al., 2017).
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However, there are also some studies that find either a positive AO-like tropospheric
response in February (Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010), or no evidence of an AO-like
response (Singarayer et al., 2006; Cai et al., 2012; Boland et al., 2016). Similarly, some
studies have found contrasting responses in the stratospheric polar vortex, including a
strengthening (Scinocca et al., 2009; Cai et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2014, 2015; Nakamura
et al., 2016a; England et al., 2018), or no response (Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014).
Furthermore, while some studies do find that the circulation response to future sea-
ice loss results in colder winters in parts of mid-latitudes (Sun et al., 2015; Nakamura
et al., 2016a; England et al., 2018), some – similarly to studies of recent sea-ice
loss – instead find a surface warming response in mid- to high-latitudes due to the
counteraction of dynamical cooling by sea-ice loss induced thermodynamic warming
(Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; McCusker et al., 2017). Furthermore, Ayarzagüena
and Screen (2016) find that mid-latitude ‘Cold Air Outbreaks’ become less severe in
response to future sea-ice loss due to the advection of warmed Arctic air, and many
studies find a reduction in surface temperature variability within winter (Screen, 2014;
Sun et al., 2015; Blackport and Kushner, 2017).
Summary: ‘Will it?’
To summarise, there is some consensus among modelling studies that future Arctic
sea-ice loss could potentially result in a negative tropospheric AO response, and an
anticyclonic response aloft of the ice loss. There is more consensus than modelling
studies simulating the influence of recent Arctic sea-ice loss, likely because future
sea-ice loss represents a much larger perturbation than recent sea-ice loss and, there-
fore, the response may be more robust. However, there is little consensus regarding
whether dynamical cooling will be offset by thermodynamic warming. Other aspects of
disagreement are that a few studies do find different tropospheric AO responses, and
contrasting responses in the stratospheric polar vortex have been found.
1.1.4 Sources of uncertainty in an Arctic influence on mid-
latitudes
It is clear that in both observational and modelling studies, there is disagreement
regarding the mechanisms that can explain an influence of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-
latitude weather and climate. Secondly, while observational studies find a correlation
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between recent observed Arctic sea-ice loss and mid-latitude winter trends, there is
little consensus among modelling studies that sea-ice loss is the dominant cause of
these mid-latitude trends. Finally, there is also a lack of agreement between modelling
studies regarding the potential influence of future sea-ice loss. In short, there is large
uncertainty within the scientific community regarding the nature of the mid-latitude
atmospheric response to sea-ice loss (if a significant response even exists), and the
dominant mechanisms involved.
In this section, various sources of this uncertainty will be discussed, some of which
will form the basis for the subsequent investigations in this thesis. Many of these
sources of uncertainty have been highlighted in the recent review papers of Overland
et al. (2016), Shepherd (2016), Francis (2017), and Screen et al. (2018b).
1.1.4.1 Internal climate variability
The fact that a correlation exists between observed recent Arctic sea-ice loss and
mid-latitude winter trends, but that modelling studies do not support sea-ice loss as
a dominant cause of these winter trends, suggests that these trends could be largely
associated with internal climate variability. Internal climate variability is defined
as variability of the climate system that is internally generated by the system itself
– i.e. without any external forcing – and is partly caused by atmospheric internal
variability (see Deser et al. 2012 and references therein). While the autocorrelation (or
memory) of atmospheric processes is low beyond a few weeks, the intrinsic non-linearity
of these processes results in the chaotic generation of long timescales of variability.
Low frequency variability of the ocean – such as that associated with the Atlantic
Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) or Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO), for example –
can also contribute to internal climate variability through ocean-atmosphere coupling.
It has been suggested that the magnitude of the large-scale atmospheric circulation
response to sea-ice loss may be small compared to internal climate variability (or that
there is a low ‘signal-to-noise’ ratio), since modelling studies typically require very
long simulations – from decades to hundreds of years long – to detect a statistically
significant response (Screen et al., 2018b). Indeed, Screen et al. (2014) quantify the
signal-to-noise ratio for observed sea-ice loss imposed in the CAM3 and UM7.3 climate
models, and find that an approximately 70 year-long simulation is required to detect
a response in the mid and upper level tropospheric circulation. Thus, it is possible
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that trends found in the 40 year-long observational record are largely associated with
internal climate variability, and that modelling studies finding no robust evidence of an
influence of past sea-ice loss on mid-latitudes (e.g. McCusker et al., 2016; Seviour, 2017)
are correct. Contrasting results between modelling studies, both for past and future
sea-ice loss, may also be explained by an insufficient simulation length: for example,
Orsolini et al. (2012) and Kim et al. (2014) run 30 and 40 year-long simulations
respectively, and find opposite tropospheric AO-like responses for past sea-ice loss.
Screen et al. (2018b) do highlight, however, that climate models may underestimate
the signal-to-noise ratio of the ‘real-world’, as shown for predictions of the NAO; this
has been referred to as the ‘signal-to-noise paradox’ (Eade et al., 2014; Scaife et al.,
2014; Dunstone et al., 2016). Recently it has been suggested that this underestimation
may be because climate models do not have a sufficiently fine resolution to accurately
simulate the magnitude of the eddy feedbacks involved in generating anomalous NAO
phases (Scaife et al., 2019).
In response to McCusker et al. (2017) and others, Mori et al. (2019) show using 7
different AGCM’s that each model does produce an ensemble mean strengthening of
the Siberian High and central Eurasian winter cooling in response to observed BKS
sea-ice loss, but that the mean underestimates the observed magnitude of these trends.
Correcting for a potential underestimation of the signal-to-noise ratio suggests that 44%
of observed recent central Eurasian cooling is due to BKS sea-ice loss. However, the
signal-to-noise paradox is an ongoing topic of research, and coordinated experiments
using a large number of different climate models will be required to determine whether
models do in general (i.e. not just for the NAO and a small number of models) have a
signal-to-noise ratio that is systematically too low (Screen et al., 2018b).
1.1.4.2 Sensitivity to the region and magnitude of sea-ice loss
Disparity among studies may also arise from differences in the sea-ice loss anomaly
considered. Indeed, the spatial pattern of observed sea-ice loss varies between different
seasons and years (see Section 1.1.1.1), the magnitude of projected sea-ice loss will
depend on the considered time period (e.g. mid versus late 21st century) and anthro-
pogenic emissions scenario (e.g. RCP4.5 versus RCP8.5), and the spatial pattern and
magnitude of projected Arctic warming for the late 21st century – which is related to
sea-ice loss – is diverse across different climate models (Figure 1.1).
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Various studies have shown that different regions or spatial patterns of sea-ice
loss or Arctic warming can result in contrasting atmospheric responses (Alexander
et al., 2004; Koenigk et al., 2016; Pedersen et al., 2016; Screen, 2017b; Ruggieri et al.,
2019). In particular, the modelling study of Sun et al. (2015) shows that when future
sea-ice loss is mainly confined to the Atlantic sector of the Arctic (in their case the
Barents-Kara, Greenland, and Labrador Seas), the polar vortex weakens in winter; if it
is mainly confined to the Pacific sector (in their case the Bering and Okhotsk Seas),
the vortex strengthens. Their explanation is that the anomalous stationary Rossby
waves generated in the Atlantic (Pacific) case constructively (destructively) interfere
with climatological stationary Rossby waves, which enhances (suppresses) upward wave
propagation into the stratosphere and decelerates (accelerates) the stratospheric flow.
This contrast in interference occurs because the climatological waves are fixed in phase
– since they are generated by fixed orography and land-sea thermal contrasts – but the
phase of the anomalous waves depends on the longitude of the sea-ice loss. Smith et al.
(2010) previously argued for similar effects of varying longitudinal positions of snow
cover anomalies.
Similarly, some studies have examined the response to different magnitudes of
sea-ice loss (Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Nakamura
et al., 2016a; Wu and Smith, 2016), where the first three find it to be non-linear.
For example, Petoukhov and Semenov (2010) show that for increasing magnitudes of
wintertime sea-ice loss in the BKS region, between low loss and 100% loss, the response
transitions from negative AO-like to positive AO-like and then back again.
1.1.4.3 Sensitivity to the background state
It has also been shown that the background atmospheric and oceanic state – which
varies for different climate models, experimental setups, and over time due to internal
climate variability – can alter the response to sea-ice loss. For example, Smith et al.
(2017) show that the tropospheric NAO response to sea-ice loss is opposite in two
AGCM experiments, where one experiment is forced with observed SST’s and the other
with SST’s from a coupled atmosphere-ocean version of the model. They find that
this is because the different SST states lead to different climatological eddy-driven
jet strengths and latitudinal positions, which alters the refractive index and therefore
the nature of Rossby wave propagation. This in turn alters the nature of feedbacks of
Rossby waves on the mean flow, which are important for determining the development
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of latitudinal jet shifts or NAO-like responses (Limpasuvan and Hartmann, 2000;
Barnes et al., 2010; Barnes and Hartmann, 2011).
Osborne et al. (2017) similarly find that the atmospheric response over North
America is different in two AGCM experiments forced with sea-ice loss and clima-
tological SST’s resembling opposite phases of the AMO. Furthermore, Labe et al.
(2019) show that the phase of the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) can modulate the
atmospheric response to sea-ice loss, using simulations from an atmospheric GCM with
a QBO prescribed from observations. The QBO is an observed oscillation in equatorial
stratospheric winds between easterlies (QBO-E) and westerlies (QBO-W) with an
approximately two-year period. It is found that only under QBO-E is there a robust
weakening of the stratospheric polar vortex; this results in a stronger reinforcement of
the Siberian High than for QBO-W, and therefore an intensification of cold extremes
over Eurasia which is only statistically significant for QBO-E. This stratospheric re-
sponse is driven by anomalous wave propagation into the stratosphere due to QBO-E,
which constructively interferes with the climatological zonal wavenumber-1 pattern.
1.1.4.4 Model representation
Disparity among modelling studies in terms of the response to sea-ice loss may also
reflect differences in the representation of key processes between different models. For
example, as previously mentioned, studies using a stratospheric nudging method to
objectively quantify the role played by stratospheric mechanisms in the tropospheric
response to sea-ice loss have found that they are important (Wu and Smith, 2016;
Nakamura et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2018a,b). Similarly, Sun et al. (2015) show that
the tropospheric response is weaker in a low-top version of the climate model WACCM
than in a high-top version, which indicates a key role played by the stratosphere. As
such, climate models with an inadequate representation of the stratosphere may not
realistically simulate the response to sea-ice loss (Zhang et al., 2018a).
There is also a large amount of evidence to suggest that atmosphere-ocean coupling,
particularly through dynamical ocean feedbacks, strongly amplifies the magnitude
and spatial extent of the response to sea-ice loss (Deser et al., 2015, 2016a; Blackport
and Kushner, 2018). As such, the response in AGCM’s may be underestimated in
comparison to that in coupled AOGCM’s and in observations. Since this then implies a
lower signal-to-noise ratio in AGCM’s, this may explain why the response to sea-ice loss
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is less consistent in studies that use AGCM’s compared to those that use AOGCM’s
(Blackport and Kushner, 2018; Screen et al., 2018b). Indeed, Screen et al. (2018b) show
that the large-scale atmospheric circulation response to sea-ice loss is consistent for six
coupled AOGCM’s, including a strengthening of the Siberian High, and a weakening
and equatorward shift of the tropospheric jet in winter.
1.1.4.5 Complexity of mechanisms
Disagreement among both observational and modelling studies regarding the dominant
mechanisms involved in the response to sea-ice loss is most likely due to the inherent
complexity and non-linearity of atmospheric dynamics (Overland et al., 2016). Indeed,
Overland et al. (2016) highlight that there may not be a simple linear cause-and-effect
pathway connecting sea-ice loss to a subsequent response, which has made it difficult for
studies to disentangle the complex web of potential processes involved. This difficulty
may have also been exacerbated by a low signal-to-noise ratio, which may have made
it difficult to detect mechanisms robustly in both the short observational record and
model simulations of insufficient length or ensemble size.
Futhermore, Overland et al. (2016) additionally suggest that the notion of there
being ‘dominant’ mechanisms involved in the response is unhelpful, since it is possible
that the mechanisms found to be important will be sensitive to various factors. This
links to the above discussed sources of uncertainty regarding the nature of the response
to sea-ice loss. Indeed, mechanisms may also be sensitive to the region and magnitude
of sea-ice loss, the background atmospheric and oceanic state, or to the different
representation of key processes in different models. For example, Nakamura et al.
(2016a) and Peings and Magnusdottir (2014) show that both current and future sea-ice
losses – which are of a different spatial pattern and magnitude – lead to a tropospheric
negative AO response, but attribute this to a weakening of the stratospheric polar
vortex for current loss, and to a reduction in the meridional temperature gradient for
future loss.
1.1.5 Wider relevance
Improving our understanding of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss, and specifically of
the sources of uncertainty that may contribute to spread in the response across models,
has a wider relevance. In particular, this may help us to better understand intermodel
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spread in projections of future circulation change in response to the radiative effects of
anthropogenic GHG forcing.
Besides Arctic sea-ice loss and associated warming, the other main radiative effect
of GHG forcing is tropical upper tropospheric warming, which can be understood
from the lapse-rate feedback mechanism discussed in Section 1.1.1.2. While Arctic
warming has been found to reduce the equator-to-pole temperature gradient resulting
in a negative AO-like response, tropical upper tropospheric warming has been found to
enhance this temperature gradient resulting in a positive AO-like response (e.g. Butler
et al., 2010; McCusker et al., 2017; Oudar et al., 2017). As such, many studies have
suggested that the circulation response to future GHG forcing will involve a ‘tug-of-war’
between the tropics and the poles (Barnes and Screen, 2015; Screen et al., 2018a).
Indeed, in studies using single AGCM’s or coupled AOGCM’s, Arctic sea-ice loss
or warming is found to either reduce or entirely cancel the wintertime zonal mean
poleward shift in the tropospheric jet or storm tracks found in response to tropical upper
tropospheric warming (Butler et al., 2010; Deser et al., 2015; Blackport and Kushner,
2017). In other similar studies, on the other hand, this cancellation is only found for
the North Atlantic tropospheric jet, while both Arctic and tropical warming are found
to result in an equatorward shift of the North Pacific tropospheric jet (McCusker et al.,
2017; Oudar et al., 2017).
However, for larger multi-model datasets the circulation response to future GHG
forcing is still uncertain. While the state-of-the-art CMIP5 models do simulate a
positive AO response to future GHG forcing in terms of the multi-model mean, there
is a large intermodel spread in this response (Cattiaux and Cassou, 2013; Yim et al.,
2016), particularly in the North Atlantic sector (Harvey et al., 2014; Barnes and Polvani,
2015; Zappa et al., 2018). Many studies have found that, in winter at least, this spread
in the AO response can be largely attributed to intermodel spread in the simulated
magnitude of AA or sea-ice loss (Cattiaux and Cassou, 2013; Harvey et al., 2014, 2015;
Barnes and Polvani, 2015; Yim et al., 2016).
As highlighted in the previous section, there are various other sources of uncertainty
in the circulation response to future sea-ice loss and, therefore, spread in the simulated
magnitude of sea-ice loss may not be the only significant source of intermodel spread
in projections of future circulation change in response to future GHG forcing. As such,
a better understanding of projections of future circulation change may require a better
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understanding of all the sources of uncertainty that contribute to intermodel spread in
the response to sea-ice loss.
1.2 Thesis aim and research questions
This chapter has clearly demonstrated that uncertainty still exists within the scien-
tific community regarding the nature of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss and the
mechanisms involved. It has also been shown that various sources could contribute to
this uncertainty, including: the influence of internal climate variability; a sensitivity of
the response to the region and magnitude of sea-ice loss, as well as the background
state; intermodel differences in the representation of key processes such as stratospheric
dynamics; and the fact that the response involves a complex web of potential processes,
which are difficult to disentangle. Since all climate models project a continuation of
Arctic sea-ice loss in response to future increases in anthropogenic radiative forcing,
it is important that the influence of this on future circulation changes in the highly
populated mid-latitudes is better understood.
In this thesis, the issues of complexity and statistical robustness in the response to
Arctic sea-ice loss are partly addressed by conducting idealised numerical modelling
experiments using an intermediate complexity global circulation model, IGCM4. Such
models are useful because they are complex enough to simulate a variety of important
processes, but are relatively simple and computationally fast compared to full complexity
state-of-the-art climate models. This helps to disentangle different processes from
one another and allows for several-century-long simulations, making a statistically
robust response more attainable. Furthermore, the computational speed of IGCM4, as
well as the ease with which the model code can be edited, allows for many different
experiments to be run, which can be designed to systematically target and isolate
different parts of the response.
The majority of previous modelling studies investigating the atmospheric response
to sea-ice loss, including those finding contrasting responses, have used full complexity
state-of-the-art climate models (e.g. Blackport and Kushner, 2017; Deser et al., 2016a;
England et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2014; McCusker et al., 2017; Mori et al., 2014, 2019;
Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Screen et al., 2013, 2014;
Screen, 2017a; Screen and Blackport, 2019; Seviour, 2017; Smith et al., 2017; Sun et al.,
2015; Zhang et al., 2018a). These models include, for example: AM3, CAM3, CAM4,
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CAM5, CanESM2, CCSM4, CESM1, CESM-CAM5, ECHAM5, GEOS-5, GFSv2,
HadGEM3, HadGEM2-ES, MIROC4, WACCM4, SC-WACCM4, and UM7.3. A more
limited set of studies have used less complex models to understand the circulation
response to idealised AA-like thermal or polar forcings: for example, Butler et al. (2010)
and Wu and Smith (2016) use simplified dry atmospheric GCMs, Ronalds et al. (2018)
use a barotropic model, Sellevold et al. (2016) use a baroclinic linear stationary wave
model, and (Ruggieri et al., 2019) use a simple storm-track model. The work detailed
in this thesis using IGCM4 will add to this more limited set of idealised studies, which
are important for obtaining a better understanding of physical mechanisms and their
robustness.
The overall aim of the thesis will be to improve understanding of the influence of
Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitude weather and climate, and the mechanisms involved.
This will be done by conducting a series of experiments with IGCM4, which will
systematically examine various aspects that may explain contrasting results and, hence,
current uncertainty regarding the nature of a link. A better understanding of the
mechanisms involved will be obtained by decomposing the responses into parts due to
tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms. In particular, experiments will be designed
to address the following research questions:
1. What is the nature of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss within IGCM4, in terms
of the impact on the large-scale atmospheric circulation and on mid-latitude
surface temperatures? To what extent is the response sensitive to the region or
magnitude of sea-ice loss?
2. What is the relative importance of tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in
producing remote responses to sea-ice loss?
3. How large is the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard to
uncertainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments
of different lengths?
While questions are not directly asked regarding the sensitivity of the response to
the model representation of stratospheric dynamics, or to the background atmospheric
state, the experiments designed in relation to question 2 will provide a test of these
two aspects.
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1.3 Thesis outline
This section gives a thorough outline of the original work carried out in this thesis to
address the above overall aim and associated research questions. It should be noted
that this work will be presented chronologically, where any model experimental design
was based on the knowledge at the time, and this knowledge subsequently evolved
throughout the thesis. The final chapter will reflect on the evolution of this knowledge.
Following this first chapter, Chapter 2 describes IGCM4 in detail, and evaluates its
representation of key features of the large-scale atmospheric circulation that may be
important in the response to sea-ice loss. Details will also be given of any datasets and
data analysis methods used, including various diagnostics and statistical tests.
Chapter 3 investigates the extent to which the atmospheric response to sea-ice
loss is sensitive to the loss region – the Atlantic or Pacific sector of the Arctic –
and, secondly, to the loss magnitude – large-magnitude, i.e. late 21st century, or
moderate-magnitude (research question 1). This work is based on the Geophysical
Research Letters paper, McKenna et al. (2018). It is found that for different regions
of large-magnitude sea-ice loss, there are different effects on the stratospheric polar
vortex. While there are negative tropospheric Arctic Oscillation (AO) responses in
both cases, there are contrasting effects on mid-latitude surface temperatures. This is
explained in this work using a method of decomposition into an ‘indirect’ part induced
by the large-scale tropospheric AO response, and a residual ‘direct’ part that is local
to the region of ice loss. Since the spatial pattern of future Arctic surface warming
– which is related to sea-ice loss – is uncertain across the CMIP5 (Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5) climate models, these results may indicate the range
of potential atmospheric responses for studies using these models. A low signal-to-noise
ratio makes it difficult to robustly determine the linearity of the response to different
loss magnitudes.
In Chapter 4, a stratospheric nudging method is implemented in IGCM4 to isolate
the roles played by tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in the remote response
to sea-ice loss (research question 2). For large-magnitude Atlantic sector loss, part of
the negative tropospheric AO response is found to likely be caused by tropospheric
mechanisms, and another part likely involves changes in sudden stratospheric warmings
(SSWs). For large-magnitude Pacific sector loss, there is likely a non-linear interaction
between tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms, where the stratospheric state
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alters vertical wave propagation in such a way that the direct stationary Rossby wave
response to the sea-ice loss projects onto a negative tropospheric AO. It is found that
this approach of isolating the responses for different regions of sea-ice loss, and further
isolating the different mechanisms involved in these responses, makes understanding
the response to sea-ice loss more tractable. In particular, it is shown that past studies
may find contradictory responses and different dominant mechanisms due to different
model representations of stratospheric dynamics, and a sensitivity of the response to
the stratospheric state (when ice loss including the Pacific sector is considered).
Finally, motivated by the importance of SSWs in the large-magnitude Atlantic
sector sea-ice loss experiment and their potentially large internal variability, Chapter 5
extends this experiment by several centuries to examine the influence of atmospheric
internal variability with regard to uncertainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by
model time-slice experiments of different lengths (research question 3). This leads to a
quantification of the minimum experiment length required to separate the signs of forced
tropospheric and stratospheric changes due to sea-ice loss from internal variability.
This has not been quantified to date for the latter, and is found to be large for both the
stratospheric AO and SSW frequency (around 190 and 450 years respectively for the
December-March mean). This may explain contrasting stratospheric responses in past
studies using an insufficient experiment length, with implications for the robustness (at
least quantitatively) of the tropospheric responses in these studies. Here, the responses
are qualitatively the same in the shorter and extended experiments, but there are some
differences in magnitude and evolution.
In Chapter 6, the results from Chapters 3 to 5 are drawn together, summarised,
and discussed in terms of their wider implications. Based on these results, possible
areas of further research are also suggested.
Chapter 2
Methods
This chapter describes and explains the methods used throughout this thesis. In
particular, a description is given of the numerical model used to conduct the model
experiments, and an evaluation is made of the model’s representation of key features
of the large-scale atmospheric circulation that could be important in the response to
sea-ice loss. A description is also given of the reanalysis data used to evaluate the
model and to prescribe the model’s lower boundary conditions. Specific details of the
experiments conducted will be given later in each results chapter (Chapters 3 to 5).
The data analysis methods used in the results chapters are also detailed, including:
various wave diagnostics, Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis, a sudden
stratospheric warming (SSW) detection method, and various statistical methods in-
cluding tests for statistical significance.
2.1 Reanalysis data
Throughout this thesis, reanalysis data will be used to prescribe climatological ocean
surface temperatures in the numerical modelling experiments conducted, and will be
used in this chapter to evaluate the model’s climatology. Hence, this short section aims
to explain what a reanalysis dataset is and how it is produced.
A reanalysis dataset is essentially created by using numerical weather prediction
(NWP) simulations to interpolate in space and time between observational data, with
the aim of producing an optimal gridded historical dataset of the full three-dimensional
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structure of the real atmosphere. Many observational sources across the globe are
used including aircraft, satellites, radiosondes (weather balloons; these record vertical
atmospheric profiles of variables such as temperature and winds), buoys, and ship
reports. One of the most common datasets used is ERA-interim (Dee et al., 2011), which
is produced by the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting)
using the IFS (Integrated Forecasting System) model. The dataset extends from
January 1979 to August 2019 at a minimum of 6-hourly time intervals, has a horizontal
grid spacing of 80 km, and 60 vertical levels from the surface up to 0.1 hPa. A
key feature of this dataset is the use of the 4D-Var data assimilation system, which
assimilates all available observations into the model over a 12 hour analysis period
and optimises them in both space and time. The ECMWF also produced the ERA-40
reanalysis dataset (Uppala et al., 2005) for the period 1957-2002. This data is also
at a minimum of 6-hourly time intervals and has 60 levels from the surface up to 0.1
hPa, but has a larger horizontal grid spacing of 125 km. The main difference from
ERA-interim is the use of 3D-Var, which does optimise the observations in both space
and time, but does not properly account for the exact time at which an observation is
taken (it rounds the time by up to 3 hours).
2.2 Numerical model
2.2.1 Description
The model used in this thesis is the spectral primitive equation atmospheric model,
IGCM4 (Intermediate Global Circulation Model, version 4; Joshi et al., 2015). It
originated as the baroclinic model of Hoskins and Simmons (1975), which – along with
subsequent model versions – has been used in many studies of atmospheric dynamics
(e.g. Thorncroft et al., 1993; Winter and Bourqui, 2011; O’Callaghan et al., 2014;
Hitchcock and Haynes, 2016). It has a horizontal resolution of T42 (∼ 2.8◦ latitude and
longitude) and 35 vertical model levels, which are written in terms of sigma coordinates
rather than pressure coordinates. These follow the model’s orography and, therefore,
simplify the lower boundary conditions. The levels extend from the surface up to
approximately 0.1 hPa (∼ 65 km), where 19 levels are in the troposphere and 13 levels
are in the stratosphere. IGCM4 is therefore a ‘high-top’ model, making it suitable for
studying the stratospheric processes that may be important in the response to sea-ice
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loss. The model’s ability to simulate stratospheric processes has also been substantially
improved by a new gravity wave drag scheme in this model version (Joshi et al., 2015).
It should be noted, however, that IGCM4 does not produce an internally generated
Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), as is the case for most climate models (Schenzinger
et al., 2017). As explained in Section 1.1.4.3 of Chapter 1, the response to sea-ice loss
is sensitive to the phase of the QBO and, therefore, it is acknowledged that this is a
limitation; this will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
In terms of chemistry, the model includes all of the main greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4,
N2O, CFC’s, ozone, and water vapour). CO2, CH4, N2O, and CFC’s are prescribed at
climatological concentrations and assumed to be well-mixed throughout the atmosphere,
while ozone is prescribed as a zonally averaged monthly mean climatology. Water
vapour is prescribed at climatological values above the tropopause, but is advected by
the model in the troposphere. Moist processes, such as cloud formation and evaporation,
are also parameterised by the model albeit in a simplified manner. Further details can
be found within Joshi et al. (2015).
Since the model is atmosphere-only, climatological monthly mean surface tempera-
tures (Ts) are prescribed over the ocean using ERA-interim reanalysis data. There is
no explicit sea-ice field, but its effects on key surface properties – including the albedo,
heat capacity, and roughness – are parameterised through the ocean Ts. Specifically,
a linear change in these properties is assumed between the temperatures of 0◦C and
−2◦C, where the former is assumed to be fully sea-water covered and the latter fully
sea-ice covered. This takes into account that sea-water freezes at −2◦C, while sea-ice
(which is mostly fresh-water due to brine rejection) melts at 0◦C; thus, there should be
a mixture of both sea-water and sea-ice between these temperatures. The Ts over land
is not prescribed, but computed from the surface heat fluxes at each time-step.
2.2.2 Model evaluation
Before running the numerical modelling sea-ice loss experiments, an evaluation was
made of the model’s ability to adequately represent key features of the large-scale
atmospheric circulation that could be important in the response to sea-ice loss.
For example, the model’s zonal mean zonal wind, [U], climatology was evaluated
for its representation of the Northern Hemisphere tropospheric jet stream. It is
important that this representation is realistic, because – as discussed in Chapter 1
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– the tropospheric circulation response to sea-ice loss can be opposite for different
climatological eddy-driven jet strengths and latitudinal positions (Smith et al., 2017).
Figure 2.1 shows the [U] climatology in summer and winter for ERA-interim reanalysis
data averaged over 1979-2016, compared to a 200 year-long IGCM4 control run, CTL
(this will be introduced in more detail in Chapter 3). This shows that the Northern
Hemisphere tropospheric jet stream in IGCM4 has a similar latitudinal position to that
in reanalysis data, and is only slightly weaker. Therefore, the jet stream is adequately

































































































Zonal mean zonal wind, [U]
Fig. 2.1 Zonal mean zonal wind in (a) June-August, and (b) December-February, for
[Left] ERA-interim reanalysis data averaged over 1979-2016 (year is for December;
contours), and [Right] the IGCM4 control run (CTL – see Chapter 3; contours). The
shading on the [Left] shows CTL minus ERA-interim.
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The decorrelation timescale of the tropospheric (500 hPa) Arctic Oscillation (AO)
was also checked against reanalysis data, since the magnitude of this timescale is
thought to scale with the magnitude of the AO response to an external forcing (this will
be explained in Section 2.3.2.2 shortly). In the IGCM4 CTL run, the AO decorrelation
timescale was found to have an approximate maximum of 14 days in winter, which
compares well with NCEP reanalysis data from 1958 to 2002 (an approximate maximum
of 15 days in winter; Baldwin et al., 2003). This implies that the response of the AO
to sea-ice loss in IGCM4 will likely be of a representative magnitude.
It was also important to evaluate the model’s ability to simulate stratospheric
processes, considering the key role the stratosphere may play in the response to sea-ice
loss. Firstly, the [U] climatology was used to evaluate the model’s representation of the
climatological mean stratospheric polar vortex. Figure 2.1b shows that the polar vortex
in IGCM4 is only slightly weaker than in ERA-interim, and has a similar position.
Secondly, it was checked that IGCM4 can adequately simulate variability of the
stratospheric polar vortex in terms of sudden stratospheric warmings or SSWs (see
Chapter 1 for a detailed explanation of stratospheric dynamics). This was to investigate
whether the model can adequately represent the influence of a wave disturbance on
the vortex, and the process by which the stratospheric wind anomalies subsequently
descend into the troposphere. This allows us to have more confidence that the imposed
sea-ice anomalies, and resulting Rossby wave anomalies, will have a realistic effect on
the vortex, and that the vortex will subsequently have a realistic effect on the surface.
In terms of the climatological mean SSW frequency per year, this was calculated for
November-March according to the method of Charlton and Polvani (2007), but with
an additional requirement to adhere to the World Meteorological Organisation’s SSW
definition (see Section 2.3.3 for more details). For the CTL run, this was found to be
0.71 ± 0.05 (± standard error) per year, which compares well with the SSW frequency
in 40 years of ERA-40 reanalysis data (0.6 ± 0.1 per year; Charlton and Polvani, 2007).
O’Callaghan et al. (2014) also show that for their 200 year-long IGCM4 control run,
the frequencies of different types of SSWs – including ‘displacement’ or ‘split’ events
(in which the vortex either becomes strongly displaced from the pole or splits in two) –
agree well with reanalysis data (Charlton and Polvani, 2007). While O’Callaghan et al.
(2014) do find that the stratospheric anomalies associated with SSWs are too weak,
they do result in tropospheric anomalies of a realistic strength, indicating that the
descent of stratospheric anomalies into the troposphere – in other words, the strength
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of stratosphere-troposphere coupling – is adequately represented by the model. In the
CTL run here, SSWs are of an adequate strength at all heights from the stratosphere to
the near-surface, as can be seen when comparing height-time plots of the AO index for
a composite SSW in CTL versus a composite SSW in ERA-interim data (Figure 2.2).
Coupling between the stratosphere and troposphere appears to weaken slightly earlier




































SSW composite of AO index
.
Fig. 2.2 Time-height evolution of the daily AO index for a composite SSW in (a)
ERA-interim reanalysis data over 1979-2014, and (b) in the IGCM4 control run (CTL).
The composites are calculated by centering all the SSWs (N = 26 in ERA-interim
and N = 142 in CTL) about their central date, which is indicated by a lag of 0, and
then calculating an average. Note that blue is positive and red is negative (to depict
the polar cap warming, or increase in polar cap geopotential height, associated with
the SSW). AO index data were obtained from the ‘Sudden Stratospheric Warming
Compendium’ dataset (Butler et al., 2017) for ERA-interim, and were calculated
according to the method of Baldwin and Thompson (2009)
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Z for 60N-80N, DJF
CTL
Fig. 2.3 Geopotential height averaged over 60◦N-80◦N in December-February for zonal
wave- (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3. [Left] ERA-interim reanalysis data averaged over 1979-
2016 (year is for December), and [Right] the IGCM4 control run (CTL – see Chapter
3).
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least in part due to sampling error (the ERA-interim dataset is much shorter than CTL
and, as such, there are only 26 events in the former compared to 142 in the latter).
A final important feature of the model is its climatological stationary waves, since –
as described in Chapter 1 – the response of the stratospheric polar vortex to sea-ice
loss involves the interference of these waves with anomalous forced waves. As such,
the climatological wave phase needs to be represented correctly. To evaluate the
climatological stationary waves in IGCM4, plots are shown of the zonal wavenumber-
1/2/3 (wave-1/2/3) components of the climatological winter mean geopotential height
at all pressure levels for CTL and ERA-interim reanalysis data (Figure 2.3). The
contributions of each wavenumber are calculated using an inbuilt Fast Fourier Transform
function in Python. While the wave-1/2/3 amplitudes in CTL are smaller than in
ERA-interim, their phases compare very well.
In summary, IGCM4 does an adequate job of representing tropospheric and strato-




In Chapters 3 to 5, the effect of sea-ice loss on Rossby wave propagation with latitude
and height (i.e. in a zonal mean sense) and the subsequent effect of this on the zonal
mean flow will be examined. To do this, Eliassen-Palm flux (EP-flux) vectors and their
divergence will be calculated, the physical relevance of which was explained in detail
in Chapter 1. The EP-flux, F = (Fϕ, Fz), is calculated in log pressure co-ordinates as:
Fϕ = −ρ0a cosϕ[u∗v∗] , (2.1)
Fz = ρ0af cosϕ
[v∗θ∗]
∂[θ]/∂z , (2.2)
where ρ0 = ρr exp(−z/H), a is the Earth’s radius, ϕ is the latitude, u and v are the
zonal and meridional wind components, f is the Coriolis parameter, θ is the potential
temperature, z = −H ln(p/pr) is the pressure height, H is the scale height (a value
of 7 km is used here), ρr is the reference atmospheric density (1.2 kg/m3), p is the
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atmospheric pressure, and pr is the reference pressure (105 Pa). The square brackets
denote zonal means and the asterisks denote deviations from the zonal means.
The EP-flux vectors are calculated using daily data and then averaged for the
desired time-period. Following Baldwin et al. (1985), the EP-flux vectors are plotted
as F/ρ0 to account for them becoming very small as density decreases with height. Fϕ
is multiplied by α (the vertical distance spanned by the plot divided by the horizontal
distance) to account for the exaggerated vertical scale of the plots (Palmer, 1981).
2.3.1.2 The Plumb flux
The EP-flux describes the zonal mean propagation of quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves,
and is therefore two-dimensional. However, in Chapter 4 the response in Rossby
wave propagation will also be examined in three-dimensions, in terms of latitude and
longitude, as well as longitude and height. To do this, Plumb wave activity flux
(or Plumb flux) vectors will be calculated, which describe the full three-dimensional
direction of energy propagation by stationary quasi-geostrophic Rossby waves (Plumb,





































where λ is the longitude, ψ is the geostrophic streamfunction (calculated from ψ = Zg/f ,
where Z is the geopotential height), Ω is the Earth’s rotation rate, N2 is the squared
Brunt-Väisälä buoyancy frequency, and all other symbols are as defined in the previous
section for the EP-flux.
Since the Plumb flux is only applicable for stationary waves, it is calculated using
monthly mean fields. Similarly to the EP-flux, in longitude-height plots the Plumb flux
vectors are plotted as F/(p/pr) to account for them becoming very small with height,
and Fλ is multiplied by α to account for the exaggerated vertical scale of the plots.
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2.3.1.3 Linear versus non-linear interference
The vertical wave propagation response to sea-ice loss can be decomposed into different
parts to examine the contribution of linear and non-linear processes. This will be
relevant to the interference mechanism described in Chapter 1, which will be a particular
focus of Chapter 3.
As shown in Smith et al. (2010), the total anomalous vertical wave propagation –
which is proportional to the zonal mean eddy heat flux response (see Section 2.3.1.1)
– is composed of a time-mean linear component (TMLIN), a time-mean non-linear
component (TMNLIN), and a high-frequency wave fluctuation (FL) component:
∆[v∗T ∗] = TMLIN + TMNLIN + FL , (2.6)
where
TMLIN = [(∆v∗ ) T ∗c ] + [(∆T ∗ ) v∗c ] ,
TMNLIN = [∆T ∗∆v∗ ] ,
FL = ∆[v∗′T ∗′] ,
and v is the meridional wind component, T is the temperature, v and T are daily
variables, ∆ is the difference between a perturbation (sea-ice loss) run and a control
run, square brackets denote a zonal mean, asterisks denote deviations from the zonal
mean, bars denote a time mean, primes denote deviations from the time mean, and
the c subscript denotes the control run.
TMLIN represents the component of the eddy heat flux response due to interference
(or correlations) between the time-mean wave response and the control run climatological
waves (the component described in Chapter 1). TMNLIN represents the component
that is due to interference between the time-mean wave responses in v and T . FL is
the component due to interference between high-frequency wave fluctuations about the
time-mean. See Smith et al. (2010) for more details on this decomposition.
2.3.2 Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis
Throughout this thesis, Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis will be used
extensively. For a time-series of spatial data, EOF analysis aims to extract the spatial
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modes or patterns of variability in the data – known as the EOF’s – and the time-series
that describe the amplitude of each mode – known as the Principal Components
(PCs). The method is purely mathematical and involves decomposing the data into
mathematically orthogonal (independent) modes. As such, the method does not have
any physical basis, but many studies have found that it can effectively identify physically
relevant modes in the atmosphere such as the AO, North Atlantic Oscillation, and
Pacific-North American pattern (Lorenz, 1951; Kutzbach, 1970; Wallace and Gutzler,
1981; Thompson and Wallace, 1998; Ambaum et al., 2001).
Technically, the method involves firstly putting the data into a two-dimensional
matrix, A, such that the first dimension is time and the second dimension is space. A
singular value decomposition function in Python is then used to decompose A into
three matrices:
A = U DV T , (2.7)
where V T and U are orthogonal, and D is diagonal. The rows of V T contain the
eigenvectors of ATA, the columns of U contain the eigenvectors of AAT , and in both
cases the corresponding eigenvalues are given by D2. Each EOF is contained in each
row of V T , while the PC’s for each EOF are contained in each column of UD. The
eigenvalues in D2 can be used to calculate the percentage of variance explained by
each EOF. The first EOF will explain the highest variance, the second EOF the second
highest variance, and so on.
2.3.2.1 AO loading pattern and index
To find the climatological winter (November-February) mean AO loading pattern with
latitude and longitude for a given pressure level, and its associated AO index for
each winter month in each year, the method of the NOAA (National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration) Climate Prediction Center is used.
This method involves calculating the first EOF of time-series of monthly mean
geopotential height (Z) anomalies north of 20◦N, and its associated monthly PC time-
series. The anomalies are defined as deviations from the seasonal cycle, where this
cycle is defined by climatological monthly means. Before calculating the first EOF, the
Z anomalies – which are in latitude and longitude – are weighted by the square-root of
the cosine of latitude to account for the decrease in area towards the pole.
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The resulting monthly PC time-series is normalised by the standard deviation of
the time-series so that it has unit variance; this gives the AO index for each winter
month in each year. The associated climatological winter mean AO loading pattern
is found by calculating, for each latitude and longitude, the gradient of a temporal
regression between the time-series of the monthly AO index and the time-series of the
monthly mean Z anomalies (see Section 2.3.4.4). As such, this loading pattern shows
the Z anomalies associated with an AO index of 1.
The daily AO index is calculated according to the method of Baldwin et al. (2003),
unless indicated otherwise. This involves projecting time-series of daily Z anomalies
onto the AO loading pattern calculated as above, where both the anomalies and
pattern are area-weighted by the square-root of the cosine of latitude. The daily Z
anomalies are defined as deviations from the seasonal cycle, where this cycle is defined
by climatological daily means smoothed with a 90-day low-pass filter.
2.3.2.2 AO decorrelation timescale
Important checks on the model dynamics are made in Section 2.2.2 of this chapter,
and in Chapter 4, by calculating the AO decorrelation timescale. This timescale is
found by first calculating the autocorrelation function, ACF , of the daily AO index, I,
as a function of the day of the year, d, and lag, l (Simpson et al., 2011):
ACF (d, l) =
∑Ny−1
y=1 I(d, y)I(d+ l, y)√∑Ny−1
y=1 I(d, y)2
∑Ny−1
y=1 I(d+ l, y)2
, (2.8)
where y is the year and Ny is the total number of years. The AO decorrelation timescale
for each day of the year is then calculated as the e-folding timescale of the ACF , using
a least squares fit to an exponential.
In terms of its physical relevance, the AO decorrelation timescale essentially char-
acterises the typical timescale of AO variability, which itself is partly determined by
the strength of internally generated feedbacks (as discussed by Barnes et al. 2010,
Shepherd 2014, Hitchcock and Simpson 2016, and references therein). For example,
in the case of the tropospheric AO (or jet stream), natural shifts in the jet stream
are known to result in a response in tropospheric synoptic eddies; this results in a
response in eddy momentum fluxes, which enhance the persistence of the original jet
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shift. In addition, natural variability external to the tropospheric jet can also have
an influence on jet shifts. For instance, through stratosphere-troposphere coupling, a
natural fluctuation in the stratospheric polar vortex (e.g. due to an SSW) will also act
to shift the tropospheric jet for an extended time-period. Together, the strength of
internal feedbacks and the influence of external variability determine the persistence
of a tropospheric jet (AO) shift and, therefore, the timescale of tropospheric jet (AO)
variability (and, as such, the AO decorrelation timescale).
The AO decorrelation timescale is particularly important as a consequence of the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Kubo, 1966; Leith, 1975). This is because the theorem
suggests that the response of the tropospheric AO to an external forcing – such as
sea-ice loss – should scale with this decorrelation timescale; indeed, this has been found
to be the case in many studies (Gerber et al., 2008; Simpson et al., 2010; Garfinkel
et al., 2013). The idea behind this is that when the AO is disturbed by an external
forcing, this induces the same feedbacks that occur as a part of natural tropospheric AO
variability, and the strength of these feedbacks – which determines the magnitude of
the AO decorrelation timescale – may influence the magnitude of the response. There
are studies that have, however, found limited applicability of the fluctuation-dissipation
theorem in some cases (e.g. McGraw and Barnes, 2016; Simpson and Polvani, 2016).
2.3.2.3 Spatial projections
In many parts of thesis, spatial patterns will be ‘projected’ onto other spatial patterns
to determine the degree of their resemblance. The most frequent example of this
will involve projecting the 500 hPa geopotential height (Z) response for an IGCM4
perturbation run onto the 500 hPa AO loading pattern for the IGCM4 control run
CTL, in order to calculate the response in the AO index.
To do this, a spatial least squares linear regression method is used, in which the
spatial data are fitted to the following model (Faraway, 2016):
y = βX + E , (2.9)
where – in the example here – y is the 500 hPa Z response (known), X is the AO
loading pattern – essentially the first EOF – at 500 hPa (known), β is the regression
coefficient (the unknown AO index response), and E is the residual (unknown). The
method aims to find the value of β such that E is minimised.
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For other examples, X could be a different spatial pattern, and y could be fit to
multiple spatial patterns Xi simultaneously giving multiple regression coefficients βi
(where i is the number of patterns). Indeed, this will be done at various points in this
thesis and will be described then.
2.3.3 Detection of sudden stratospheric warmings
The method used in this thesis – particularly in Chapters 4 and 5 – to detect sudden
stratospheric warmings (SSWs) is based on the method of Charlton and Polvani (2007).
In this method, a major SSW event is identified by a reversal from westerly to easterly
in the zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦N and 10 hPa, over the months of November to
March. The first day on which this reversal occurs is referred to as the SSW central
date, which is used to identify the SSW. To ensure there are no duplicate SSWs
identified, an interval of 20 consecutive days with westerly winds must occur after the
SSW before another SSW can be detected. Final warmings – which refer to the annual
breakdown of the polar vortex in spring – are removed by ensuring that the wind after
an SSW returns to westerly for at least 10 consecutive days before April 30.
As in O’Callaghan et al. (2014), one final criterion is included in the SSW detection
method used here, which is in addition to Charlton and Polvani (2007)’s criteria. This
requires that there is warming poleward of 50◦N on an SSW central date, which adheres
more closely to the World Meteorological Organisation’s (WMO’s) definition of SSWs.
To do this, spatial averages over 50◦N-70◦N and 70◦N-90◦N are calculated at 10 hPa.
If the poleward region is warmer than the equatorward region then the SSW central
date is kept, but if it is not then the SSW central date is discarded.
2.3.4 Statistical methods
2.3.4.1 Response
In this thesis, the climatological mean difference in a variable between a model perturba-
tion (e.g. sea-ice loss) experiment and a model control experiment is henceforth defined
as the ‘response’ in that variable to the imposed perturbation. Since experiments are
necessarily finite in length, this difference in the means will contain the model’s forced
change due to the specified perturbation plus the influence of atmospheric internal
variability. Therefore, the response as defined above only provides an estimate of the
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model’s forced change. The longer the experiments are, the smaller the influence of
internal variability on the difference in the experiment means, and the more accurately
the response will estimate the model’s forced change.
2.3.4.2 T-test for the difference between two means
The statistical significance of the response in a variable is evaluated – unless otherwise
stated – using a standard two-sample two-sided t-test, for the null hypothesis that
the two experiments have identical climatological means in that variable. The test is
two-sided because the sign of the response is unknown. This was calculated using a
t-test function in the ‘scipy.stats’ Python module.
A response will be defined as statistically significant for a p-value of p ≤ 0.05,
meaning that the probability of the difference occurring by chance is 5% or less
(i.e. we can be at least 95% confident that the difference was forced by the imposed
perturbation).
2.3.4.3 Bootstrap test for the difference between two means
When testing whether the difference in the climatological means of two experiments
(i.e. the response) is statistically significant, and the data is non-normally distributed,
the t-test is inappropriate because it assumes the data is normally distributed. In this
case a bootstrapping method will be used, since bootstrapping makes no assumptions
about the data distribution.
The bootstrapping method involves the following steps, which were coded in Python
by the author. Firstly, each of the two N year-long experiments are randomly resampled
with replacement (i.e. N randomly picked years are chosen from each), and the difference
in the means of these two resampled datasets is calculated. This is then done 10000
times, to give 10000 differences in the mean. These 10000 differences in the mean
are then plotted on a histogram to give the ‘bootstrap distribution’. This bootstrap
distribution is used to calculate a bootstrapped 2-sided p-value for the null hypothesis
that the difference in the climatological means of the two experiments is equal to
zero. If the difference in the climatological means (i.e. the mean of the bootstrap
distribution) is positive, then the following is calculated:
p = [ (no. resampled differences ≤ 0) × 2 ] / 10000 , (2.10)
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whereas if the difference is negative, then the following is instead calculated:
p = [ (no. resampled differences ≥ 0) × 2 ] / 10000 . (2.11)
The idea behind this method arises from the issue that when sampling a normally
distributed population, the resulting dataset’s distribution – the sample distribution
– may not provide the best estimate of the population distribution. In particular,
the sample may be skewed by a few extreme values (i.e. it may be non-normally
distributed), which can skew the sample mean. Since the bootstrap distribution is
calculated by resampling the dataset many thousands of times, where the few extreme
values will only be resampled very occasionally, this bootstrap distribution should give
a better estimate of the population distribution. In short, the bootstrapping method
tests whether there is a statistically significant difference in the means of two datasets,
even when the dataset means are not skewed by a few extreme values.
2.3.4.4 Temporal least squares linear regression
To find the linear relationship between an independent variable X and dependent
variable Y, where there are n pairs of observations of X and Y in time {(x,y) =
(xi, yi) : i = 1, .., n}, a least squares linear regression function in the Python ‘scipy.stats’
module is used. This regression model can be used to predict the mean value of Y, µ̂,
for a given value of X, x. Use of this method will be made in Section 3.4.3 of Chapter
3, and also for calculating the AO loading pattern throughout this thesis (see Section
2.3.2.1).
2.3.4.5 Confidence intervals
A two-sided p × 100% confidence interval for the mean µ of a variable is calculated








where t is the 0.5 + p/2 quantile of the t-distribution with (n− 1) degrees of freedom,
S is the standard deviation, and n is the number of independent samples.
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To calculate a two-sided p× 100% confidence interval for µ̂, as defined in Section










where t is as defined above, and the overbar denotes a mean. σ̂E is the standard error





n− 2 , (2.14)




(xi − x̄)2 . (2.15)

Chapter 3
Sensitivity to the region and
magnitude of sea-ice loss
3.1 Introduction
This chapter’s contents have been published as a paper in Geophysical Research Letters
(McKenna et al., 2018). This paper appears here with some edits. For example, more
detailed explanations have been provided where helpful or interesting, and material has
been moved from the Supplementary Items to the main text. The paper has also been
edited to avoid overlap with other chapters – specifically, parts of the introduction and
method sections instead appear in Chapters 1 and 2 – and to be consistent with the results
of other chapters – for example, small parts of the method and discussion/conclusions
sections have been added to or edited for consistency with Chapters 4 and 5.
The aim of this chapter is to understand the extent to which the atmospheric
response to sea-ice loss is sensitive to first and foremost the region of loss, and secondly
to the magnitude of this loss. This is with the wider aim of understanding whether
the different spatial patterns and magnitudes of loss assumed by different studies can
explain why they find contrasting results, as detailed in Chapter 1. For example, this
may be relevant for understanding contrasting results for studies using different CMIP5
(Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) climate models, since the spatial
pattern and magnitude of future Arctic surface warming – which is related to sea-ice
loss – is uncertain across these models (see Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1).
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The focus is first on whether the contrasting stratospheric responses of past studies
can be explained by the different spatial patterns of sea-ice loss assumed. This was
examined previously by Sun et al. (2015), who found that Atlantic and Pacific sector
sea-ice losses respectively lead to a weakening and strengthening of the stratospheric
polar vortex due to differences in linear wave interference (see Chapter 1).
Two further questions that are addressed are whether different spatial patterns of
sea-ice loss can also explain the contrasting tropospheric responses in previous studies,
and what effects different loss regions have on mid-latitude surface temperatures.
Since Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001) and many subsequent studies find that a weaker
(stronger) polar vortex is often followed by a negative (positive) tropospheric AO/NAO
(Arctic Oscillation/North Atlantic Oscillation), in studies with more Atlantic (Pacific)
sector sea-ice loss we might expect a negative (positive) AO/NAO – indeed, this is
the case in Kim et al. (2014) (Cai et al., 2012) – and colder (warmer) regions in
mid-latitudes. However, while Sun et al. (2015) find that the zonal mean tropospheric
eddy-driven jet shifts south (a negative AO) for their Atlantic experiment, they find no
shift for their Pacific experiment. They also do not examine the surface temperature
response in the separate Atlantic and Pacific cases. Therefore, this chapter looks in
detail at stratosphere-troposphere interactions and the surface temperature response in
each case. Other studies examine the tropospheric and surface temperature responses to
regional sea-ice anomalies, but do not focus on the role of the stratosphere (Alexander
et al., 2004; Koenigk et al., 2016; Pedersen et al., 2016; Screen, 2017b).
The second focus of this chapter is on whether different magnitudes of sea-ice loss
can help to explain the contrasting results of previous studies. As discussed in Chapter
1, previous studies have compared the responses to different loss magnitudes and find
the response to be non-linear, and sometimes even opposite. Here, the linearity of the
response is examined for different regions of sea-ice loss; previously only Atlantic sector
(Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Nakamura et al., 2016a) and whole-Arctic (Peings and
Magnusdottir, 2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a; Wu and Smith, 2016) sea-ice losses have
been considered.
3.2 Aim and research questions
In summary, this chapter aims to understand whether the contrasting results of previous
studies can be explained by the different spatial patterns and magnitudes of sea-ice loss
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that were assumed. To do this, idealised modelling experiments are conducted using
an intermediate global circulation model, IGCM4, to address the following research
questions:
1. Do sea-ice losses confined to the Atlantic or Pacific sector of the Arctic have
opposite effects on the stratospheric polar vortex?
2. Are there correspondingly opposite effects on the tropospheric AO?
3. What are the effects on mid-latitude surface temperatures?
Questions 1 and 2 have been examined previously by Sun et al. (2015) using the full
complexity atmosphere-only model WACCM4. It will be shown in this chapter, and
in subsequent chapters, that the more idealised approach taken here using IGCM4 is
particularly useful for obtaining a better understanding of the responses and mechanisms
involved.
3.3 Method
3.3.1 Numerical modelling experiments
Three main experiments – one control run and two perturbation runs – were conducted,
each of which consists of a 1 year spin-up (discarded in the results) followed by another
200 years. This run length is longer than used in many similar modelling studies
investigating the stratospheric and tropospheric responses to sea-ice loss, in which run
lengths have typically been between 20 years and 161 years (Cai et al., 2012; Kim et al.,
2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Sun et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 2015, 2016a,b;
Zhang et al., 2018a,b). The 200 year run length also satisfies the Polar Amplification
Model Intercomparison Project (PAMIP) requirement that runs should be at least 100
years-long (or consist of 100 ensemble members), and longer if possible, in order to
obtain statistically robust results (Smith et al., 2019).
In the control run (CTL), an annually repeating cycle of historical monthly mean
surface temperatures (Ts) is prescribed over the ocean using ERA-interim reanaly-
sis data averaged over 1979-2014. In the Atlantic/Pacific sector perturbation run
(ATL/PAC), the same boundary conditions are used as in CTL, but with an annually
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repeating cycle of monthly mean Ts anomalies added in the Barents-Kara/Chukchi-
Bering Seas representing late 21st century sea-ice retreat. As in Koenigk et al. (2016),
the Barents-Kara Seas are defined as the region between 70◦N-82◦N and 15◦E-100◦E,
and the Chukchi-Bering Seas are defined as the region between 50◦N-82◦N and 170◦E-
200◦E. The anomalies here are more regionally confined than in Sun et al. (2015) to
allow a ‘clean’ comparison of the effects of sea-ice loss in the Atlantic versus Pacific
sectors and the mechanisms involved. The Barents-Kara and Chukchi-Bering Seas
were chosen because it is in these regions that late 21st century projections of surface
temperature appear most diverse across the CMIP5 models (Figure 1.1).
The Ts anomalies are derived using projections of sea-ice concentration (SIC) for
2070-2099 by the CMIP5 coupled atmosphere-ocean model HadGEM2-ES under a
high anthropogenic emissions scenario (RCP8.5). HadGEM2-ES was chosen because
it projects warming of a similar magnitude in the Atlantic and Pacific sectors of the
Arctic, while other CMIP5 models project warming that is more weighted to one sector
(Figure 1.1). Note that HadGEM2-ES also projects warming that is in the upper range
of the CMIP5 model projections, so the Ts anomalies in ATL and PAC will be referred
to as ‘large-magnitude’ anomalies.
The following method was used in the derivation (see Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2 for
some useful background). For example, at grid-points where there is full sea-ice cover
in CTL (where the ocean Ts < -2◦C, since sea-ice forms at this temperature) but 0%
SIC in projections, the Ts is set to 0◦C in ATL/PAC (representing full melting of the
sea-ice). The Ts anomaly is then defined by: [Ts anomaly] = [Ts in ATL/PAC] - [Ts
in CTL]. Similarly, where there is full sea-ice cover in CTL but 50% SIC in projections,
the Ts is increased from its CTL value halfway to 0◦C in ATL/PAC (representing half
of the sea-ice melting). This is repeated similarly for other projected values of SIC.
The anomalies are also smoothed linearly in space and between months. Anomalies are
only prescribed where there is sea-ice loss to directly isolate the atmospheric response
to sea-ice changes alone. Deser et al. (2016a) found that taking broader changes in sea
surface temperature into account through ocean-atmosphere coupling does not change
the overall pattern of the extratropical atmospheric response to Arctic sea-ice loss, but
does amplify it by approximately 50%.
Figures 3.1a and 3.2a show the seasonal evolution of ocean Ts in each run, and Ts
anomalies for ATL and PAC. The anomalies emerge in autumn (SON), peak in winter
(DJF), then reduce going into spring (MAM). The resulting anomalous upward surface
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Fig. 3.1 (a) Annually repeating cycle of seasonal mean surface temperature (Ts) imposed
over the ocean in the [Top] control run (CTL), [Middle] large-magnitude Atlantic sector
sea-ice loss run (ATL), and [Bottom] ATL-CTL. Note that the ocean Ts is actually
imposed in monthly means, but is shown here in seasonal means. (b) Response of the
net surface heat flux (positive upwards) in ATL, based on the sum of turbulent (sensible
plus latent) and longwave radiative heat fluxes. The longwave radiative flux is driven
by the temperature of the surface and the amount of downwelling longwave radiation
(e.g. due to clouds). The sensible and latent heat fluxes are driven by the gradients in
temperature and water vapour pressure respectively between the sea surface and air
above, which themselves are also influenced by the surface wind speed (since winds
replenish air at the sea-air interface and enhance these gradients). The turbulent fluxes
dominate here, as in other studies looking at the response to sea-ice loss (e.g. Kim
et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Sun et al., 2015).
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Fig. 3.2 As in Figure 3.1, but for the large-magnitude Pacific sector sea-ice loss run
(PAC).
heat fluxes follow a similar seasonal evolution (Figures 3.1b and 3.2b), reflecting that
the Ts anomalies are largest in winter when the overlying air is also coldest relative
to the surface climatologically. These fluxes peak at ∼ 240 W/m2 in winter, while
Sun et al. (2015)’s peak at ∼ 250 W/m2, showing that the anomalous forcing here is
comparable in magnitude.
The linearity of the key results in ATL and PAC is examined by conducting two
further perturbation runs (0.5ATL and 0.5PAC) with half the magnitude of imposed
Ts anomalies (Figures 3.3a and 3.4a). These anomalies represent warming that is in
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Fig. 3.3 As in Figure 3.1, but for the moderate-magnitude Atlantic sector sea-ice loss
run (0.5ATL). For ease of comparison, the colourbar intervals in the 0.5ATL-CTL plots
are half the magnitude of those in the ATL-CTL plots in Figure 3.1.
the lower range of late 21st century CMIP5 model projections (Figure 1.1), and could
also represent a mid 21st century warming for those models in the upper range of late
21st century projections. As such, the Ts anomalies in 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC will be
referred to as ‘moderate-magnitude’ anomalies. The 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC runs were
conducted for 300 years, since for a smaller forcing a longer run is required to achieve
statistical significance. When analysing these runs an extended 300 year-long version
of CTL is used.
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Fig. 3.4 As in Figure 3.2, but for the moderate-magnitude Pacific sector sea-ice loss
run (0.5PAC). For ease of comparison, the colourbar intervals in the 0.5PAC-CTL plots
are half the magnitude of those in the PAC-CTL plots in Figure 3.2.
Finally, while many CMIP5 models project late 21st century warming that is
weighted toward either the Atlantic or Pacific sectors of the Arctic, many also project
warming that is of equal magnitude in these regions (recall HadGEM2-ES for example in
Figure 1.1). Therefore, an additional 200 year-long experiment is conducted with large-
magnitude Ts anomalies imposed in the Atlantic and Pacific sectors simultaneously
(ATL&PAC run). The results of this experiment will be discussed near the end of this
chapter.
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3.3.2 Response and statistical significance
The response of any variable is defined by its climatological mean difference between
a perturbation (sea-ice loss) run and the control run (e.g. ATL-CTL). November to
January is chosen as a common period for comparing the response in key meteorological
fields in ATL and PAC, since this is when the imposed ocean Ts anomalies are strongest
and most comparable in magnitude in both runs. Indeed, Figure 3.5 shows that while
the anomalous forcing increases steeply into November and peaks in December or
January in both runs, in PAC the forcing steeply drops off in magnitude in February,
whereas in ATL strong forcing is sustained until April. These different monthly
evolutions likely explain why a strong robust response in the large-scale atmospheric
circulation is found in ATL from November to March only, while in PAC from November
to January only (not shown). The response is similar in each month of November to
March in ATL, and in each month of November to January in PAC.











Annual cycle of polar cap ocean Ts
ATL-CTL
PAC-CTL
Fig. 3.5 Annual cycle of polar cap (60◦N-90◦N) averaged, monthly mean ocean surface
temperature anomalies imposed in the ATL (blue line) and PAC (red line) experiments.
A polar cap average was calculated in order to compare the anomalous forcing in each
run over the same area, ensuring a like-for-like comparison of the forcing magnitude.
The statistical significance (hereafter ‘significance’) of the response is evaluated
– unless otherwise stated – using a t-test as detailed in Section 2.3.4.2 of Chapter
2. The t-test is conducted with 200 (300) degrees of freedom for the ATL/PAC
(0.5ATL/0.5PAC) runs, since there are 200 (300) years of data and in each run there is
negligible auto-correlation in the winter mean large-scale atmospheric circulation for
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any yearly lag (based on the 500 hPa and 10 hPa AO indices, and SSW frequency).
This is also justified because no significant changes in the raw meteorological fields
(including Ts) remain throughout the summer months in the perturbation runs. In all
figures, stippling indicates significance at a 95% confidence level. The significance was
also tested using the bootstrapping method described in Section 2.3.4.3 of Chapter 2,
which shows very similar results to the t-test (not shown). However, this additionally
suggests that the significance of the response is not dependent on only a few extreme




In the ATL/PAC runs the stratospheric polar vortex is significantly weaker/non-
significantly stronger in November-January than in CTL (Figure 3.6a; note that while
the response in PAC was initially thought to be significant in November-December –
see McKenna et al. (2018) – Chapter 5’s findings suggest this is non-robust). Plots
of the Eliassen-Palm (EP-flux) and its divergence (Figure 3.7a) show that this is
consistent with an enhancement/suppression of upward Rossby wave propagation in
November-December around the latitudinal range of the imposed Ts anomalies (∼
60◦N-80◦N). Decomposing the EP-flux into its zonal wavenumber-1/2/3 (wave-1/2/3)
components shows that wave-1 waves explain most of these changes (not shown).
Indeed, if we examine the wave-1 component of geopotential height (Z) averaged over
60◦N-80◦N and November-December, this enhancement/suppression appears to be due
to constructive/destructive linear interference between anomalous and climatological
wave-1 stationary waves (Figure 3.7b). The amplitude of the waves naturally increases
with height because of decreasing density, and the westward tilt of the waves with
height indicates they are upward propagating (since it can be shown that the vertical







(where Φ is the geopotential), for which
the expression in the square brackets is positive for a westward tilt). Figure 3.7c
demonstrates this interference mechanism geographically, where the 500 hPa Z response
in ATL/PAC constructively/destructively interferes with the climatological wave-1 500
hPa Z at high latitudes.
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Fig. 3.6 NDJ response (shading) of (a) zonal mean zonal wind, (b) 500 hPa zonal wind,
(c) 500 hPa geopotential height, and (d) surface temperature, in [Left] ATL and [Right]
PAC. Contours show climatological values from the control run CTL (interval: 10 m/s)
and stippling indicates a significant response at a 95% confidence level.
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Fig. 3.7 ND response of (a) EP-flux (arrows) and EP-flux divergence (shading), (b)
zonal wave-1 geopotential height averaged over 60◦N-80◦N (shading), and (c) 500
hPa geopotential height (shading). [Left] ATL and [Right] PAC. EP-flux vectors are
coloured blue/red if the meridional/vertical component is significant, and black if both
are. Stippling indicates a significant response for shaded fields at a 95% confidence
level. Contours in (b) and (c) show climatological wave-1 values from the control run
CTL (interval in (b)/(c): 150 gpm/15 gpm). See Section 2.3.1.1 in Chapter 2 for
further details on how the EP-flux and its divergence are calculated.
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Note that the total anomalous vertical wave propagation is in fact composed of
the previously described time-mean linear (TMLIN) component as well as a time-
mean non-linear (TMNLIN) component, and a high-frequency wave fluctuation (FL)
component (Smith et al., 2010; see Section 2.3.1.3 in Chapter 2 for further details on this
decomposition). However, it is found that the TMLIN component does indeed dominate
in both ATL and PAC (Figure 3.8). Sun et al. (2015) use a different decomposition
method (Nishii et al., 2009), but the results of this method are more difficult to
interpret since it mixes the FL component in with the other terms. As such, this
method is more suitable for observational data records, which are often limited in
time. Smith et al. (2010)’s method is more suitable for long model experiments, since
they allow fluctuations about the time-mean to be more easily extracted. Regardless,
it is also found that the linear component dominated using the Nishii et al. (2009)
decomposition, in agreement with Sun et al. (2015).
Focusing now on 0.5ATL/0.5PAC, the polar vortex is weaker/stronger in November-
January than in CTL (Figure 3.9a) consistent with ATL/PAC. The responses are
not significant, but the vortex is significantly stronger in 0.5PAC than in 0.5ATL
(Figure 3.10a). Further plots (not shown) are mostly consistent with ATL and PAC,
but in both 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC there are limited regions of significance in the
stratospheric EP-flux divergence and 60◦N-80◦N wave-1 Z. As in ATL and PAC, the
time-mean linear component of the zonal mean eddy heat flux response explains a
large part of the anomalous vertical wave propagation in 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC.
3.4.2 Tropospheric response
While there are opposite stratospheric responses in the ATL and PAC runs, the
tropospheric responses both resemble a negative AO. This is shown in Figure 3.6a -
3.6c by the response in zonal mean zonal wind (an equatorward shift of the zonal mean
eddy-driven jet), the 500 hPa zonal wind (an equatorward shift of the Atlantic eddy-
driven jet and strengthening of the Pacific eddy-driven jet as in Ambaum et al. 2001),
and the 500 hPa geopotential height, Z500 (positive/negative heights at higher/lower
latitudes). Indeed, projecting the November-January Z500 response in ATL/PAC
onto the winter mean 500 hPa AO loading pattern from CTL gives an AO index of
-0.25/-0.26, and shows that the AO explains 61%/75% of the response’s spatial variance
(see Sections 2.3.2.1 and 2.3.2.3 in Chapter 2 for details on calculating the AO loading
pattern and this projection method).
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Fig. 3.8 ND response of the (a) zonal mean eddy heat flux, and its decomposition
into a (b) time-mean linear component (TMLIN), (c) time-mean non-linear component
(TMNLIN), and (d) high-frequency wave fluctuation component (FL). [Left] ATL re-
sponse and [Right] PAC response. Stippling in (a) indicates a significant response at a
95% confidence level. See Section 2.3.1.3 in Chapter 2 for details of this decomposition.
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Fig. 3.9 As in Figure 3.6, but for 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC. For ease of comparison, the
colourbar intervals are half the magnitude of those in Figure 3.6.
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Fig. 3.10 Zonal mean zonal wind in NDJ for (a) 0.5PAC-0.5ATL and (b) PAC-ATL
(shading). Contours show climatological values from (a) 0.5ATL and (b) ATL (interval:
10 m/s), and stippling indicates a significant response at a 95% confidence level. For
ease of comparison, the colourbar intervals in (a) are half the magnitude of those in
(b).
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In 0.5ATL/0.5PAC, the tropospheric responses resemble a negative/positive AO
(Figure 3.9a - 3.9c), which is consistent with the weaker/stronger polar vortex and
agrees/disagrees with ATL/PAC. However, the response in zonal mean zonal wind
is non-significant, and the responses in 500 hPa zonal wind and geopotential height
are only significant over a small area. Figure 3.10 highlights that there are significant
stratospheric differences between ATL and PAC, and 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC, but only in
the latter there are corresponding significant differences in the tropospheric AO.
3.4.3 Surface response
While the tropospheric circulation response resembles a negative AO in both the
ATL and PAC runs, there are contrasts between ATL and PAC in the Ts response
(Figure 3.6d). Specifically, whilst a negative AO is associated with Northern European
cooling, this only occurs in PAC, and in ATL there is no evidence of this. Additionally,
a negative AO is associated with cooling in eastern North America, but this does not
occur in PAC, and in ATL cooling only occurs in western North America.
To understand this, the Ts response is decomposed into an ‘indirect’ part and
a ‘direct’ part. This is done by extending the approach of Deser et al. (2004), who
decompose the circulation response into an ‘indirect’ part and a ‘direct’ part, where the
former is defined as the part that projects onto the model’s leading mode of internal
variability (i.e. the large-scale AO-like part hypothesised to be generated indirectly
through tropospheric non-linear eddy feedbacks), and the latter is defined as the
residual (the full minus indirect circulation response).
Specifically, the indirect Ts response is defined as the part induced by the indirect
circulation response (although further leading modes of variability are used here, as
explained shortly). To compute this part, the indirect circulation response is firstly
found by projecting the Z500 response onto the leading empirical orthogonal functions
(EOF’s) from CTL (see Section 2.3.2 in Chapter 2 for details on this projection method
and calculating the EOF’s). The EOF’s are defined at 500 hPa as in Deser et al.
(2004), since Z may be influenced by boundary layer and orographic effects near the
surface, and the interest here is in large-scale changes. Deser et al. (2004)’s approach
is then extended, by temporally regressing the normalised principal components (PC’s)
associated with each EOF onto the Ts in CTL (see Section 2.3.4.4 in Chapter 2). This
gives a map of the indirect Ts response for each EOF for a PC value of 1. The maps are
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then scaled by the regression coefficients obtained for each EOF in the Z500 projections.
To calculate the significance of the indirect Ts response, a two-sided 95% confidence
interval obtained from the PC-Ts regressions is used (see Section 2.3.4.5 of Chapter 2);
if 0 lies outwith this interval, the response is defined as statistically significant.
In terms of the direct Ts response, this is defined as the residual (the full minus
indirect Ts response), similar to Deser et al. (2004)’s definition of the direct circulation
response. While the direct Ts response is related to the direct circulation response, the
former is also influenced by other factors (e.g. the interaction of climatological winds
with the imposed Ts anomalies). They should be similar, however, in terms of being
local to the sea-ice loss region. Hence for the Z500 projections the first three EOF’s
are used, since only projecting onto EOF1 (the AO) gave a Z500 residual containing
EOF2 (the Pacific-North American pattern) in ATL and PAC, and EOF3 (a dipole
between the North Atlantic and North Pacific) in ATL. The significance of the direct
Ts response is calculated by finding the residual response in each year, and applying
a one-sample two-sided t-test for the mean of this dataset (with a null hypothesis
expected mean of zero).
Figure 3.11 shows the indirect and direct parts of the Ts and Z500 responses
in ATL and PAC. Only the EOF1-induced indirect Ts response is shown, since the
EOF2-induced and EOF3-induced responses are small. Focusing first on the indirect
Ts response, notice it is large-scale in both ATL and PAC, as expected from the
large-scale nature of the AO. The most notable features are a cooling in eastern North
America and Northern Europe, the latter of which explains a large part of the Northern
European cooling in the full PAC response. Moving onto the direct Ts response, notice
that it and the related direct Z500 response are indeed relatively local to the loss region
in both ATL and PAC. Furthermore, it is encouraging that the direct Z500 response
becomes more anticyclonic with height above the forcing (cyclonic near the surface –
not shown – to anticyclonic (less cyclonic) at 500 hPa in ATL (PAC)) as predicted
by linear theory (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; also see equation 1.12 in Chapter 1). In
ATL, the anticyclone above the forcing is consistent with advection of anomalously
warm air from the Barents-Kara Seas to Northern Europe and the counteraction of
AO-induced cooling there. Additionally, the direct Z500 anomalies downstream of
the forcing may induce the dipole in direct Ts anomalies over North America, which
counteract AO-induced eastern North American cooling and explain the western North
American cooling in the full response. In PAC, the high over western North America
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Fig. 3.11 Response of surface temperature (shading) and 500 hPa geopotential height
(contours; interval: 4 gpm) in [Left] ATL NDJF and [Right] PAC NDJ. (a) Full response,
(b) indirect part due to EOF1 (the AO), and (c) direct part (residual). Stippling
indicates a significant surface temperature response at a 95% confidence level. Note
that (a), (b), and (c) are almost unchanged when ATL is replotted for NDJ.
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and low north of Hudson Bay in the direct Z500 response are consistent with advection
of anomalously warm air from the Chukchi-Bering Seas to eastern North America and
the counteraction of AO-induced cooling there. However, note that there is residual
cooling in Northern Europe. This may be associated with the residual low; indeed,
the NAO low center appears eastward shifted in the full Z500 response (similar to the
findings of Pedersen et al. 2016) – a pattern not captured by the EOF’s used in the
projections.
The Ts responses are not decomposed for 0.5ATL and 0.5PAC since they have
limited significance. However, in November-January in 0.5ATL/0.5PAC there is
cooling/warming in eastern North America and warming in Northern Europe, consistent
with the negative/positive AO and a direct warming effect local to the loss region
(Figure 3.9d).
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
The research questions from the introduction will now be addressed, which – by
considering different spatial patterns and magnitudes of sea-ice loss – broadly aim to
improve mechanistic understanding of the link between Arctic sea-ice loss and changes
in mid-latitude surface temperatures. A schematic summarising the proposed key
mechanisms is shown in Figure 3.12. It will be shown that this improved understanding
helps to explain contrasting results found by previous studies.
With respect to the first research question (Do sea-ice losses confined to the
Atlantic or Pacific sector of the Arctic have opposite effects on the stratospheric polar
vortex?), the model experiments presented here show that Atlantic sector (Barents-
Kara Seas) and Pacific sector (Chukchi-Bering Seas) sea-ice loss have different effects
on the stratospheric polar vortex. Specifically, in the moderate- and large-magnitude
Atlantic/Pacific sea-ice loss cases, the vortex weakens/strengthens in November-January
due to enhanced/suppressed upward Rossby wave propagation (indicated respectively
in Figure 3.12 by the grey arrows and vortex thickness, and black wavy arrows).
This enhancement/suppression is due to constructive/destructive linear interference
(indicated in Figure 3.12 by the relative phase of the grey and red wavy arrows).
Only the large-magnitude Atlantic case is found to have a statistically significant
vortex response in November-January (with respect to its climatological state), but a
statistically significant difference in the vortex state is found between the Atlantic and































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 3.12 Schematic summarising the key mechanisms that may link Arctic sea-ice loss
with changes in mid-latitude surface temperatures, for different sectors and magnitudes
of loss. (a)/(c) Moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss and (b)/(d) large-magnitude (late
21st century) sea-ice loss in the Atlantic/Pacific sector. Features of the direct/indirect
response are shaded in red/dark blue.
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Pacific cases for both magnitudes of sea-ice loss. Therefore, different spatial patterns of
moderate- and large-magnitude sea-ice loss can explain the different (but not necessarily
opposite) stratospheric responses in previous studies. These results provide insight
that is additional to Sun et al. (2015)’s finding that different spatial patterns of (large-
magnitude) sea-ice loss can explain the opposite stratospheric responses in previous
studies. Note that it was initially thought that there is a statistically significant
strengthening of the polar vortex in PAC in November-December (McKenna et al.,
2018); however, Chapter 5 will show that the 200 year-long simulations used here are
not sufficiently long to determine the robustness of the stratospheric response for short
sub-seasonal time-periods.
Now the second research question is addressed (Are there correspondingly opposite
effects on the tropospheric AO?). It is found that Atlantic or Pacific sector sea-ice
losses of moderate-magnitude lead respectively to a statistically insignificant nega-
tive or positive AO response in the large-scale tropospheric circulation (indicated in
Figures 3.12a and 3.12c by the dark blue features), consistent with the stratospheric
responses. Therefore, for moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss, it cannot be robustly con-
cluded whether different spatial patterns of sea-ice loss can explain the contrasting
tropospheric responses in previous studies. However, for large-magnitude sea-ice loss, a
statistically significant negative AO response is found in both cases (Figure 3.12b and
3.12d). This suggests that for large-magnitude sea-ice loss, different spatial patterns of
sea-ice loss cannot explain the contrasting tropospheric responses in previous studies.
Furthermore, it implies that for large-magnitudes of sea-ice loss, tropospheric
mechanisms (which may tend to lead to a negative AO for both Atlantic and Pacific
sea-ice loss through, for example, reductions in meridional temperature gradient) are
relatively more important than stratospheric mechanisms (which lead to oppositely
signed AO responses) – see the dotted arrows in Figures 3.12b and 3.12d. As discussed
in Chapter 1, different studies find tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms to
have different levels of importance (e.g. Nakamura et al., 2016b, find stratospheric
mechanisms are crucial in the response to recent sea-ice loss, while Wu and Smith,
2016, find that tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms are equally important for
late 21st century sea-ice loss). Sun et al. (2015)’s Pacific experiment also suggests that
tropospheric mechanisms are more important for large-magnitude sea-ice loss, since
they find a stronger polar vortex but no northward shift of the zonal mean tropospheric
eddy-driven jet. The same can also be said for the future pan-Arctic sea-ice loss
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experiments of Peings and Magnusdottir (2014), Sun et al. (2015) and Nakamura et al.
(2016a), since these studies find very different responses in the stratospheric polar
vortex – respectively no change, a non-significant weakening in winter and significant
strengthening in spring, and a strengthening – but in all cases a negative tropospheric
AO-like response is found.
However, within the current experimental setup the roles that stratospheric and
tropospheric mechanisms played in the tropospheric AO responses cannot be defini-
tively quantified. In the following chapter this is addressed by conducting additional
experiments designed to decompose the responses into parts due to tropospheric and
stratospheric mechanisms (e.g. Hitchcock and Simpson, 2014). This will also allow a
‘cleaner’ look to be taken at the specific mechanisms involved.
In answer to the third research question (What are the effects on mid-latitude
surface temperatures?), it is found that while there is a negative tropospheric AO in
response to large magnitudes of both Atlantic and Pacific sector sea-ice loss, there are
still contrasting effects on mid-latitude surface temperatures (compare Figures 3.12b
and 3.12d). Specifically, in the Atlantic (Pacific) case AO-induced cooling is absent
in Northern Europe (North America), and any cooling only occurs in North America
(Northern Europe). It is shown that this can be understood by decomposing the
temperature response into an indirect part induced by the large-scale indirect circulation
(AO) response, and a residual direct part, which is demonstrated to be local to the
loss region, and is partly explained by the direct circulation response. In the Atlantic
(Pacific) case, the direct circulation response is consistent with warm advection over
Northern Europe (North America), and the counteraction of AO-induced cooling there
(indicated in Figures 3.12b and 3.12d by the warm advection symbol). Thus, in the
Atlantic (Pacific) case any cooling only occurs in North America (Northern Europe).
This decomposition of the temperature response into direct and indirect parts is
a new approach, but is similar in concept to the ‘thermodynamic’ versus ‘dynamic’
decomposition described by Screen et al. (2015) and others. However, the direct versus
indirect terminology is used here, since the direct temperature response involves both
thermodynamic and dynamic processes. It is also similar in concept to Deser et al.’s
(2016b) decomposition of air temperature trends into dynamical internal and forced
components, and thermodynamic internal and forced components. Due to a lack of
robustness, a decomposition of the temperature response was not performed here for
the moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss experiments. However, the temperature changes
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for moderate-magnitude Atlantic or Pacific sea-ice loss are consistent with the AO
responses and a direct warming effect local to the loss region (Figures 3.12a and 3.12c).
The temperature responses in the large-magnitude sea-ice loss cases contrast with
the study of Kug et al. (2015), who find that warming in the Barents-Kara (East
Siberian-Chukchi) Seas is connected to wintertime cooling in Eurasia (North America).
However, their results are for past warming, which is much smaller in magnitude to
the anomalies here. Therefore, the direct warming effect is likely not large enough
to counteract the indirect cooling effect. Recent papers (e.g. McCusker et al., 2016)
also show that recent wintertime Eurasian cooling may be dominantly associated with
internal climate variability.
The wider relevance of the large-magnitude sea-ice loss results will now be considered.
Since the spatial pattern of future Arctic surface warming – which is related to sea-ice
loss – is uncertain across the CMIP5 climate models (Figure 1.1), they may indicate
the range of potential atmospheric responses for studies using these models.
For instance, for climate models with sea-ice loss weighted toward the Atlantic
sector (e.g. GISS), there could be a negative tropospheric AO and a cooler North
America. However, for models with more Pacific sector sea-ice loss (e.g. ACCESS),
there could be a negative AO and a cooler Northern Europe. These scenarios put
into context, for example, Screen (2017a)’s finding that Northern European cooling is
absent in the response to Arctic sea-ice loss; this was for large-magnitude sea-ice loss
that is equally weighted towards the Atlantic and Pacific sectors.
Regarding models with large-magnitude ice loss equally weighted towards both
sectors (e.g. HadGEM2), an additional 200 year-long experiment with large-magnitude
Ts anomalies imposed in the Atlantic and Pacific sectors simultaneously (ATL&PAC
run) suggests that the circulation response in the combined case is consistent with a
linear addition of the responses in the separate cases (Figure 3.13). The combined
case response appears weaker than this addition suggests, as found by Screen (2017b)
but for a greater number of sea-ice loss regions. However, the right-hand column of
Figure 3.13 suggests that the difference can largely be explained by sampling error.
Chapter 5 will explore the influence of sampling error on the circulation response to
sea-ice loss in more detail.
Regarding the surface temperature response, the ATL&PAC run suggests that
rather than cooling occurring in North America and Northern Europe, as suggested
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Fig. 3.13 [Left] NDJF response (shading) of (a) zonal mean zonal wind, (b) 500
hPa zonal wind, (c) 500 hPa geopotential height, and (d) surface temperature, in
ATL&PAC. [Middle] A linear addition of the separate ATL and PAC responses (shad-
ing), and [Right] the left minus middle columns (shading). Contours in [Left] and
[Middle] show climatological values from control run CTL (interval: 10 m/s), and in
[Right] show shading in the middle column (surface temperature contour levels are
[±0.25,±0.5,±5,±10,±25] deg C). Stippling indicates a significant response at a 95%
confidence level.
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by linearity, there would be no cooling in North America, and warming in Northern
Europe. Screen (2017b) find a similar result, and suggest that the thermodynamic
(direct) warming effect outweighs the dynamic (indirect) cooling effect for pan-Arctic
sea-ice loss, while the balance is more in favour of dynamic cooling for individual
regions of loss. However, as for the circulation response, the right-hand column of
Figure 3.13 suggests the difference is largely due to sampling error here. It is also
found here that there is cooling in central Eurasia in ATL&PAC, as suggested by
linearity and found by many previous studies simulating the response to sea-ice loss
(see Sections 1.1.3.2 - 1.1.3.3 in Chapter 1).
With regards to the wider relevance of the moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss results,
it was found that even a long simulation of length 300 years is insufficient to obtain a
statistically robust response. As such, this makes it difficult to assess the linearity of
the response to different magnitudes of sea-ice loss. Previous studies have compared
the responses to different loss magnitudes and have found the response to be non-linear,
using simulation lengths of between 50 years and 150 years. (Petoukhov and Semenov,
2010; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a). Chapter 5 will further
investigate the influence of internal variability on the response to sea-ice loss, and will
further discuss whether such simulation lengths are sufficient to make robust statements
about linearity.
Chapter 4
Isolating the roles of tropospheric
and stratospheric mechanisms
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, various pathways have been proposed to connect Arctic
sea-ice loss to a subsequent tropospheric response, which involve either tropospheric
or stratospheric mechanisms. These pathways will hereafter be referred to as the
‘tropospheric pathway’ and ‘stratospheric pathway’ respectively, as in Wu and Smith
(2016), Nakamura et al. (2016a,b), and Zhang et al. (2018a,b). A third distinct pathway
will also be considered shortly, but for now the focus will be on these first two pathways.
The ‘stratospheric pathway’ is defined here as a pathway in which sea-ice loss alters
the stratospheric state through changes in vertical wave propagation, and this altered
stratospheric state – through subsequent downward propagation of the stratospheric
anomalies and their effect on the tropospheric circulation – is a key mechanism in
generating a tropospheric response. On the other hand, the ‘tropospheric pathway’
is here defined as a pathway in which tropospheric mechanisms alone generate a
tropospheric response, independent of any changes in the stratospheric state. For
example, this could be a pathway in which sea-ice loss and the associated warm
anomaly results in a reduction in the meridional temperature gradient and subsequent
adjustment of the large-scale tropospheric winds to maintain thermal-wind balance, or
in horizontal stationary Rossby wave propagation that excites a large-scale atmospheric
mode of variability.
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Understanding the relative importance of these pathways is important for obtaining
a better understanding of the response to sea-ice loss, including whether it is sensitive
to different model representations of stratospheric dynamics. However, there is little
consensus between past studies regarding the relative importance of these pathways
(see Chapter 1), an issue which is very much reflected by the results of Chapter 3.
Indeed, recall that for the Atlantic and Pacific sector sea-ice loss experiments in this
chapter, it was not possible to conclude whether a tropospheric or stratospheric pathway
generated the tropospheric Arctic Oscillation (AO) responses. It was hypothesised that
a tropospheric pathway was key in the large-magnitude (late 21st century) ice loss cases
(ATL and PAC runs), since there were different responses in the stratospheric polar
vortex, but in both cases there was a negative tropospheric AO response. However,
it is possible that a stratospheric pathway played some role: for example, in ATL
the negative tropospheric AO response may have been at least partly caused by the
weakened stratospheric polar vortex.
In this chapter, the responses in ATL and PAC are decomposed into parts due to the
tropospheric and stratospheric pathways, which allows their roles to be quantitatively
evaluated. This is done by conducting experiments in which the evolution of the
stratosphere is constrained using a stratospheric nudging method (Simpson et al.,
2011). In particular, for the ATL or PAC case, the tropospheric pathway is quantified
by imposing ATL or PAC sea-ice loss, and nudging the stratospheric state toward that
of the original control run CTL (in other words, the stratosphere is prevented from
responding to the sea-ice loss, thereby ‘shutting-down’ the stratospheric pathway). On
the other hand, the stratospheric pathway is quantified by nudging the stratospheric
state toward that of the ATL or PAC runs, and imposing no sea-ice loss (thereby
shutting-down the tropospheric pathway). Nudging experiments are not conducted for
the moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss runs from Chapter 3 (0.5ATL and 0.5PAC) since
the responses in these runs were less statistically robust.
Further details regarding the specific mechanisms involved in the stratospheric
pathway will be determined by conducting two types of stratospheric pathway nudging
experiment, in which the stratospheric state is perturbed in two different ways. In the
first experiment type, the stratospheric state will be nudged toward the climatological
mean annual cycle of ATL or PAC, such that interannual and intraseasonal stratospheric
variability – including that associated with sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events
– is not included. This experiment type will therefore test for the effect of a small mean
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change in the stratospheric polar vortex that occurs over every winter, rather than for
the effect of a change in – for example – the frequency or structure of SSW events, which
are observed to occur approximately every second winter season, and are associated
with much larger perturbations. In the second experiment type, the stratosphere will
instead be nudged toward a specific reference SSW that is representative of the changes
in SSWs in ATL or PAC. The exact design of this latter experiment type will be
informed by firstly conducting some statistical analysis within ATL and PAC, which
will examine changes in SSWs and the impact of these changes. Taken together, this
statistical analysis and the two types of stratospheric pathway nudging experiment will
determine the extent to which stratospheric pathways involving a winter mean change
in the stratospheric polar vortex, and/or a change in SSW events, are important for
the tropospheric AO responses in ATL and PAC. These pathways will hereafter be
referred to as the ‘winter mean stratospheric pathway’ and ‘SSW stratospheric pathway’
respectively.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, the work presented here will be the first
quantitative comparison of the roles of both winter mean and SSW stratospheric
pathways in the response to sea-ice loss. Indeed, in other studies using a nudging
method to isolate the stratosphere’s role in the tropospheric response to Arctic sea-ice
loss or warming, the stratosphere has either been nudged toward the same perturbed
winter mean state in every year (Wu and Smith, 2016) or toward a perturbed state
including interannual and intraseasonal variability (Zhang et al., 2018a) – where the
effects of each are separately found to be important – but in neither study is the choice
of state discussed in detail. As mentioned in Chapter 1, it has been suggested in both
modelling and observational studies that changes in stratospheric extreme events can
be important for some cases of ice loss (Kim et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir,
2014; Sun et al., 2015; Jaiser et al., 2016; Hoshi et al., 2019); however, these findings
are not tested quantitatively using a stratospheric nudging method. This would be
useful in order to determine specific aspects of model representation of the stratosphere
that the response to sea-ice loss may be sensitive to.
A third distinct pathway is also considered in this chapter, since established literature
suggests that is may be relevant to the Pacific sea-ice loss case. This literature will
now be briefly reviewed to give some context before defining this pathway.
Castanheira and Graf (2003) find in reanalysis data that an anti-correlation between
pressure in the North Pacific (the Aleutian Low) and northern North Atlantic (the
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Icelandic Low) only exists when the stratospheric polar vortex is strong. They suggest
that this is because the strength of the stratospheric zonal mean winds controls the
ability of Rossby waves to propagate in the stratosphere (Charney and Drazin, 1961;
see the refractive index equation, 1.10, in Chapter 1). When the stratospheric winds are
westerly but not too strong, vertically propagating waves generated in the North Pacific
propagate upwards into the stratosphere; however, if the winds are strong, the waves
become tropospherically trapped due to reflection by these winds, causing them to
amplify and affect the tropospheric circulation in the North Atlantic, and subsequently
generate a large-scale tropospheric AO-like response (similar to the findings of Perlwitz
and Graf, 2001). Sun and Tan (2013) also find a similar connection between the
Aleutian and Icelandic Lows in reanalysis data, but additionally use a stationary
wave activity flux to demonstrate the reflection of the waves. In particular, they
show that under strong polar vortex conditions, a disturbance to the Aleutian Low
generates a wave that propagates upward and then eastward across North America in
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere; upon reaching eastern North America
and Greenland, the wave is then reflected strongly downward by the strong stratospheric
winds, causing it to disturb the Icelandic Low and generate a large-scale tropospheric
AO-like response. For weak polar vortex conditions, this reflection does not occur and
a large-scale tropospheric response does not develop.
Castanheira and Graf (2003) also highlight that further evidence of this connection is
apparent when comparing models with observations. When observations are considered
as a whole (i.e. not split into strong and weak vortex periods), no relationship is found
between pressure in the North Pacific and northern North Atlantic. However, in some
models a significant relationship does exist, which may be attributed to the fact that
some models have too strong a stratospheric polar vortex compared to observations
(e.g. HadCM2 and ECHAM3; Osborn et al. 1999, and May and Bengtsson 1998).
This literature suggests that, in PAC at least, the stratospheric state could alter
vertical wave propagation in such a way that the direct stationary Rossby wave response
to the sea-ice loss projects onto the tropospheric AO’s negative phase. If this is true,
then the responses in the tropospheric and stratospheric pathway nudging experiments
– which occur in isolation and, therefore, cannot interact – will not add up to the total
response in ATL or PAC. Therefore, a third distinct pathway is proposed here, which
will be referred to as the ‘combined non-linear tropospheric and stratospheric pathway’
(or the ‘combined non-linear pathway’ for short). Specifically, this refers to a pathway
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in which tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in isolation do not generate a
large tropospheric response, but when operating together their interaction results in a
combined effect that is significantly greater than the linear addition of their individual
effects. This combined non-linear effect is similar to the ‘combined synergistic effect’
of Li et al. (2019), which is defined to describe a pathway of influence of the Northern
Hemisphere mid-high latitudes on East Asian climate.
Evidence of such a pathway will be examined in both ATL and PAC, and also in the
tropospheric and stratospheric pathway nudging experiments presented in this chapter.
This examination would be difficult to do using the ATL and PAC experiments alone,
since it is difficult to disentangle multiple mechanisms that are occurring simultaneously.
By decomposing the response into different parts, the tropospheric and stratospheric
pathway nudging experiments – which will have different nudged stratospheric states –
will allow for a clearer investigation of the causal mechanisms involved in the potential
effect of the stratospheric state on vertical wave propagation.
4.2 Aim and research questions
To summarise, this chapter aims to investigate key gaps in our understanding that
remain from Chapter 3, including the roles played by tropospheric and stratospheric
mechanisms in the responses to large-magnitude (late 21st century) Atlantic and Pacific
sector sea-ice loss (ATL and PAC runs). To do this, stratospheric nudging experiments
are conducted using IGCM4 and statistical analysis is performed within ATL and PAC,
with the aim of addressing the following research questions:
1. Does a tropospheric pathway play a role in the negative tropospheric AO responses
in the ATL and PAC runs?
2. Do stratospheric pathways associated with (a) a winter mean change in the
stratospheric polar vortex, and/or (b) a change in SSW events, play a role in the
negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?
3. Does a combined non-linear tropospheric and stratospheric pathway play a role
in the negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?
The answers to these questions may, for example, help to improve understanding of
how model stratospheric representation can affect the simulated response to sea-ice
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loss. They will also help to explain why the tropospheric AO responses were negative
in both ATL and PAC, despite the different stratospheric responses. As discussed at
the end of Chapter 3, this is not just relevant to understanding the experiments in
this thesis, since Sun et al. (2015) similarly found opposite stratospheric responses to
future Atlantic and Pacific sea-ice loss, and did not find opposite tropospheric AO
responses. Furthermore, in the future pan-Arctic sea-ice loss experiments of Peings
and Magnusdottir (2014), Sun et al. (2015), and Nakamura et al. (2016a), many
different responses in the stratospheric polar vortex are found – from a weakening to a
strengthening – but in all cases there is a negative tropospheric AO-like response.
In terms of the novelty of the experiments conducted here – besides that already
discussed in this chapter’s introduction – it is highlighted that few previous studies
have used a stratospheric nudging method to quantitatively evaluate the roles played by
stratospheric and tropospheric mechanisms in the response to sea-ice loss (Nakamura
et al., 2016b; Wu and Smith, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a,b). In particular, only one of
these studies (Zhang et al., 2018b) has done a comparison of this for different regions
of sea-ice loss and, even so, only calculated the stratospheric pathway contribution
implicitly (by subtracting the tropospheric pathway’s contribution from the total
response). Here, the experiments conducted will add to and advance this previous work,
by comparing the pathways involved in the responses to different regions of sea-ice loss,
and by explicitly isolating both the tropospheric and stratospheric pathways, as well
as considering the possibility of a combined non-linear pathway.
4.3 Method
4.3.1 Stratospheric nudging method
In this chapter the stratospheric nudging method of Simpson et al. (2011) is used, which
has been used in many other studies investigating the influence of the stratosphere
on the troposphere (Hitchcock and Simpson, 2014, 2016; Hitchcock and Haynes, 2016;
Nakamura et al., 2016b; Wu and Smith, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a,b). This was
implemented in IGCM4 by adapting a nudging code for IGCM1, which was used by
Hitchcock and Haynes (2016), and was kindly provided by Peter Hitchcock. In terms of
structure and equations used, the code edits for IGCM4 were the same as for IGCM1,
but had to be adapted to work in parallel by the author (see Appendix B).
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The method constrains the stratospheric evolution in a model experiment, by
nudging the zonal mean (wavenumber-0) spectral co-efficients of the temperature,
vorticity and divergence fields toward a chosen reference state above a certain height.
This nudging takes the form:
−K(σ)(X −Xref )/τN , (4.1)
where X is the instantaneous zonal mean value of the field, Xref is a zonal mean
reference state (with daily time-resolution in this thesis), τN is the nudging timescale
(essentially the nudging strength), σ is the model hybrid sigma-pressure level, and K is
a height-dependent co-efficient valued from 0 to 1 that allows for vertical variation in
the nudging strength. The nudging is applied at every model time-step, of which there
are 96 time-steps per day. Cubic spline interpolation is used to calculate the reference
state for the model time-steps between each new model day, in order to avoid a sudden
change in the reference state at midnight.
The nudging timescale is set to τN = 6 hours, and the nudging co-efficient K is
linearly increased from 0 to 1 over sigma levels 0.07 to 0.03 (around 70 hPa to 30 hPa).
These are similar values to those used in other stratospheric nudging studies (Simpson
et al., 2011; Hitchcock and Simpson, 2014, 2016; Wu and Smith, 2016). The vertical
increase in K is done gradually over a few levels rather than suddenly setting it to
1, since this could have undesirable effects. Note that while this chosen parameter
combination was shown to be effective and produce useful results in the above studies,
other parameter combinations were tested here before confirming that this choice
was most effective for IGCM4. Section 4.3.3.1 will present plots demonstrating the
effectiveness of this chosen parameter combination.
By only nudging toward the zonal mean, this method is advantageous in that it
effectively prevents the zonally asymmetric spectral co-efficients (i.e. waves) from
influencing the zonal mean flow, but still allows them to evolve freely. This means
that for a given zonal mean stratospheric state, wave propagation should in theory
be relatively unaffected by whether this state is associated with a freely evolving or
nudged stratosphere. This is important given the key role played by wave propagation
in Chapter 3’s experiments.
Other methods to isolate the stratosphere’s role were also considered, such as using
a low-top version of IGCM4 (which has 20 model levels up to 50 hPa, compared to 35
model levels up to 0.1 hPa in the high-top version used here; Joshi et al., 2015). Indeed,
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Sun et al. (2015) use a low-top version of their model for this purpose. However, the
lower model lid could introduce spurious wave reflection effects and, therefore, the
nudging method proposed is likely to be preferable in this respect.
4.3.2 Increased hyper-diffusion in uppermost model levels
During the process of implementing the stratospheric nudging method in IGCM4, it
was found that a small number of test nudging runs crashed. These crashes occurred at
very different points in the runs – sometimes within 10 years of model time, and in many
cases not until over 50 years of model time – and did so for a wide range of nudging
parameter combinations. Before the crashes occurred, snapshots of the divergence field
revealed the development of high frequency gravity waves in the uppermost model
levels, which blew-up in amplitude within only a few model time-steps.
Since the zonal mean stratospheric state is constrained by the nudging to remain
unchanged, it was thought that the crashes were likely related to a change in the
asymmetric stratospheric state. Indeed, the nudging is associated with a stronger
planetary wave field, and an associated enhancement of upward wave propagation into
and in the stratosphere (as will be shown in Section 4.3.3.1). This may increase the
likelihood of periods with very high static stability in the uppermost model levels,
which provide ideal conditions for the presence of high frequency gravity waves. Further
evidence that this explains the crashes is the fact that the crashes were more likely
to occur when ATL rather than CTL ocean surface temperatures were imposed; this
is because there is a stronger planetary wave field in the ATL run (see Figure 3.7 in
Chapter 3), which will further enhance the aforementioned conditions. Moreover, very
similar model crashes have occurred in IGCM1, which have also been linked to high
frequency gravity waves blowing-up due to the static stability becoming too strong in
some part of the stratosphere (personal communication with Peter Hitchcock).
With the help of Manoj Joshi – one of the developers of IGCM4 (Joshi et al.,
2015) – various attempts were made to fix the direct cause of this issue, including
modifications to the gravity wave drag scheme in the uppermost model levels. However,
these did not prevent the runs from crashing. Instead, the model code was edited to
increase the strength of the hyper-diffusion already present in the uppermost model
levels (by a factor of 1.25 to 7, respectively between around 5 hPa and the model top at
around 0.1 hPa); these edits are shown in Appendix B. This was the minimum increase
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in hyper-diffusion required to prevent high frequency waves from blowing-up in the
uppermost model levels. Importantly, a 200 year-long control run with this increased
hyper-diffusion implemented was not found to be significantly different from the CTL
run climatologically (which is also the case when stratospheric nudging is additionally
implemented – see the plots for the control nudging run, CTLndgCS, in Section 4.3.3.1).
This solution was therefore used in all the nudging experiments conducted here.
4.3.3 Tropospheric and winter mean stratospheric pathway
nudging experiments
This section describes the experiments designed to isolate the tropospheric pathway,
and the winter mean stratospheric pathway. All experiments are run for 200 years
following 1 year of spin-up time, as was the case for the ATL and PAC experiments,
and the 200 year-long version of the CTL experiment in Chapter 3. A summary of the
nudging experiments can be found in Table 4.1.
In the experiments isolating the tropospheric pathway, anomalous ocean surface
temperatures from either the ATL or PAC runs are imposed (see Figures 3.1 and
3.2 in Chapter 3), while the stratosphere is prevented from responding by nudging
the stratospheric state toward the zonal mean climatological mean annual cycle of
CTL. These experiments will be named ATLndgCS and PACndgCS, where the full-size
capitals denote the ocean surface temperatures used, and the subscript denotes the
stratospheric state nudged toward (here ‘CS’ denotes ‘control run stratosphere’).
In the experiments isolating the winter mean stratospheric pathway, ocean surface
temperatures from the CTL run are imposed, and the stratospheric state is nudged
toward the zonal mean climatological mean annual cycle of ATL or PAC. These
experiments will be named CTLndgAS and CTLndgPS, where the subscripts ‘AS’ and
‘PS’ denote ‘Atlantic run stratosphere’ and ‘Pacific run stratosphere’.
One final nudging experiment is run as a control experiment. In this experiment,
CTL ocean surface temperatures are imposed, and the stratosphere is nudged toward
the zonal mean climatological mean annual cycle of CTL. As such, this experiment is
named CTLndgCS.
Figure 4.1 shows the reference states of wind and temperature used for nudging
toward in the —ndgCS, —ndgAS, and —ndgPS runs. Note that while the nudging is
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Table 4.1 Descriptions of 200 year-long stratospheric nudging experiments conducted
using IGCM4 in Chapter 4
Experiment Description
CTLndgCS
Control run (CTL) ocean surface temperatures and nudging of the
stratospheric state toward the zonal mean climatological mean annual
cycle of CTL
ATLndgCS
Atlantic sector sea-ice loss run (ATL) ocean surface temperatures and
nudging of the stratospheric state toward the zonal mean climatological
mean annual cycle of CTL
PACndgCS
Pacific sector sea-ice loss run (PAC) ocean surface temperatures and
nudging of the stratospheric state toward the zonal mean climatological
mean annual cycle of CTL
CTLndgAS
CTL ocean surface temperatures and nudging of the stratospheric
state toward the zonal mean climatological mean annual cycle of ATL
CTLndgPS
CTL ocean surface temperatures and nudging of the stratospheric
state toward the zonal mean climatological mean annual cycle of PAC
CTLndgSSW
CTL ocean surface temperatures and nudging of the zonal mean
stratospheric state toward a specific reference SSW from December in
ATL
performed at every latitude, the zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦N and the polar cap
average temperature are shown in the figure for ease of presentation. Similarly to
Simpson et al. (2011), the climatologies have been low-pass filtered (with a cut-off
frequency of 90 days) to extract the seasonally varying part; otherwise the climatology
is rather noisy, which could cause issues with the nudging. These climatologies are
then converted into zonal mean (wavenumber-0) spectral coefficients of temperature,
vorticity, and divergence.
To quantify the tropospheric and winter mean stratospheric pathways, the responses
in the relevant perturbation nudging runs are compared to the responses in ATL or
PAC. CTLndgCS will be used to calculate the responses in each of the perturbation
nudging runs. Defining the response with respect to CTLndgCS is comparable to defining













































































































Annual cycle of [U] at 60N (left) and polar cap T (right)
Fig. 4.1 Smoothed climatologies of [left] zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦N and [right] polar
cap (poleward of 60◦N) temperature for (a) CTL, (b) ATL-CTL, and (c) PAC-CTL
(all in shading). These are used as reference states for nudging toward in the —ndgCS,
—ndgAS, and —ndgPS experiments respectively (note that the absolute climatologies for
ATL and PAC are used in reality, but are shown here as a response to highlight the
difference between the climatologies). The thin contours in (b) and (c) are the CTL
climatology (interval: 10 m/s and 10◦C). The nudging strength is increased linearly
from 0 to 1, between sigma levels 0.07 (the horizontal thick dashed-dotted line) and
0.03 (the horizontal thick solid line). Note that the amplitude of the fields naturally
increases with height because of decreasing density. x-axis ticks fall on the start of the
month (as in all similar plots in this thesis).
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to CTL (as will be shown in Section 4.3.3.1). Using the Atlantic case as an example,
if the tropospheric response in ATLndgCS is equal to that in ATL (i.e. [ATLndgCS -
CTLndgCS] = [ATL - CTL]), then a tropospheric pathway can explain the full response.
Alternatively, if the tropospheric response in CTLndgAS is equal to that in ATL (i.e.
[CTLndgAS - CTLndgCS] = [ATL - CTL]), then a winter mean stratospheric pathway
can explain the full response. It could also be the case that both pathways play a
partial role in the full response.
4.3.3.1 Initial experiment checks
This section checks that the nudging works effectively in the aforementioned experiments.
Specifically, it is checked that the nudging is strong enough to damp out much of the
zonal mean stratospheric variability (so that the zonal mean stratospheric state is
kept very close to the nudged-toward reference state, with little variability about this
state). This is important, because to properly isolate the tropospheric pathway any
response in the stratosphere needs to be entirely prevented, and to properly isolate
the winter mean stratospheric pathway the stratospheric responses from ATL and
PAC need to be reproduced exactly. However, at the same time, the effect of the
nudging on the stratospheric variability cannot be so strong that it has a strong effect
on the climatology of the troposphere. This is key because, as discussed in Chapter
1, the tropospheric circulation response to sea-ice loss can be opposite for different
climatological tropospheric eddy-driven jet strengths and latitudes (Smith et al., 2017).
Control nudging experiment
Various plots of different fields from CTLndgCS highlight that the nudging is indeed work-
ing effectively, and that the differences between CTLndgCS and CTL in the troposphere
are reasonably small compared to the absolute climatological values in CTL.
Firstly, Figure 4.2 shows the November-February EP-flux and its divergence for
CTLndgCS compared to CTL. This highlights that the nudging has little effect on
tropospheric wave propagation, and only results in a relatively small increase in vertical
wave propagation in the upper stratosphere compared to the CTL climatology. The
resulting change in EP-flux divergence in the stratosphere is also relatively small.
Figure 4.3 shows the November-February zonal mean zonal wind, also for CTLndgCS
compared to CTL. This shows that the changes in EP-flux divergence in the stratosphere
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(a) CTL (b) CTLndgCS  - CTL
Fig. 4.2 Climatologies of EP-flux (arrows) and EP-flux divergence (shading) in NDJF
for (a) CTL, and (b) CTLndgCS-CTL. Note that the scale of arrows in (a) and (b) is the
same. Stippling indicates a significant difference for shaded fields at a 95% confidence
level. All arrows shown in (b) are significant at a 95% confidence level in one direction,
but most are significant in both the meridional and vertical directions (not shown).
[U], NDJF




















































Fig. 4.3 Climatologies of zonal mean zonal wind in NDJF for (a) CTLndgCS-CTL (shad-
ing), CTL (contours), and (b) CTLndgCS (contours). Stippling indicates a significant
difference for shaded fields at a 95% confidence level.
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have only a small – and mostly statistically insignificant – effect on the stratospheric
zonal mean winds, as would be expected since the stratosphere is being nudged toward
































AO for CTL (black)
and CTLndgCS (red)
Fig. 4.4 The zonal-mean AO load-
ing pattern with height for CTL
(black) and CTLndgCS (red). This
was calculated by projecting zonal-
mean geopotential height anoma-
lies (in km), weighted by the co-
sine of latitude, onto the AO index.
The pattern for each level is dis-
placed by its level height and mul-
tiplied by 30 to increase visibility.
Focusing now on the AO, Figure 4.4 shows
a plot of the zonal mean AO loading pattern
with height for CTL and CTLndgCS, calculated
according to the method used by Simpson et al.
(2011). This shows that the nudging is effec-
tively damping out most of the structures of
stratospheric (above 100 hPa) AO variability,
but has relatively little effect on the structures
of tropospheric AO variability, as was aimed
for.
It can also be seen in Figure 4.5 that the
latitude-longitude structure of the November-
February AO loading pattern at 500 hPa in
CTLndgCS is similar to that in CTL (where
these patterns are calculated as detailed in
Section 2.3.2.1 of Chapter 2). There is a no-
tably large reduction in the magnitude of the
North Atlantic centre of action – likely due to
the removal of the stratospheric influence on
the tropospheric AO, an influence which tends
to be focused on the North Atlantic (Baldwin
and Dunkerton, 2001) – but the overall AO
pattern is comparable. This is reassuring, be-
cause the AO loading pattern from CTL – not
CTLndgCS – will be used to calculate the AO
responses in the nudging runs, so that they are
directly comparable to the AO responses in
the original ATL and PAC experiments from
Chapter 3. To justify this, the AO loading pat-
terns in CTL and CTLndgCS need to therefore
represent the same mode of variability.
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As a final check on the properties of the AO, a look is taken at the AO decorrelation
timescale (calculated for the zonal mean version of the AO as in Figure 4.4; see Section
2.3.2.2 in Chapter 2 for a detailed explanation of this timescale). Figure 4.6 shows
the climatological mean annual cycle of the AO decorrelation timescale with height
for CTL and CTLndgCS. This shows that in CTL, the timescales of AO variability are
greatly enhanced in winter throughout the depth of the atmosphere, but particularly in
the stratosphere. In CTLndgCS, however, the long timescales of winter stratospheric AO
variability are almost entirely removed, and there is a small reduction in tropospheric
AO timescales (by around 3 days on average at 500 hPa in November-February).
This is promising, because it shows that the nudging is effectively shutting down
the contribution of eddies to the long timescales of variability in the stratospheric
zonal mean flow or AO, and implies the removal of the effect that the long timescales
of stratospheric AO variability have on the troposphere. This means that in the
tropospheric pathway nudging experiments, only the strength of internal feedbacks
generated by the troposphere will govern the timescale of tropospheric AO variability
and, by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the magnitude of the tropospheric AO
response to the imposed sea-ice loss. In other words, we can be sure that the AO
response will be due to a tropospheric pathway alone, distinct from the effects of the
stratosphere.












(a) CTL,  CTLndgCS - CTL (b) CTLndgCS
Fig. 4.5 The AO loading pattern at 500 hPa in NDJF for (a) CTLndgCS-CTL (shading),
CTL (contours), and (b) CTLndgCS (contours). Contours are in intervals of 10 gpm.
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AO decorrelation timescale









































































(a) CTL,  CTLndgCS - CTL (b) CTLndgCS
Fig. 4.6 The climatological mean annual cycle of the AO decorrelation timescale for (a)
CTLndgCS-CTL (shading), CTL (contours), and (b) CTLndgCS (contours).
Perturbation nudging experiments
Figure 4.7 shows that the annual cycle of wind and temperature in the stratosphere in
each of the ATLndgCS, PACndgCS, CTLndgAS, and CTLndgPS runs follows the relevant
climatological reference state well (compare with Figure 4.1). This means that the
stratosphere is effectively prevented from responding in the tropospheric pathway
nudging runs (ATLndgCS and PACndgCS), and the stratospheric responses from ATL
and PAC are effectively reproduced in the winter mean stratospheric pathway nudging
runs (CTLndgAS and CTLndgPS).
4.3.4 SSW stratospheric pathway nudging experiment
This section describes the experiment designed to isolate the SSW stratospheric pathway.
As before, this experiment is run for 200 years following 1 year of spin-up time, and is
also summarised in Table 4.1.
The exact design of this experiment has been informed by a statistical analysis
within ATL and PAC of the changes in SSWs, and the impact of these changes. These
statistical results will be presented later in this chapter in Section 4.4.3, but for now
it is simply stated that they reveal a prominent increase in the frequency of SSWs in








































(c) CTLndgAS - CTLndgCS














(d) CTLndgPS - CTLndgCS






























































































Annual cycle of [U] at 60N (left) and polar cap T (right)
Fig. 4.7 Climatologies of [left] zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦N and [right] polar cap
(poleward of 60◦N) temperature for the (a)/(b) tropospheric pathway and (c)/(d)
winter mean stratospheric pathway nudging experiments, minus CTLndgCS (shading).
The black contours are the CTLndgCS climatology (interval: 10 m/s and 10◦C).
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The experiment is designed to objectively determine the influence of a change
in December SSW frequency on the troposphere. Specifically, CTL ocean surface
temperatures are imposed, and the zonal mean stratospheric state is nudged in every
year toward a specific reference SSW from December in ATL. This experiment will be
referred to as CTLndgSSW, and is similar to the experiments of Hitchcock and Simpson
(2014, 2016). The relatively simple design is advantageous since it makes the problem
more tractable. Specifically, since the same SSW is nudged toward in every year, it
will be relatively easy to obtain a robust tropospheric response, and to understand
the effect of a change in December SSW frequency on the troposphere. To estimate
the climatological mean impact of a change in December SSW frequency over a given
number of years, the AO response in CTLndgSSW (with respect to CTLndgCS) can be
multiplied by the change in SSW frequency for those years.
The reference SSW that was chosen occurred on December 10 in year 14 of ATL.
This SSW was chosen because it was thought to be the most representative of the
22 SSWs that occurred in December in this run. Specifically, it is associated with
a 10 hPa AO index evolution that is similar in shape (but not magnitude) to the
evolution of the daily 10 hPa AO response in ATL. This suggests that the AO evolution
associated with the reference SSW is representative of the AO evolution associated
with the amalgamated effect of December SSWs in ATL (again in terms of shape, not
magnitude). Secondly, the chosen SSW has a representative magnitude – in other
words, it is not too weak or too strong – and therefore is likely to have a representative
effect on the troposphere.
Figure 4.8a shows the evolution of the wind and temperature for the chosen reference
SSW minus the CTL climatology. In CTLndgSSW, the nudging is performed towards the
smoothed control state used in CTLndgCS between May 1 and November 24 (Figure 4.1a),
and toward the instantaneous reference SSW state between November 24 and May 1.
The choice of November 24 as a start date for nudging toward the SSW was based
on the method of Hitchcock and Simpson (2014). Specifically, the date was chosen to
balance two requirements: firstly, it had to be close enough to the SSW central date to
isolate the influence of the SSW as opposed to the influence of any preconditioning,
and secondly, it had to be early enough to minimise any discontinuity in the nudging
reference state. November 24 is ideal, because it excludes the effect of the warming
and weakening of winds in the stratosphere from early November and, also, the wind














(a) Reference SSW - CTL














(b) CTLndgSSW - CTLndgCS
















































Evolution of [U] at 60N (left) and polar cap T (right)
Fig. 4.8 Evolution of [left] zonal mean zonal wind at 60◦N and [right] polar cap
(poleward of 60◦N) temperature, for (a) a specific reference SSW minus the CTL
climatology (shading), and (b) the SSW stratospheric pathway nudging experiment
response (CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS; shading). Thin black contours in (a) and (b) are
the CTL and CTLndgCS climatologies respectively (interval: 10 m/s and 10◦C). The
reference state nudged toward in CTLndgSSW consists of the reference SSW in (a)
from November 24 until May 1 (dates indicated by vertical thick gray lines), and
the smoothed control state used in CTLndgCS otherwise (Figure 4.1a). The nudging
strength is increased linearly from 0 to 1, between around 70 hPa and 30 hPa (the
horizontal thick dashed-dotted and solid lines respectively in (a)). Only November-May
is shown in this figure because this is when anomalies occur in CTLndgSSW (as expected
from the experiment design).
the start date used by Hitchcock and Simpson (2014). The end date of May 1 was also
chosen to minimise any discontinuity in the nudging reference state.
Figure 4.8b shows that the evolution of the stratospheric zonal mean wind and
polar cap temperature in CTLndgSSW follows the reference SSW state well, and that
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there appear to be no issues associated with the discontinuities in the nudging reference
state.
To check that the chosen reference SSW has an effect on the troposphere, and is
therefore suitable for the purposes of this chapter, the daily evolution of the AO index
response at 10 hPa and 500 hPa is examined for CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS (see Figure 4.9).
This shows that the SSW does indeed have an effect on the troposphere, with a
maximum tropospheric AO response of around -1 for a stratospheric AO response of
around -3.

















AO index at 10 hPa and 500 hPa for
CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS
Fig. 4.9 Daily evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over winter
for CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS (thin line). Thick lines indicate statistical significance at a
95% confidence level for the daily response, calculated using a t-test.
4.4 Results
4.4.1 Tropospheric pathway
This section uses the tropospheric pathway nudging experiments, ATLndgCS and
PACndgCS, to investigate research question 1: ‘Does a tropospheric pathway play
a role in the negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?’.
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To do this, the 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500) responses in ATLndgCS and
PACndgCS are decomposed into ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ or AO-like parts (hereafter referred
to as just ‘indirect’ when used in this context). Recall that this was done for the
ATL and PAC experiments in Chapter 3, where the indirect part of the response was
defined as the part that projects onto the AO loading pattern – or first EOF – from
CTL (i.e. the large-scale part hypothesised to be generated indirectly by non-linear
tropospheric eddy feedbacks), and the direct part was defined as the residual (the full
minus indirect response). This direct part was found to be local to the sea-ice loss
region and resembled a stationary Rossby wave as predicted by linear theory (Hoskins
and Karoly, 1981).
Here, the direct and indirect responses for ATLndgCS and PACndgCS are calculated
by projecting each Z500 response onto the relevant direct response calculated for ATL
or PAC (contours in Figure 3.11c), and onto the 500 hPa AO loading pattern from
CTL (contours in Figure 4.5a). The direct responses are calculated in this way so that
they can be directly compared to the direct responses in ATL and PAC. Note that the
second and third EOF’s (the Pacific-North American pattern, and a dipole between
the North Pacific and North Atlantic) from CTL are also included in the projections
to be consistent with the projections in Chapter 3; the projections onto these EOF’s
are, however, small.
The projections result in a regression coefficient, βi, for each part of the response,
Xi, which describes the magnitude of that part (see Section 2.3.2.3 of Chapter 2).
Specifically, the coefficient for the direct response describes its similarity to the direct
response in ATL or PAC (1.0 meaning exactly the same), and the coefficient for the
indirect response is the AO index.
4.4.1.1 The direct response
A look is firstly taken at the winter evolution of the direct responses in ATLndgCS and
PACndgCS, compared to ATL and PAC – see the black lines in Figure 4.10.
For the Atlantic case, the direct response in ATLndgCS reaches a similar peak
magnitude to the direct response in ATL, but appears generally weaker across all
months. This is confirmed by the winter (November-February) mean, for which the
direct response has a magnitude of 0.6 in ATLndgCS compared to 1.0 in ATL. For
the Pacific case, the direct response in PACndgCS only becomes established in late




























































Evolution of direct and indirect
responses at 500 hPa
Fig. 4.10 Daily evolution of the direct (black) and indirect (blue) responses at 500 hPa
over winter for (a) ATLndgCS-CTLndgCS (thin solid lines) and ATL-CTL (thin dotted
lines), and (b) PACndgCS-CTLndgCS and PAC-CTL. Thick solid and dotted lines indicate
statistical significance at a 95% confidence level for the daily response, calculated using
a t-test.
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(b) ATLndgCS - CTLndgCS
Fig. 4.11 Residual from a projection of the November-February mean 500 hPa geopo-
tential height (Z500) response in (a) ATLndgCS, and (b) ATL, onto the first three EOF’s
from CTL. This residual can be interpreted as the direct part of the response, as in
Figure 3.11c in Chapter 3.
December, reaches an average magnitude of around 1.0 for the month of January, and
then disappears in February. The winter (November-January; as for PAC in Chapter
3) mean is therefore much weaker in PACndgCS (0.4) than in PAC (1.0).
To double-check that the direct response in ATLndgCS is weaker than in ATL, it
is alternatively calculated as the residual from a projection of the winter (November-
February) mean Z500 response onto the first three EOF’s from CTL (Figure 4.11b).
This shows that when the direct response in ATLndgCS is calculated independently of the
direct response in ATL, it is still very similar in pattern to the direct response in ATL
(Figure 4.11a) – i.e. it resembles a stationary Rossby wave local to the Barents-Kara
Seas – but indeed appears visually weaker (or at least is more horizontally confined in
the Barents-Kara Seas region). For PACndgCS, the same method gives a residual that
is very similar to the full Z500 response, since there is little projection onto the EOF’s
from CTL; therefore, a visual check is simply made of the full Z500 response. This
indeed shows no robust stationary Rossby wave response local to the Chukchi-Bering
Seas in November or February, but does indicate the appearance of such a response in
December, which is similar to that in January but weaker (not shown). In January, the
local geopotential height response in PACndgCS is very similar in pattern and magnitude
to that in PAC in November (this is the most suitable month for comparison because
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it is when the PAC response is dominated by its direct part) – compare regions A and
B in Figures 4.20 and 4.22 in Section 4.4.4.2.
The direct responses in ATLndgCS and PACndgCS could be weaker than those in
ATL and PAC for the following reason. Firstly, recall that the direct response in ATL
or PAC was simply calculated as a residual and, therefore, assumptions were made
about the physical basis of this residual. If these assumptions were correct – that the
residual is indeed a linear stationary Rossby wave generated locally and directly by the
sea-ice loss, without the involvement of any indirect non-linear feedbacks – then the
direct responses calculated for ATL and ATLndgCS, and PAC and PACndgCS, should
be the same. The fact that they are not suggests that the assumptions made were
not fully successful and, therefore, that the ‘direct’ responses calculated for ATL and
PAC are not entirely direct. Indeed, it could be that the stratosphere has some control
over the development of the local response to sea-ice loss, and that this process is
restricted when the stratosphere is constrained using a nudging method as in ATLndgCS
and PACndgCS.
4.4.1.2 The indirect response
The indirect responses are also much weaker in ATLndgCS and PACndgCS, than in ATL
and PAC (see the blue lines in Figure 4.10). In ATLndgCS the winter (November-
February) mean response is -0.06 compared to -0.25 in ATL, and in PACndgCS the
winter (November-January) mean response is -0.01 compared to -0.26 in PAC. The
indirect response in ATLndgCS does remain mostly below zero following the first large
peak in the direct response at the end of November, but in PACndgCS there is no
indication of a negative indirect response – even in January when the direct response
averages a magnitude of around 1.0. Note that it was considered that the indirect
responses in the nudged runs are calculated using the AO loading pattern from CTL,
rather than CTLndgCS, and that differences between these patterns – particularly in
the North Atlantic sector (Figure 4.5) – could explain a lack of projection onto the
former. However, projections calculated using the AO loading pattern from CTLndgCS
actually resulted in slightly weaker indirect responses.
The weaker indirect response in ATLndgCS compared to ATL could be partly
explained by the weaker direct response, if a linear relationship between the indirect
and direct responses is assumed. Specifically, since the direct response in ATLndgCS
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is 40% weaker than in ATL (0.6 compared to 1.0), linearity implies that the indirect
response in ATLndgCS is 40% weaker than it would be for a direct response of magnitude
1.0 (-0.06 compared to -0.1). However, a similar argument does not help to explain
the absent indirect response in PACndgCS. Even when the direct response is of the
correct magnitude in January, there is still no indirect response, and therefore the
most likely explanation is that an indirect response simply cannot be generated by a
tropospheric pathway alone. It could be that the direct response occurs for too short a
time in PACndgCS to generate the indirect response, but this seems unlikely since the
indirect response in PAC appears around 1 week after the direct response first peaks
in November.
To conclude, in relation to research question 1, these results imply that a solely
tropospheric pathway can only explain a small portion (-0.06) of the negative tropo-
spheric AO response in ATL (a total of -0.25), and essentially no portion (-0.01) of the
negative tropospheric AO response in PAC (a total of -0.26). Therefore, stratospheric
mechanisms must have been involved in someway. In the Atlantic case, an ‘active’
stratosphere may enhance the magnitude of the direct response by 0.4, which implies an
additional AO response of -0.04 if linearity is assumed. This brings the total explained
response in ATL to -0.1, leaving -0.15 of the AO response to be accounted for.
4.4.2 Winter mean stratospheric pathway
This section uses the winter mean stratospheric pathway nudging experiments, CTLndgAS
and CTLndgPS, to investigate research question 2 (a): ‘Does a stratospheric pathway
involving a winter mean change in the stratospheric polar vortex play a role in the
negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?’.
Figure 4.12 shows the winter evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa and
500 hPa for (a) CTLndgAS compared to ATL, and (b) CTLndgPS compared to PAC
(calculated as detailed in Section 2.3.2.1 of Chapter 2). Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001)
show that weak and strong stratospheric polar vortex events are respectively associated
with a negative and positive stratospheric AO index, and the subsequent development
of a negative and positive tropospheric AO index. However, while CTLndgAS (CTLndgPS)
does reproduce the negative (positive) stratospheric AO response associated with the
weaker (stronger) polar vortex in ATL (PAC) correctly, this results in no tropospheric
AO response. Therefore, the small change in the strength of the polar vortex associated
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Fig. 4.12 Daily evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over winter
for (a) CTLndgAS-CTLndgCS (thin solid line) and ATL-CTL (thin dotted line), and (b)
CTLndgPS-CTLndgCS and PAC-CTL. Thick solid and dotted lines indicate statistical
significance at a 95% confidence level for the daily response, calculated using a t-test.
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with the winter mean stratospheric pathway must be too small to have a downward
effect on the troposphere (unlike for the large stratospheric perturbations associated
with the weak and strong polar vortex events in Baldwin and Dunkerton, 2001, and
the reference SSW nudged toward in CTLndgSSW; Figure 4.9).
To conclude, in relation to research question 2 (a), these results imply that a
stratospheric pathway involving a winter mean change in the stratospheric polar vortex
cannot play a role in the negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC
runs.
4.4.3 SSW stratospheric pathway
This section uses a combination of statistical analysis within ATL and PAC, and the
SSW stratospheric pathway nudging experiment CTLndgSSW, to investigate research
question 2 (b): ‘Does a stratospheric pathway involving a change in SSW events play
a role in the negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?’. The
statistical analysis aims to determine whether changes in SSWs contribute to the
stratospheric responses in ATL and/or PAC, and to indicate whether these changes
could have an impact on the tropospheric AO responses. CTLndgSSW is used to more
objectively determine the impact of these changes on the troposphere.
4.4.3.1 Atlantic case
Figure 4.13a shows the climatological (200 year) mean daily evolution of the AO index
at 10 hPa over November-February for ATL-CTL, decomposed into a multi-year mean
evolution for years in which at least one SSW occurs (SSW years) and for years in
which none occur (non-SSW years). Only SSWs occurring in November-February are
considered, since an SSW occurring in March has little relevance for the November-
February AO. This shows that a systematic response in the AO index only occurs
in SSW years. Furthermore, if a look is taken at the individual SSW and non-SSW
years in CTL and ATL rather than their multi-year means, then it appears that the
multi-year mean response for SSW years is due to a cluster of very negative AO values
in December in ATL, which is not as apparent in CTL (Figures 4.13b and 4.13c). It is
suggested that this is because there are more SSWs occurring in December in ATL
(22 SSWs) than in CTL (8 SSWs) – see Figure 4.14. This increase in December SSW
frequency is significant at a 99% confidence level based on a bootstrap test for the













































AO index at 10 hPa
(a) ATL-CTL
(c) ATL
Fig. 4.13 Daily evolution of the AO index at 10 hPa over winter for (a) ATL-CTL,
(b) CTL, and (c) ATL. This is shown for all years (black lines), and for subsets of
years in which at least one SSW occurs (blue lines) or in which none occur (red lines)
over November-February. Thick lines show the climatological (200 year) or multi-year
mean, and thin lines show individual years. Note that the thick blue (red) line in (a)
is the difference between the thick blue (red) lines in (b) and (c), so that only SSW
(non-SSW) years from both CTL and ATL are included in the difference.
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SSW frequency by month
CTL
ATL
Fig. 4.14 Climatological mean SSW frequency by month in CTL (grey) and ATL (blue).
The black bars show the 95% confidence interval for the mean, calculated using a
t-distribution (see Section 2.3.4.5 of Chapter 2 for more details).


























Fig. 4.15 Time-height evolution of the daily AO index for a composite SSW in CTL
(contours; interval of 0.2), and for a composite SSW in ATL minus a composite SSW
in CTL (shading). The composites are calculated by centering all the SSWs occurring
in a run (N = 142 in CTL and N = 159 in ATL) about their central date, which is
indicated by a lag of 0, and then calculating an average. Stippling indicates statistical
significance at a 95% confidence level for the mean daily difference, calculated using a
t-test. Note that blue is positive and red is negative (to depict the polar cap warming,
or increase in polar cap geopotential height, associated with the SSW).
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difference between two means (see Section 2.3.4.3 of Chapter 2; this method is used
rather than a t-test, since the data is non-normally distributed).
It does, however, seem unlikely that these changes in December SSW frequency
alone can fully explain the stratospheric AO response in ATL. Indeed, it could be that
changes in the SSW strength or duration (hereafter referred to as changes in SSW
‘structure’) are important as well. Figure 4.15 shows the difference between a composite
SSW for ATL and a composite SSW for CTL, in terms of the AO index with time and
height. This shows that SSWs in ATL compared to CTL are associated with a slightly
earlier weakening in the AO index prior to an SSW central date (see lags -30 to 0), are
stronger in the mid to lower stratosphere in the first month following an SSW central
date (see lags 0 to 30), and are longer in duration (see lags 50 to 90).
To estimate how much the above differences in SSW frequency and structure
contribute to the total AO response at 10 hPa, three different datasets are artificially
constructed. As an aid to the following explanation, the construction of these datasets
is depicted in schematic form in Figure 4.16. To construct a dataset for CTL, named
CTLcon, a 120 (day) by 199 (year) array is created to hold the November-February
evolution of the AO index at 10 hPa for each year (note the run is 200 years long,
but it is started in January and so there are only 199 continuous winters). An SSW
composite of the AO index at 10 hPa for CTL is then inserted about each of the SSW
central dates for CTL. Similarly, to construct a dataset for ATL that only contains
differences in SSW frequency (named ATLconFreq), the CTL SSW AO composite is
inserted into a second array, but about each of the ATL SSW central dates. Finally,
to construct a dataset for ATL that contains differences in both SSW frequency and
structure (named ATLconBoth), the ATL SSW AO composite is inserted into a third
array, again about each of the ATL SSW central dates.
Figure 4.17 shows the winter evolution of the AO index at 10 hPa for ATL-CTL,
calculated using the actual run datasets and the artificially constructed datasets.
ATLconFreq-CTLcon estimates the effect of differences in SSW frequency, and ATLconBoth-
CTLcon estimates the effect of differences in both SSW frequency and structure. This
highlights that the stratospheric AO response in ATL is largely explained by differences
in SSW frequency and structure, with each contributing to around half of the total
response.
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Constructing datasets of AO index at 10 hPa




ATL SSW central dates +
CTL SSW composite
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Fig. 4.16 Schematic showing how datasets of the AO index at 10 hPa are artificially
constructed for CTL and ATL, to test for the effect of differences in SSW frequency
and structure. The former is tested by changing the SSW central dates used (CTL or
ATL), and the latter by changing the SSW composite used (CTL or ATL). A lag of 0
in the top plot indicates the SSW central date.
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AO index at 10 hPa for ATL-CTL 
 (actual and constructed datasets)
ATL - CTL (actual)
ATLconFreq - CTLcon
ATLconBoth - CTLcon
Fig. 4.17 Daily evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa over winter for ATL-CTL
(thin black line), and for datasets constructed to estimate the effect of changes in SSW
frequency (ATLconFreq-CTLcon; thin blue dotted line), and the effect of changes in both
SSW frequency and structure (ATLconBoth-CTLcon; thin blue solid line). Thick solid
and dotted lines indicate statistical significance at a 95% confidence level for the daily
response, calculated using a t-test. See Figure 4.16 for a schematic showing how the
constructed datasets were created.
It will now be determined whether these changes in SSWs could have an impact
on the tropospheric AO response. Similarly to Figure 4.13, Figure 4.18 shows the
climatological (200 year) mean daily evolution of the AO at 10 hPa and 500 hPa
over November-February for ATL-CTL, which is decomposed into a multi-year mean
evolution for SSW years and non-SSW years. While there appears to be a large amount
of intraseasonal variability at 500 hPa within the SSW and non-SSW year subsets, there
is some indication of a strong negative AO response at 500 hPa in late December and
January (i.e. mid-winter) in the SSW year subset, but not in the non-SSW year subset.
This occurs after the strongly negative stratospheric AO response in mid-December,
suggesting that a stratospheric pathway involving SSWs may be important in the
mid-winter tropospheric AO response. However, it is difficult to be sure of cause and
effect within this type of analysis: it could be a coincidence that the strong mid-winter
tropospheric response in SSW years occurs after the strong stratospheric response.
Furthermore, the large intraseasonal variability does make it difficult to be sure that
there is a difference in the tropospheric response between SSW years and non-SSW
years.
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SSW years (NCTL=93, NATL=101)
Non-SSW years (NCTL=106, NATL=98)
500 hPa
10 hPa
AO index at 10 hPa and 500 hPa
for ATL-CTL
Fig. 4.18 Daily evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over winter
for ATL-CTL (thin black lines). This is also shown for subsets of years in which at
least one SSW occurs (thin blue lines) or in which none occur (thin red lines) over
November-February. Thick lines indicate statistical significance at a 95% confidence
level for the daily response, calculated using a t-test.
To determine more objectively whether the increase in December SSW frequency
in ATL has an influence on the tropospheric AO response, the CTLndgSSW experiment
is used. Figure 4.19 shows the winter evolution of the AO index at 10 hPa and 500
hPa for ATL-CTL, compared to CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS, where the latter response has
been scaled by the December SSW frequency response for ATL-CTL. This shows that
the increase in December SSW frequency in ATL does indeed have a large influence
on the troposphere in mid-winter. In particular, in terms of the December-January
mean this increase in SSW frequency accounts for 36% of the negative tropospheric
AO response in ATL (-0.09 out of -0.25).
To conclude, regarding research question 2 (b) for the Atlantic case, these results
imply that a stratospheric pathway involving a change in SSW events does play a
role in the negative tropospheric AO response in the ATL run. In particular, the
stratospheric response in ATL is largely explained by changes in SSW structure and an
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AO index at 10 hPa and 500 hPa
Fig. 4.19 Daily evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over winter
for ATL-CTL (dotted lines), compared to CTLndgSSW-CTLCS (scaled; solid lines). The
scaling of the latter curves involves multiplying the CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS response
(Figure 4.9) by the December SSW frequency response for ATL-CTL (Figure 4.14).
increase in December SSW frequency, and this increase in December SSW frequency
can explain 36% of the mid-winter negative tropospheric AO response in ATL. While
it would be interesting to determine the extent to which the changes in SSW structure
have an influence on the troposphere, this is not examined here due to time constraints.
4.4.3.2 Pacific case
In the Pacific case, no statistically significant changes in SSWs were found in PAC for
either the winter as a whole, or in any individual month. Since the stratospheric polar
vortex is stronger in PAC than in CTL, it was thought that strong stratospheric polar
vortex events – as defined in Baldwin and Dunkerton (2001) – could be more relevant,
but there were no statistically significant changes found in these events either. As such,
in relation to research question 2 (b) for the Pacific case, these results imply that a
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stratospheric pathway involving a change in SSW events does not play a role in the
negative tropospheric AO response in the PAC run.
4.4.4 Combined non-linear pathway
This section uses ATL and PAC, and the tropospheric and winter mean stratospheric
pathway experiments (ATLndgCS, PACndgCS, CTLndgAS, and CTLndgPS), to investigate
research question 3: ‘Does a combined non-linear tropospheric and stratospheric
pathway play a role in the negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC
runs?’.
Recall from this chapter’s introduction that the combined non-linear pathway refers
to a pathway in which tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in isolation do not
generate a large tropospheric response, but when operating together their interaction
results in a combined effect that is significantly greater than the linear addition of their
individual effects. Specifically, this pathway is hypothesised to involve the stratospheric
state in PAC (and potentially ATL) altering vertical wave propagation in such a way
that the direct stationary Rossby wave response to the sea-ice loss projects onto a
negative tropospheric AO. This hypothesised pathway is based on established literature
showing that a stationary Rossby wave generated in the North Pacific can only project
onto the tropospheric AO when the stratospheric polar vortex is strong (e.g. Castanheira
and Graf, 2003; Sun and Tan, 2013).
To explore whether this hypothesised pathway is correct, plots of the geopotential
height (Z) and the Plumb flux are examined. The Plumb flux is parallel to the group
velocity of stationary Rossby waves, and therefore indicates the direction of wave
propagation (Plumb, 1985); more details are given in Section 2.3.1.2 of Chapter 2.
The fields are plotted with latitude and longitude at 500 hPa, and with longitude and
height (averaged over the latitudes for which the direct response occurs), to examine
the full three-dimensional propagation of the waves.
4.4.4.1 Atlantic case
For the Atlantic case, there was no obvious evidence of a combined non-linear pathway
in the Z and Plumb flux plots examined (plots not shown). If such a pathway is
important, then it appears to not be easily detectable through such an analysis.
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4.4.4.2 Pacific case
Figure 4.20 shows the Plumb fluxes and Z for PAC in mid-November before the negative
tropospheric AO has developed, and at the beginning of December when the negative
AO first appears. These show that the stationary Rossby wave associated with the
direct response propagates eastward away from the Chukchi-Bering Seas region (see
A), and upward into the stratosphere initially (see B). However, by the beginning of
December the strengthened polar vortex response is at its maximum, and the anomalous
waves in the stratosphere appear to be refracted back downwards toward the Icelandic
Low region, where there is an increase in Z (see C). This is concurrent with the time
that the AO-like dipole first appears in the Atlantic sector (see D), and is similar to
the mechanism described by Castanheira and Graf (2003), and Sun and Tan (2013)
in particular. These results therefore support the pathway hypothesised above: the
strengthened polar vortex in PAC alters vertical wave propagation in such a way that
the direct stationary Rossby wave response to sea-ice loss projects onto a negative
tropospheric AO. It is, however, difficult to be conclusive based on evidence from PAC
alone.
More objective evidence supporting the above hypothesised pathway is found by
examining how the different stratospheric states in CTLndgPS and PACndgCS affect
vertical wave propagation.
Figure 4.21 shows the Plumb fluxes and Z for the beginning and middle of December
in CTLndgPS, in which the stratosphere is nudged toward a PAC-like (strengthened
polar vortex) zonal mean state. Note that this is a slightly later time-period than was
shown for PAC: this is because while the zonal mean stratospheric response appears at
the same time in PAC and CTLndgPS (Figure 4.12b), the zonally asymmetric part of
the response (i.e. the wave response, the part of interest here) takes a couple of weeks
longer to become similar in pattern and magnitude. This is perhaps to be expected
based on the results of Hitchcock and Simpson (2014), who find that nudging toward
a specific SSW does not reproduce the zonally asymmetric part of the stratospheric
flow associated with observed SSWs. It is therefore in fact promising that the zonally
asymmetric part of the response does become similar in PACndgCS to PAC.
The Plumb flux and Z plots for CTLndgPS show that at the beginning of December
(when the stratospheric Z anomalies are similar in magnitude and pattern to mid-
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Fig. 4.20 Plumb fluxes (arrows) and geopotential height (shading) for PAC-CTL,
calculated for (a) 500 hPa and (b) 49◦N-71◦N, and averaged for the 30 days about
[left] November 15 and [right] December 3. Plumb flux vectors in (a) are coloured
black if they are significant in either a meridional or zonal direction, and in (b) are
coloured black if they are significant in both meridional and vertical directions, and
blue/red if only the meridional/vertical component is significant. Large yellow triangles
on left-hand plots indicate the same longitude. Large capital letters on plots indicate
features referred to in the text. Stippling indicates significance at a 95% confidence
level for shaded fields, calculated using a t-test.
upward wave propagation into the stratosphere (see A). However, by mid-December
(when the stratospheric Z anomalies are similar to the beginning of December in PAC;
see right-hand plots in Figure 4.20), there is predominantly anomalous downward
wave propagation toward the Icelandic Low region (see B). Since only the zonal mean
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Fig. 4.21 Plumb fluxes (arrows) and geopotential height (shading) for CTLndgPS-
CTLndgCS, averaged over 49◦N-71◦N, and for the 30 days about [left] December 3 and
[right] December 15. See Figure 4.20 for further plot details.
stratospheric state is perturbed in CTLndgPS, it can be fairly confidently concluded
that the changes in vertical wave propagation described are due to this perturbed
state. These results therefore provide further evidence in support of the hypothesised
pathway.
A look is also taken at the Plumb fluxes and Z for PACndgCS in mid-January (the
only month in which the direct response occurred); see Figure 4.22. In this run,
the stratosphere is nudged toward a CTL-like state and, therefore, for the proposed
hypothesis to be correct, the changes in vertical wave propagation seen in PAC and
CTLndgPS should not occur in PACndgCS. Indeed, notice that while the stationary
Rossby wave associated with the direct response in PACndgCS is very similar to that in
PAC (see A), it propagates eastward away from the Chukchi-Bering Seas region along
an entirely tropospheric pathway into the Atlantic sector (see B). Furthermore, in the
Atlantic sector it appears to project onto the positive phase of the NAO (see C), rather
than the negative phase, explaining why no negative AO response develops in this run.
These results again provide further evidence in support of the hypothesised pathway.
There is one last piece of evidence to consider. Similarly to Figure 4.18, Figure 4.23
shows the climatological mean daily evolution of the AO at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over
November-February for PAC-CTL, which is decomposed for SSW years and non-SSW
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Fig. 4.22 Plumb fluxes (arrows) and geopotential height (shading) for PACndgCS-
CTLndgCS, calculated for (a) 500 hPa and (b) 49◦N-71◦N, and averaged for the 30 days
about January 15. See Figure 4.20 for further plot details.
non-SSW years, which also tend to be years in which the stratospheric polar vortex
is stronger on average (in SSW years the 10 hPa AO index is -0.35 in CTL and -0.27
in PAC for November-February, and in non-SSW years it is 0.28 in CTL and 0.31
in PAC). The fact that the tropospheric AO response is more strongly negative in a
subset of years when the polar vortex is stronger on average is further evidence that a
strengthened polar vortex plays a key role in the negative tropospheric AO response in
PAC. In years in this subset, the strengthened polar vortex is further strengthened
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Fig. 4.23 Daily evolution of the AO index response at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over winter
for PAC-CTL (thin black lines). This is also shown for subsets of years in which at
least one SSW occurs (thin blue lines) or in which none occur (thin red lines) over
November-February. Thick lines indicate statistical significance at a 95% confidence
level for the daily response, calculated using a t-test.
by the effects of stratospheric interannual variability, likely explaining the enhanced
tropospheric negative AO response.
To conclude, regarding research question 3 for the Pacific case, the above results
suggest that a combined non-linear tropospheric and stratospheric pathway plays an
important role in the negative tropospheric AO response in PAC. In particular, the
negative AO response seems to be very much dependent on a strengthened strato-
spheric polar vortex. This is because a strengthened polar vortex alters vertical wave
propagation in such a way that the direct stationary Rossby wave response to the
sea-ice loss projects onto a negative tropospheric AO.
4.5 Discussion and conclusions
As a recap, the aim of this chapter was to investigate key gaps in our understanding that
remain from Chapter 3, including the roles played by tropospheric and stratospheric
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mechanisms in the responses to large-magnitude (late 21st century) Atlantic and Pacific
sector sea-ice loss (ATL and PAC runs). To do this, stratospheric nudging experiments
were conducted using IGCM4 and statistical analysis was performed within ATL and
PAC, with the aim of addressing the following research questions:
1. Does a tropospheric pathway play a role in the negative tropospheric AO responses
in the ATL and PAC runs?
2. Do stratospheric pathways associated with (a) a winter mean change in the
stratospheric polar vortex, and/or (b) a change in SSW events, play a role in the
negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?
3. Does a combined non-linear tropospheric and stratospheric pathway play a role
in the negative tropospheric AO responses in the ATL and PAC runs?
The results found relating to these research questions are summarised with the
aid of a schematic (Figure 4.24), which is a revised version of the schematic shown
in Figure 3.12 of Chapter 3. This revised schematic shows a revised view of the
key mechanisms proposed to link large-magnitude Arctic sea-ice loss to changes in
mid-latitude surface temperatures. It will be subsequently shown that this improved
mechanistic understanding enables a better understanding of many aspects of the
response to sea-ice loss.
Recall that for the sea-ice loss in the ATL run, the total winter (November-February)
mean response in the tropospheric AO index is -0.25. With respect to question 1, the
ATLndgCS nudging experiment implies that 24% (-0.06) of this is due to a tropospheric
pathway alone (indicated by the dotted arrows directly connecting the sea-ice loss with
the eddy-driven jet in Figure 4.24a). This experiment also shows that an additional
16% (-0.04) can be explained by an active stratosphere enhancing the magnitude of
the direct stationary Rossby wave response to sea-ice loss, if a linear relationship
between the direct and AO responses is assumed. It is difficult to say anything specific
about the mechanisms involved in this enhancement of the direct response, other than
that constraining the stratosphere may place some constraint on the free evolution
of the troposphere. In relation to question 2 (a), the CTLndgAS nudging experiment
implies that none of the AO response can be explained by a stratospheric pathway
involving a winter mean change in the stratospheric polar vortex. Instead, with respect
to question 2 (b), it is found using statistical analysis within the ATL experiment that
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(a) Large-magnitude sea-ice loss in Atlantic sector of Arctic
Fig. 4.24 Revised version of the schematic shown in Figure 3.12 of Chapter 3, which
incorporates the important advances and new knowledge gained from the results
presented in this chapter. This schematic summarises the key mechanisms that may
link large-magnitude (late 21st century) Arctic sea-ice loss with changes in mid-latitude
surface temperatures, for (a) Atlantic and (b) Pacific sector sea-ice loss. Features of
the direct/indirect response are shaded in red/dark blue.
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the stratospheric response to ATL sea-ice loss can largely be explained by changes in
SSW structure and an increase in December SSW frequency (indicated in Figure 4.24a
by the vortex thickness, grey arrows, and related text). The CTLndgSSW nudging
experiment shows that this increase in SSW frequency can explain 36% (-0.09) of the
mid-winter (December-January) tropospheric AO response (indicated in Figure 4.24a
by the dotted arrows directly connecting the polar vortex with the eddy-driven jet).
In relation to question 3, a combined non-linear pathway is not found to be important
for ATL sea-ice loss.
As for the sea-ice loss in the PAC run, the total winter (November-January) mean
response in the tropospheric AO index is -0.26. Regarding question 1, the PACndgCS
nudging experiment suggests that a negligible (-0.01) part of this is due solely to a
tropospheric pathway. This experiment does show however that – similarly to the
Atlantic case – a role is played by an active stratosphere extending the duration of the
direct response. Furthermore, with respect to questions 2 (a) and (b), it is suggested by
the CTLndgPS nudging experiment and statistical analysis within the PAC experiment
respectively, that none of the AO response can be explained by either a winter mean
change in the stratospheric polar vortex or changes in SSW events. However, in relation
to question 3, it is shown using the PAC experiment and above nudging experiments
that a combined non-linear pathway is important. Specifically, the stratospheric state
alters vertical wave propagation in such a way that the direct stationary Rossby
wave response projects onto a negative tropospheric AO (indicated in Figure 4.24b
by the dotted arrows connecting the polar vortex to the red wavy arrow, and the red
wavy arrow to the eddy-driven jet). This effect occurs in strong vortex years arising
as part of interannual variability (indicated in Figure 4.24b by the text relating to
the dotted arrow). Note that the results presented here suggest that a time-mean
strengthening of the stratospheric polar vortex in PAC could also play a role in this
pathway. However, while this strengthening appeared to be statistically significant in
November-December based on the PAC run alone (see Chapter 3), Chapter 5 will show
that a 200 year-long simulation is not sufficiently long to determine the robustness of
the stratospheric response for this short sub-seasonal time-period. As such, it cannot
be robustly concluded whether a sea-ice loss induced strengthening of the stratospheric
polar vortex plays a role in the combined non-linear pathway.
In summary, while the nudging experiments for both ATL and PAC sea-ice loss
do not give linearly additive results, they are still very insightful. In particular, it is
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clear that constraining the stratosphere has a large effect on the negative tropospheric
AO responses found for ATL and PAC and, therefore, that the stratosphere plays an
important role in these responses (although a role is also found in the Atlantic case for
tropospheric mechanisms alone). In the Atlantic case, this role most likely involves
changes in SSW events, and in the Pacific case, this role likely involves a dependency
of the negative tropospheric AO response on a strengthened stratospheric polar vortex.
These results therefore revise Chapter 3’s suggestion that stratospheric mechanisms
may not play an important role in the negative tropospheric AO responses for ATL
and PAC sea-ice loss, which was based on the fact that there are different stratospheric
responses in ATL and PAC.
However, there are remaining gaps in our understanding and the quantitative
robustness of the results should be questioned. This will now be discussed, which will
provide the motivation for further work in the following chapter.
For example, for the Atlantic case 24% (-0.06) of the total negative tropospheric
AO response remains to be explained for mid-winter, and 60% (-0.15) remains to be
explained for the rest of winter. This lack of linear additivity could be at least partly
explained by internal variability leading to sampling error in the magnitude of each
pathway (for instance, the tropospheric pathway may have been underestimated in
ATLndgCS).
There are also questions that should be asked regarding the changes in SSWs found
to contribute to the stratospheric response in ATL. In particular, while a large increase
in SSW frequency is found in December (there are almost 3 times more SSWs in ATL
than CTL), and the sign of this response is statistically significant with a confidence
level of 99%, the 95% confidence intervals for the mean December SSW frequencies
in CTL and ATL are similar in size to the difference in the means (Figure 4.14).
This suggests that while the sign of the model’s forced change in December SSW
frequency is separable from internal variability of SSWs within the 200 year-long ATL
experiment, this internal variability is still relatively too large to accurately determine
the magnitude of the forced change in SSWs. This uncertainty leads to the question of
the accuracy of this chapter’s estimated contribution of forced changes in December
SSW frequency to forced changes in the tropospheric AO due to ATL sea-ice loss
within the model.
To obtain a more quantitatively robust estimate of the model’s forced changes in
SSWs and the influence of these changes on the troposphere, much longer experiments
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may be required than previously expected before designing and conducting the analysis
in this chapter. Furthermore, in more general terms, by showing that internal variability
in SSWs may have a sizeable quantitative impact on the mean tropospheric response
in ATL, the results of this chapter potentially suggest that even when model time-slice
experiments containing 200 years and longer are used to estimate forced changes due
to sea-ice loss, atmospheric internal variability may remain an important consideration.
This could have wider implications, since studies using models to estimate forced
stratospheric and tropospheric changes due to sea-ice loss typically use experiments
that contain less than 200 years (see Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 3), and the Polar
Amplification Model Intercomparison Project (PAMIP) recommends that experiments
should contain at least 100 years (or ensemble members).
To examine the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard to uncer-
tainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments of different
lengths, the lengths of the CTL and ATL experiments are increased to 600 years
in the following chapter. Note that this experiment length was only recently made
more feasible in late 2018 by the replacement of the local HPC (High-Performance
Computer) at the British Antarctic Survey, which IGCM4 is run on. This reduced the
computational time of an IGCM4 run – including the time to output data – fivefold,
such that a 600 year-long experiment now only takes 2-3 weeks. Previously, a 600
year-long experiment would have taken around 3 months to conduct and, therefore,
run-time was a factor that had to be considered more carefully in this chapter and the
previous chapter, particularly because several (11) experiments were conducted.
For the Pacific case, the majority of the total negative tropospheric AO response
remains to be explained for the whole of winter. In this chapter, evidence is pre-
sented that suggests the combined non-linear pathway could explain this lack of linear
additivity. Indeed, the results of PAC and PACndgCS reveal that the tropospheric
response is dependent on the stratospheric state, and the Plumb flux diagnostic is
used to suggest a possible mechanism. While the details of the suggested mechanism
are arguably subjective, it is still true that the only specified difference between PAC
and PACndgCS is a difference in the stratospheric state (PAC-like with stratospheric
interannual variability in the former, and CTL-like with no stratospheric interannual
variability in the latter). Combined with the existence of established literature in
support of such a mechanism, it seems likely that this difference in state at least partly
explains the differences in the tropospheric responses. Sampling error could however
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also contribute to the lack of linear additivity, a point which will be explored in detail
in Chapter 5.
4.5.1 Wider relevance
The wider relevance of the above results in terms of understanding the response to
sea-ice loss will now be discussed.
Firstly, a key result is that constraining the stratosphere has a large effect on the
tropospheric responses for both ATL and PAC sea-ice loss. This has a wider relevance
because it suggests that climate models with an inadequate representation of the
stratosphere may not realistically simulate the response to sea-ice loss. As such, this
could explain differences in the responses and dominant mechanisms found in past
studies using different models. This finding is in agreement with other studies that
quantitatively show the importance of stratospheric mechanisms in the response to
sea-ice loss by using either a stratospheric nudging technique (Nakamura et al., 2016b;
Wu and Smith, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a,b), or high versus low top versions of a climate
model (Sun et al., 2015). A difference, however, is that the aforementioned studies
either examine past regional sea-ice loss (Nakamura et al., 2016b; Zhang et al., 2018a,b)
or future pan-Arctic warming (Wu and Smith, 2016), while here the result is found for
large-magnitude (late 21st century) regional sea-ice loss (thus suggesting that model
stratospheric representation is important regardless of whether future sea-ice retreat is
weighted towards either the Atlantic or Pacific sectors).
The results here also enable an understanding of specific aspects of model strato-
spheric representation that are important for simulating the response to sea-ice loss.
Firstly, with regards to ATL sea-ice loss, while the importance of an increase in De-
cember SSW frequency – and hence also the influence of this on the troposphere –
remains to be re-evaluated in Chapter 5, the stratospheric pathway nudging experiments
(CTLndgAS and CTLndgSSW) still provide useful results. In particular, these experiments
still quantitatively show that a stratospheric pathway involving changes in SSW events
can generate a negative tropospheric AO response, but a pathway involving a winter
mean change in the stratospheric polar vortex cannot. As such, if a stratospheric
pathway is important in the response to Atlantic sector sea-ice loss, realistic simulation
of the response will specifically require an adequate model representation of SSWs.
This work provides the first quantitative evidence of the potential importance of SSWs
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in particular, as opposed to a winter mean change in the polar vortex, in the response
to Atlantic sector sea-ice loss (see the introduction for a review of related studies).
It should of course be discussed whether part of this result – that a winter mean
change in the stratospheric polar vortex does not play a role in the tropospheric AO
response in ATL – is just specific to IGCM4. Indeed, Wu and Smith (2016) conduct
nudging experiments with a different model, and find that such a stratospheric pathway
can explain half of the equatorward tropospheric jet shift found in response to a late 21st
century RCP8.5 ‘Arctic Amplification’ or AA-like forcing (the scenario used for ATL).
However, in the experiments conducted here, a regional ocean surface temperature
anomaly representing sea-ice retreat is imposed, whilst in the Wu and Smith (2016)
experiments the AA-like forcing is zonally symmetric (i.e. pan-Arctic) and extends
upwards to 600 hPa. Wu and Smith (2016) therefore consider the response to a more
extensive Arctic warming, which includes not just the effects of sea-ice loss, but factors
such as the Planck feedback (see Chapter 1 for a discussion of the contributions to
AA). It is therefore not surprising that they find a weakening of the stratospheric polar
vortex that is around five times the magnitude of the response in ATL and, therefore, a
stronger effect on the troposphere when the stratosphere is nudged toward this strongly
perturbed state. It is also unlikely that IGCM4 would underestimate the tropospheric
response to a stratospheric perturbation, because – as shown in Figure 2.2 of Chapter 2
– the strength of stratosphere-troposphere coupling in IGCM4 is adequately represented
when compared with reanalysis data.
The PAC sea-ice loss case highlights a second important aspect of model strato-
spheric representation that could lead to contrasting results. This relates to the
finding that the tropospheric AO response in PAC is sensitive to the strength of the
stratospheric polar vortex. Specifically, this suggests that for sea-ice loss including
the Pacific sector, the tropospheric response may vary across climate models due to
intermodel differences in the climatological mean stratospheric polar vortex strength
and/or stratospheric interannual variability (where these differences may be due to
different model representations of stratospheric dynamics). For example, regarding
Chapter 3’s discussion of the range of potential atmospheric responses to future sea-ice
loss across the CMIP5 models, it may be the case that a negative AO would not occur
for a model with sea-ice loss weighted toward the Pacific sector and a particularly weak
climatological polar vortex, and/or with particularly weak interannual stratospheric
variability.
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Differences in the representation of the stratospheric polar vortex between models
may also explain differences in the dominant mechanisms found by past studies. For
example, Zhang et al. (2018b) find for East Siberian Seas sea-ice loss – which is similar
in longitude and latitude to the sea-ice loss in PAC – that a tropospheric pathway
alone contributes to half of the negative tropospheric AO-like response. This is in
contrast to the PAC experiment here, where a tropospheric pathway alone explains
none of the AO response, and instead a combined non-linear pathway is found to be
important. These differences may be because the climate model used by Zhang et al.
(2018b) has an approximately 5 m/s stronger climatological mean stratospheric polar
vortex than IGCM4 (compare Figure 2.1b in Chapter 2 with Figure 2a in Wu and
Smith, 2016), which will be present in their tropospheric pathway experiment.
Furthermore, the fact that a strengthened polar vortex is found to alter the direct
stationary Rossby wave response to PAC sea-ice loss in such a way that it projects
onto a negative AO may help to explain the apparently contradictory results of
previous modelling studies. Specifically, this can help us to understand why a negative
tropospheric AO-like response has been found even when there is a strengthening of
the polar vortex – e.g. during winter in Sun et al. (2015)’s future Pacific sea-ice loss
experiment (although there is only a slight weakening of the wind on the poleward flank
of the tropospheric jet), and during spring and November-February respectively in Sun
et al. (2015)’s and Nakamura et al. (2016a)’s future pan-Arctic sea-ice loss experiments.
However, it is acknowledged that the pan-Arctic sea-ice anomalies used in these studies
are extensive (zonally and meridionally), and that for these extensive anomalies a
tropospheric pathway involving thermal wind balance may play an important role in
generating the negative AO response. Indeed, in Peings and Magnusdottir (2014)’s
future pan-Arctic sea-ice loss experiment, they find no response in the stratospheric
polar vortex, but a negative tropospheric AO, and attribute this to thermal wind
balance.
In summary, the approach taken in this chapter of isolating the responses for
different regions of sea-ice loss, and further isolating the different mechanisms involved
in these responses, makes understanding the response to sea-ice loss more tractable. In
particular, it shows that past studies may find contradictory responses and different
dominant mechanisms due to different model representations of stratospheric dynamics
(including SSWs potentially), and a sensitivity of the response to the stratospheric
state (when ice loss including the Pacific sector is considered).
Chapter 5
The influence of internal variability
and sudden stratospheric warmings
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, it is important to note that the term ‘response’ is specifically defined
in Section 2.3.4.1 of Chapter 2 as the climatological mean difference between a model
perturbation (e.g. sea-ice loss) experiment and a model control experiment. Since
experiments are necessarily finite in length, this difference in the means will contain the
model’s forced change due to the specified perturbation plus the influence of atmospheric
internal variability. Therefore, the response as defined above only provides an estimate
of the model’s forced change. The longer the experiments are, the smaller the influence
of internal variability on the difference in the experiment means, and the more accurately
the response will estimate the model’s forced change.
The phrase ‘variability in the response’ used in this chapter should be taken as
meaning variability, spread, or uncertainty in the response for model experiments of
a given length due to atmospheric internal variability, where this variability would be
apparent if these experiments were repeated many times with unique initial conditions.
It should not be taken as meaning variability in the model’s forced change due to the
specified perturbation, which is a fixed quantity that model experiments aim to estimate.
In Chapter 4, it was shown that the stratospheric response in Chapter 3’s large-
magnitude (late 21st century) Atlantic sector sea-ice loss experiment (ATL) can largely
be explained by changes in sudden stratospheric warmings (SSWs). In particular,
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it was found that around half of the response can be explained by changes in SSW
frequency – specifically an increase in SSW frequency in December – and that the other
half can be explained by changes in SSW structure – specifically an increase in the
duration of stratospheric anomalies both before and after an SSW central date, and
a strengthening of anomalies in the mid to lower stratosphere during an SSW event.
By conducting an experiment in which the zonal mean stratospheric state is nudged
toward a specific reference SSW from December in ATL (the CTLndgSSW experiment),
it was shown that the increase in December SSW frequency in ATL can explain 36%
of the mid-winter negative tropospheric AO response.
However, while Chapter 4’s results suggest that the sign of the model’s forced
change in December SSW frequency is separable from internal variability of SSWs
within the 200 year-long ATL experiment, this internal variability is still relatively too
large to accurately determine the magnitude of the forced change in December SSWs
(i.e. there is a low ‘signal-to-noise’ ratio – see Chapter 1 for details). This uncertainty
leads to the question of the accuracy of Chapter 4’s estimated contribution of forced
changes in December SSWs to forced changes in the tropospheric AO due to ATL
sea-ice loss within the model.
To obtain a more quantitatively robust estimate of the model’s forced changes in
SSWs and the influence of these changes on the troposphere, much longer experiments
may be required than previously expected before the analysis in Chapter 4 was designed
and conducted. Furthermore, in more general terms, by showing that internal variability
in SSWs may have a sizeable quantitative impact on the mean tropospheric response
in ATL, the results of Chapter 4 potentially suggest that even when model time-slice
experiments containing 200 years and longer are used to estimate forced changes due
to sea-ice loss, atmospheric internal variability may remain an important consideration.
This could have wider implications, since studies using models to estimate forced
stratospheric and tropospheric changes due to sea-ice loss typically use experiments
that contain less than 200 years (see below), and the Polar Amplification Model
Intercomparison Project (PAMIP) recommends that experiments should contain at
least 100 years (or ensemble members).
In this chapter, the CTL and ATL experiments are extended in length to 600 years
to examine the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard to uncertainty
in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments of different
lengths.
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In particular, the response for the extended experiments is used as a more accurate
estimate of the model’s forced changes due to ATL sea-ice loss, and the CTLndgSSW
experiment is used in combination with the extended experiments to specifically provide
a more accurate estimate of the contribution of forced changes in December SSWs
to forced changes in the tropospheric AO. The difference in the responses between
the extended and shorter experiments is used to quantify the influence of internal
variability on the response for the shorter experiments, and CTLndgSSW is used to
specifically estimate the influence of internal variability in December SSWs on the
stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses for the shorter experiments.
To address the wider motivations for this chapter, the above more specific investi-
gation will be conducted as part of a broader exploration of SSW variability within
the 600 year-long experiments, and the influence of this on the stratospheric and
tropospheric AO responses. The newly extended 600 year-long experiments provide a
unique and ideal opportunity to do this since they are relatively long (indeed much
longer than in many modelling studies looking at the response to sea-ice loss – see
below).
This broad investigation is conducted using thousands of N year randomly resampled
sub-ensembles of the extended experiments, where each ensemble member is one year
of an experiment (valid here because in each experiment there is negligible year-to-
year autocorrelation in the winter mean tropospheric AO, stratospheric AO, or SSW
frequency, as also noted in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3 for the shorter experiments).
For 200 year sub-ensembles specifically, the variability in SSW responses for different
months and the winter mean is examined, as well as the influence of this on the
variability of AO responses for these time-periods. Variability in each of the SSW
and AO responses is then compared for a wide range of different sub-ensemble sizes.
This will be particularly useful, since it will enable a quantification of the minimum
ensemble sizes for which the signs of the model’s forced changes in SSW frequency
and the AO due to sea-ice loss are statistically separable from internal variability, a
quantity which can be considered as a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio (where larger
and smaller minimum ensemble sizes imply a lower and higher ratio respectively). The
minimum ensemble sizes will be quantified both for specific months and across the
extended winter season, and it will be examined whether the ensemble sizes for each
variable are related.
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There are many previous studies that have investigated the influence of stratospheric
or tropospheric internal variability on model-produced stratospheric or tropospheric
responses for a given external forcing. These will now be discussed for context, and
the novelty of the investigations conducted here highlighted. The potential usefulness
of the results will also be discussed.
In transient model experiments forced by future changes in greenhouse gases
(GHG’s), Butchart et al. (2000) find it difficult to detect a robust trend in SSWs –
and therefore in the winter mean stratospheric state – over a 60 year time-period due
to relatively large decadal variability of SSWs. Similar issues are also highlighted in
other modelling studies aiming to estimate forced changes in SSWs due to future GHG
forcing (Charlton-Perez et al., 2008; McLandress and Shepherd, 2009; Mitchell et al.,
2012; Ayarzagüena et al., 2018), as well as to tropical SST forcing (Polvani et al.,
2017), and to observed Arctic sea-ice loss (Jaiser et al., 2016; Seviour, 2017). However,
none of these studies quantify the minimum ensemble size required to detect a robust
sign of stratospheric response for the given forcing. This has been quantified for the
tropospheric response (in various variables) to observed sea-ice loss in the 60 and
100 year-long time-slice simulations of Screen et al. (2014), as well as for the surface
Northern Annular Mode (NAM) response to projected changes in many anthropogenic
radiative forcings in the transient simulations of Deser et al. (2012). However, in
neither case is a quantification determined for aspects of the stratospheric response
to the given forcing. The investigations conducted here will fill this gap for a sea-ice
forcing, by providing the first guidance on the minimum ensemble size required to
obtain a robust sign of stratospheric response to late 21st century sea-ice loss.
This will be very useful because there is currently a large variety of ensemble
sizes (or time-slice experiment lengths) used by modelling studies aiming to estimate
forced stratospheric and tropospheric changes due to sea-ice loss: for instance, 20
members/years in Cai et al. (2012); 40 years in Kim et al. (2014); 50 years in Peings
and Magnusdottir (2014), and Zhang et al. (2018a); 60 years in Nakamura et al. (2015,
2016b); 80 years in Zhang et al. (2018b); 150 years in Nakamura et al. (2016a); and 161
years in Sun et al. (2015). In particular, it is currently unclear which of these studies –
if any – use an ensemble size that is sufficient to separate forced changes in SSWs due
to sea-ice loss from the internal decadal variability of SSWs that is found by Butchart
et al. (2000) and others. As such, it is also unclear whether the different stratospheric
responses found by some of these studies is due to internal variability: for example, for
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a future sea-ice loss scenario, Peings and Magnusdottir (2014) find no response in the
stratospheric polar vortex for their 50 year ensemble, whilst Nakamura et al. (2016a)
find a significant strengthening in December-January for their 150 year ensemble.
The planned investigations into the minimum ensemble size required to detect a
robust sign of stratospheric response for different time-period lengths will also be very
useful. This is because many modelling studies find stratospheric responses to sea-ice
loss that are not necessarily for the winter mean, but for shorter (sub-seasonal) time-
periods: for example, in response to past sea-ice loss, Peings and Magnusdottir (2014)
and Kim et al. (2014) respectively find a significant weakening of the stratospheric
polar vortex from early February to early March (over one month), and early January
to early March (over two months). Since the signal-to-noise ratio is likely to be lower
for shorter sub-seasonal time-periods, due to relatively higher variability, a larger
minimum ensemble size may also be expected.
A final novelty is that this chapter investigates whether stratospheric internal
variability can have an influence on model-produced tropospheric AO responses to sea-
ice loss, while previous studies (listed three paragraphs above) have only investigated
the respective influences of stratospheric or tropospheric internal variability on model-
produced stratospheric or tropospheric responses for a given forcing. Since SSWs have
a downward effect on the troposphere, a relationship is naturally expected, but it is
currently unclear whether the amounts of SSW variability present are large enough to
have a sizeable effect on tropospheric AO variability and, therefore, on tropospheric
AO responses to sea-ice loss. If this influence is sizeable, then it would suggest that
the ensemble size required to detect a robust tropospheric AO response – or at least to
make confident statements regarding the magnitude of this response, rather than just
the sign – should take into account the ensemble size that would be required to detect
a robust response in SSW frequency.
5.2 Aim and research questions
To summarise, in this chapter the control (CTL) and large-magnitude Atlantic sector
sea-ice loss (ATL) experiments from Chapter 3 are extended in length to 600 years,
and the December SSW nudging (CTLndgSSW) experiment from Chapter 4 is used, to
address the following research questions:
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1. For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL experiments, how
variable are the responses in SSW frequency for different months and the winter
mean?
2. For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL experiments, to
what extent does variability in the SSW frequency responses result in variability
in the stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses?
3. How does variability in the SSW frequency, stratospheric AO, and tropospheric
AO responses compare for different sub-ensemble sizes, and what is the minimum
ensemble size required to obtain a statistically significant sign of response in each
variable?
The answers to these questions will help to address important gaps in literature
by, for example, providing a quantification of the minimum ensemble size required to
obtain a robust sign of stratospheric response to sea-ice loss. They will also provide
insight into the influence of atmospheric internal variability on Chapter 4’s results
and, in particular, on Chapter 4’s estimated contribution of forced changes in SSWs to
forced changes in the tropospheric AO due to ATL sea-ice loss within the model.
5.3 Method
5.3.1 Extended experiments
In this chapter, the original CTL and ATL experiments from Chapter 3 are extended
in length to 600 years. These new experiments will be referred to as CTL600 and
ATL600, and the original shorter experiments will still be referred to as CTL and ATL
for consistency with the rest of this thesis.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, these experiments were extended by running IGCM4
on the new local HPC at the British Antarctic Survey. For the ATL600 experiment,
ATL was restarted on the new HPC from its last restart record and run for an extra
400 years. The CTL600 experiment was formed by appending together two almost
300 year-long experiments. The first segment is the 300 year-long version of CTL
from Chapter 3, and the second segment is a 299 year-long experiment started from
unique initial conditions on the new HPC. As noted in the introduction, and also for
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the shorter CTL and ATL experiments in Chapter 3, in CTL600 and ATL600 there
is negligible year-to-year autocorrelation in the winter mean large-scale atmospheric
circulation and, therefore, each year can be considered independent. As such, CTL600
and ATL600 can be considered as 600 year-long ensembles, where each year is one
ensemble member.
It was considered that running IGCM4 on the new HPC could potentially result
in a different control state from running it on the old HPC, due to computational
differences. However, there were no statistically significant differences found between
the climatologies of the two almost 300 year-long control experiments on the two
different computers, for all of the meteorological fields and diagnostics tested (the
zonal mean zonal wind and temperature, the zonal wind and geopotential height at
500 hPa and 10 hPa, the AO loading pattern, the SSW frequency for the winter mean
and individual months, and the EP-flux).
5.3.2 Statistical methods
To compare the variability in the response for different sub-ensemble sizes, a bootstrap-
ping method similar to that described in Section 2.3.4.3 of Chapter 2 is used. The
main difference here is that an N-year ensemble is randomly resampled into smaller
sub-ensembles, rather than into resampled ensembles of size N. In particular, for a
given sub-ensemble size, the 600 year-long CTL600 and ATL600 ensembles are randomly
resampled with replacement 10000 times into smaller sub-ensembles of that size. The
sub-ensemble means of each of the 10000 CTL600 sub-ensembles are then subtracted
from the sub-ensemble means of each of the 10000 ATL600 sub-ensembles, giving 10000
differences in the sub-ensemble means. These differences are plotted on a histogram to
give the bootstrap distribution, which provides a measure of the spread in the response
due to internal variability for that sub-ensemble size. This is then repeated for different
sub-ensemble sizes, and the bootstrap distributions for each sub-ensemble size are
compared.
The bootstrap distributions are used to calculate a bootstrapped 2-sided p-value
for the sign of the response for each sub-ensemble size, where the method described in
Chapter 2 is used but with ‘resampled differences’ replaced by ‘resampled sub-ensemble
differences’. The p-values are then plotted against the sub-ensemble size to estimate
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the minimum number of ensemble members (or years) required to obtain a statistically
significant sign of response (defined here as p ≤ 0.05).
For larger sub-ensemble or resample sizes, the above bootstrapping method may
underestimate the uncertainty in the response since the resamples are not independent.
This could lead to an underestimation of the minimum ensemble size required to obtain
a robust response. Therefore, an additional estimate of the minimum ensemble size is
calculated using standard errors in the sample means, following the method of Screen
et al. (2014) and Deser et al. (2012).
This method uses the Student’s t-statistic for the difference between two means
(von Storch and Zwiers, 1999):






where x̄ and ȳ are the ensemble means from ATL600 and CTL600 respectively, N is the
ensemble size, and sp is the pooled standard deviation:
sp =
√∑n
i=1[(xi − x̄)2 + (yi − ȳ)2]
2N − 2 , (5.2)
where xi and yi are single ensemble members from ATL600 and CTL600. The t-statistic
gives a measure of how large the difference in the means is compared to the pooled
standard error in the means and, therefore, gives a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio.
The difference in the means is considered statistically significant here when t ≥ tc,
where tc is the cut-off value of the Student’s t-distribution for a 2-sided p-value of 0.05
and 2N − 2 degrees of freedom. Hence, the minimum ensemble size required to obtain
a statistically significant sign of response, Nmin, is calculated by re-arranging equation







It is assumed that sp does not depend on the ensemble size; instead, it is calculated
using all ensemble members in ATL600 and CTL600. Screen et al. (2014) highlight that
this is not true for small Nmin, but that in this case sp ≪ | x̄− ȳ | and, as such, Nmin
is relatively unaffected by errors in sp.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 SSW frequency response for ATL versus ATL600
This section aims to address research question 1 specifically for the 200 year-long CTL
and ATL experiments: ‘For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL
experiments, how variable are the responses in SSW frequency for different months
and the winter mean?’. A particular focus will be placed on December given that an
increase in December SSW frequency was found to be important in Chapter 4.
Figure 5.1 shows the climatological mean SSW frequency for each winter month in
CTL and ATL, compared to CTL600 and ATL600. This shows that there is an increase
in the mean December SSW frequency in ATL600, but this increase is smaller than in
ATL and is not statistically significant. It appears that internal variability in SSWs
led to a lower mean frequency in CTL than in CTL600, and a higher mean frequency
in ATL than in ATL600, resulting in a larger difference in the means between ATL
and CTL. Indeed, this is not just unique to December: larger differences in the means
between ATL and CTL than between ATL600 and CTL600 are also apparent in other
months including February and March, and in February the differences are in opposite
directions for the 200 and 600 year cases.
In contrast to ATL and CTL, the differences in the means between ATL600 and
CTL600 for each month are all in the same direction and of a similar magnitude, where
there is a small increase in mean frequency in all months between December and March
in ATL600. These increases are not statistically significant in any individual month,
but they are likely to be somewhat robust because the difference in the winter mean is
statistically significant unlike for ATL and CTL (there is an increase in frequency of
0.084/year (p=0.03) in ATL600, compared to an increase in frequency of 0.085/year
(p=0.19) in ATL, where the p-values are calculated using a bootstrap test for the
difference between two means as detailed in Section 2.3.4.3 of Chapter 2).
5.4.2 Variability in the SSW frequency and AO responses
In the previous section, it was shown that internal variability of SSWs led to a December
SSW frequency response in ATL that overestimates the model’s forced changes in
December SSWs due to ATL sea-ice loss. Here, the nature of internal variability in the
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Fig. 5.1 Climatological mean SSW frequency by month in CTL and ATL (respectively
light grey and light blue), compared to CTL600 and ATL600 (respectively dark grey
and dark blue). CTL600 and ATL600 are the extended 600 year-long versions of CTL
and ATL, which are 200 years-long. The black bars show the 95% confidence intervals
for the mean, calculated using a t-distribution (see Section 2.3.4.5 of Chapter 2).
SSW frequency is broadly investigated by examining further 200 year sub-ensembles
of CTL600 and ATL600 (i.e. not just CTL and ATL). The extent to which internal
variability of SSWs has an influence on the stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses
for these sub-ensembles is also determined. This investigation will firstly focus on
December as a case-study month, but will then be expanded out to other months and
the winter mean.
In short, this section aims to broadly address research questions 1 and 2: ‘1. For
200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL experiments, how variable
are the responses in SSW frequency for different months and the winter mean?’ and
‘2. For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL experiments, to
what extent does variability in the SSW frequency responses result in variability in
the stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses?’. Addressing these questions will
aid understanding of differences in the AO responses between ATL and ATL600, where
these results will be presented in the next section (Section 5.4.3).
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5.4.2.1 December case
To understand internal variability in December SSWs in more detail, the left-hand
side of Figure 5.2 shows the December SSW frequency for each ensemble member or
year of CTL600, ATL600, and ATL600-CTL600. This shows that there is a clustering of
SSWs into certain decadal time-periods: for example, there are no SSWs in CTL600 for
most of the first 100 years, but then a period of many SSWs between around 350 years
and 450 years. This clustering is likely entirely chaotically generated, since there is
no autocorrelation in the December (or winter mean) SSW frequency for any yearly
lag in either of the two 300 year-long segments that form the CTL600 experiment, or
in ATL600. Moreover, randomly generated 600 year-long datasets of December SSW
frequency also produce a similar clustering of SSWs (see Figure 5.3 [left] for an example
and a description of how these datasets are generated).
The effect of this clustering or internal variability in SSWs on the December SSW
frequency responses for different 200 year sub-ensembles is visualised on the right-hand
side of Figure 5.2, by applying a 200 year running mean to the left-hand plots of this
figure. This shows that internal variability has a large influence on the responses for 200
year sub-ensembles, and can even lead to opposite signs of responses (between around
-0.04/year and 0.08/year). The 200 year ATL ensemble appears to be an extreme case
of a positive response (an increase of around 0.075/year centred on year 100), due to
more clustering of SSWs in the first 200 years of ATL600 and a lack of SSW clustering
in the first 200 years of CTL600. However, the running mean method used in this figure
does only give a small subset of possible 200 year sub-ensembles. When CTL600 and
ATL600 are randomly resampled into 200 year sub-ensembles many thousands of times
giving a bootstrap distribution as described in Section 5.3.2, there is an even larger
range of responses found from between -0.06/year to 0.1/year (see left-hand side of
Figure 5.4a below).
It is now examined whether variability in the December SSW frequency response
is linked to variability in the December stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses.
The left-hand side of Figure 5.4 shows the aforementioned bootstrap distribution of
December SSW frequency responses for randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of
CTL600 and ATL600, and corresponding bootstrap distributions of the December AO
responses at 10 hPa and 500 hPa. This shows that in addition to the aforementioned
large spread in SSW frequency responses, there is a large spread in both the stratospheric
and tropospheric AO responses (between around -0.4 and 0.15). Since a difference
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December SSW frequency by year (left)
and as a 200 year running mean (right)
Fig. 5.2 December SSW frequency in each year [left] and as a 200 year running
mean [right] for (a) CTL600, (b) ATL600, and (c) ATL600-CTL600. A comparison with
Figure 5.3 suggests that the variability in SSW frequency present in these plots is
chaotically generated.
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Randomly generated dataset of
December SSW frequency by year (left)
and as a 200 year running mean (right)
Fig. 5.3 Randomly generated 600 year-long dataset of December SSW frequency by year
[left] and as a 200 year running mean [right]. This dataset is produced by randomly
picking either 0 or 1 (an SSW not occurring or occuring) for each year, with these
values assigned a probability of occurrence based on CTL600.
in SSW frequency is expected to be anti-correlated with a difference in AO index, it
might be expected that the mean and spread of these distributions are linked. Indeed,
there is a mean positive difference in SSW frequency with a large spread from negative
to positive differences, and a mean negative difference in the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO
with a large spread from positive to negative differences.
To examine whether the distributions are indeed linked, the right-hand side of
Figure 5.4 shows the 200 year running mean of the same fields for ATL600-CTL600.
This shows similarities between the shapes of the curves, since there is a trend towards
more negative SSW frequency responses from around year 100 to 300 and towards
more positive frequency responses thereafter, corresponding respectively with trends
towards more positive then negative AO index responses. The 10 hPa AO responses
are persistently negative – unlike the SSW frequency responses which switch sign –
likely because of the additional influence of changes in SSW structure in ATL600 (where
these changes are qualitatively the same as in ATL but weaker; see Figure 5.5). This
influence will likely also involve SSWs in other months besides December. Similarly,
the 500 hPa AO responses switch sign to a lesser extent than the SSW frequency
responses, which may be associated with the downward influence of changes in SSW
structure on the troposphere, and may also be because of the tropospheric pathway’s



























(b) AO index at 10 hPa










(c) AO index at 500 hPa
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December SSW frequency and AO index in ATL600-CTL600,
for bootstrapped 200 year sub-ensembles (left)
and as a 200 year running mean (right)
Fig. 5.4 December SSW frequency and December AO index in ATL600-CTL600, for
10000 randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles [left] and as a 200 year running
mean [right]. (a) SSW frequency, (b) 10 hPa AO index, and (c) 500 hPa AO index.
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Fig. 5.5 Time-height evolution of the daily AO index for a composite SSW in CTL600
(contours; interval of 0.2), and for a composite SSW in ATL600 minus a composite SSW
in CTL600 (shading). The composites are calculated as in Chapter 4, with N = 441
SSWs in CTL600 and N = 491 in ATL600. Stippling indicates statistical significance at
a 95% confidence level for the daily mean difference, calculated using a t-test.
contribution to a negative tropospheric AO response (as shown for ATL in Chapter 4).
These additional effects on the stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses also likely
explain why the AO bootstrap distributions are shifted away from zero more than the
SSW frequency bootstrap distribution would imply.
A link between variability in the SSW frequency and AO responses can be examined
more quantitatively using the CTLndgSSW experiment from Chapter 4. Recall Figure 4.9
in Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 4, which showed the evolution of the AO index at 10 hPa and
500 hPa for CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS. The mean value of the AO response for the month
following the SSW central date is 2.4 at 10 hPa and 0.94 at 500 hPa. These values
can be used to give a rough estimate of the influence of variability in the December
SSW frequency response on variability in the December AO response. For example, in
the right-hand plots of Figure 5.4 the SSW frequency responses vary by approximately
0.12/year (from -0.04/year to 0.08/year), which when multiplied by 2.4 and 0.94 gives
an associated variability in the AO responses of 0.29 at 10 hPa and 0.11 at 500 hPa.
This accounts for all of the variability in the AO responses at 10 hPa (where the total
range is 0.25) and around two-fifths at 500 hPa (where the total range is also 0.25).
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However, while an effort was made to choose a specific reference SSW for CTLndgSSW
(see Section 4.3.4 of Chapter 4 for details), it is still possible that the above estimate
could be specific to this SSW. To give an idea of the likely range of estimates, the
same calculation is performed using the SSW composite of the AO index for CTL600
in Figure 5.5. The value of the AO index for the month following the CTL600 SSW
central date is 1.1 at 10 hPa and 0.4 at 500 hPa. Multiplying these values by the range
in SSW frequency responses of approximately 0.12/year gives an explained range in
AO responses of 0.13 at 10 hPa (around three-fifths of the total) and 0.05 at 500 hPa
(around one-fifth of the total).
In summary, for 200 year sub-ensembles of CTL600 and ATL600, variability in the
December SSW frequency responses likely accounts for between one-fifth and two-
fifths of the variability in the December tropospheric AO responses, and for between
three-fifths and all of the variability in the December stratospheric AO responses.
In other words, there is a measurable influence. The remaining variability in the
December stratospheric AO responses to be explained could be due to other aspects
of stratospheric variability such as that associated with minor SSWs, and also to the
influence of SSW frequency variability in other months besides December. As for the
remaining variability in the December tropospheric AO responses to be explained,
this could be due in part to the downward influence of these additional sources of
stratospheric variability on the troposphere, and a large part is also likely due to
variability internally generated within the troposphere itself.
5.4.2.2 Other months and the winter mean
In winter months other than December, there is a similar clustering of SSWs into certain
decadal time-periods. This is also found to be associated with chaotically generated
internal variability in SSWs, which has a large influence on the SSW frequency responses
for thousands of randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of ATL600-CTL600. The
magnitude of variability in these sub-ensemble responses for each month approximately
follows the magnitude of the relevant climatological mean monthly SSW frequency
and associated confidence intervals (see Figure 5.1), with the smallest variability in
November, increasing to the largest in February, and slightly decreasing into March.
For February, the range of responses is 0.25/year (between -0.1/year and 0.15/year).
There is also large variability in the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO randomly resampled 200
year sub-ensemble responses for all months, where the differences in variability between
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months are similar to that for the SSW frequency responses. The largest range of AO
responses, which also occurs in February, is around 0.75 (-0.5 to 0.25) for the 10 hPa
AO and 0.7 (-0.5 to 0.2) for the 500 hPa AO.
As for December, in other winter months the bootstrap distributions of the SSW
frequency responses appear to be anti-correlated with the bootstrap distributions of
the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses. However, while there is some evidence of
an anti-correlation between the 200 year running means of SSW frequency responses
and 10 hPa AO responses in every month, there is only some evidence of an anti-
correlation between SSW frequency responses and 500 hPa AO responses in the early
winter months (November to January) and not in the late winter months (January to
March) – see Figure 5.6. It is suggested that this is because in late winter, there is the
additional lagged influence of variability in SSWs in the months prior, which is opposite
in influence here to the variability of SSWs in late winter (in other words, there are
opposite signs of variability in early and late winter, which act to compensate each
other). Therefore, while there appears to be an absence of correlation between the SSW
frequency responses and 500 hPa AO responses in late winter, it is still possible that
they are anti-correlated. Using the CTL600 SSW AO composite to more objectively
estimate the contribution of variability in the SSW responses to variability in the AO
responses, as done earlier for December, reveals similar sizeable contributions for each
month. For example, in February it is found that variability in the SSW frequency
responses can account for around one-quarter of the variability in the tropospheric AO
responses.
The winter mean will now be discussed, which is – in this chapter – defined as
November to March, since SSWs occur in these months. Figure 5.7a [left] shows that for
the winter mean, there is also an apparently large range in SSW frequency responses of
around 0.4/year (-0.1/year to 0.3/year) for thousands of randomly resampled 200 year
sub-ensembles of ATL600-CTL600. This is a larger range than for any individual month,
likely because the winter mean response is much larger (since it is the cumulative sum
of the frequency responses for all winter months). However, the signal-to-noise ratio
for the winter mean is actually around double of that for individual months (where
the ratio is 0.2 (0.08/0.4) for the winter mean, and around 0.1 for both December
(0.02/0.16) and February (0.02/0.25) for example; see Figure 5.1, Figures 5.4a and
5.7a, and the ranges of variability quoted above for the winter mean, December, and
February). The bootstrap distributions in Figures 5.7b [left] and 5.7c [left] also show





























(b) AO index at 10 hPa












(c) AO index at 500 hPa
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SSW frequency and AO index in ATL600-CTL600,
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Fig. 5.6 SSW frequency and AO index in ATL600-CTL600, as a 200 year running mean
in [left] November-January and [right] January-March. (a) SSW frequency, (b) 10 hPa
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(c) AO index at 500 hPa
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NDJFM SSW frequency and AO index in ATL600-CTL600,
for bootstrapped 200 year sub-ensembles (left)
and as a 200 year running mean (right)
Fig. 5.7 November-March SSW frequency and November-March AO index in ATL600-
CTL600, for 10000 randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles [left] and as a 200 year
running mean [right]. (a) SSW frequency, (b) 10 hPa AO index, and (c) 500 hPa AO
index.
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apparently large variability in the 10 hPa AO responses – with a range of 0.4 (-0.3 to
0.1) – and in the 500 hPa AO responses – with a range of 0.35 (-0.3 to 0.05). This
variability in the AO responses is however around half of that for individual months,
as may be expected for the mean of a longer time-period.
As for individual winter months, there is an apparent anti-correlation between the
bootstrap distribution of the winter mean SSW frequency responses, and the bootstrap
distributions of the winter mean 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses. However, while
there is – to some extent – evidence of an anticorrelation in the 200 year running
means of the SSW frequency and 10 hPa AO responses, there is little evidence of any
link between variability in the SSW frequency and 500 hPa AO responses (Figure 5.7
[right]). This may be due to the compensating effects between early and late winter
described above, which could lead to an apparent absence of correlation when there
is in fact an anti-correlation. However, it is quite likely that the relationship for the
winter mean may actually be weaker, since while the influence of an SSW may be
large for the month or two following the SSW, this does not determine how the AO
behaves for the winter as a whole; this would be particularly true for SSWs occurring
in late-winter, since they will only contribute to a small portion of the winter mean
AO response. As suggested for individual winter months, it is likely that a large part
of variability in the winter mean tropospheric AO responses is internally generated by
the troposphere itself.
5.4.3 AO response for ATL versus ATL600
The previous section showed that internal variability has a sizeable influence on re-
sponses in the SSW frequency, and the stratospheric and tropospheric AO, for thousands
of randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of ATL600-CTL600. Furthermore, for
each winter month, variability in the monthly SSW frequency responses was found to
contribute to variability in the monthly stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses.
Here, the extent to which internal variability in SSWs specifically explains differ-
ences in the AO responses between ATL and ATL600 is examined. In doing so, this
section aims to address research question 2 specifically for the 200 year-long CTL and
ATL experiments: ‘For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL
experiments, to what extent does variability in the SSW frequency responses result
in variability in the stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses?’. As in previous
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sections, a particular focus will be placed on the role played by internal variability in
December SSWs given their importance found for the tropospheric AO response in
ATL in Chapter 4.
Figure 5.8a shows the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO index evolution for ATL600-CTL600
compared to ATL-CTL, and the contribution of the relevant December SSW frequency
response to each AO response (calculated by scaling CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS by the
frequency response, as in Chapter 4). Figure 5.8b shows the difference in the AO
responses between ATL-CTL and ATL600-CTL600, and the difference in the contribution
of December SSWs to these AO responses. The response in ATL600 gives a more accurate
estimate of the model’s forced changes due to ATL sea-ice loss, and any difference
between it and the response in ATL is due to internal variability. Thus, the differences
in Figure 5.8b show the contribution of internal variability to the response in ATL.
In the stratosphere, the AO response in ATL600 is the same for the winter mean as in
ATL (around -0.1), but in terms of its evolution it is of a similar magnitude throughout
winter unlike in ATL. These two aspects can largely be explained by the SSW responses
in each experiment, since it is found that the stratospheric AO response in ATL600 can –
as in ATL – be mostly interpreted in terms of changes in SSW frequency and structure,
where each contributes to around half of the response (based on artificially constructed
datasets as in Chapter 4; not shown). Indeed, the similar winter mean negative AO
responses are consistent with the similar increases in winter mean SSW frequency for
both experiments (around 0.085/year), and the differences in the evolution of the AO
responses are consistent with the fact that there are similarly sized small increases in
SSW frequency across the months of December to March in ATL600 but not in ATL.
In December-January, the 10 hPa AO response is 100% more negative in ATL than
in ATL600, which can be largely explained by the difference in the December SSW
frequency responses (and therefore by internal variability in December SSWs). It is
also possible that the more positive AO in ATL in late-February and March reflects
the difference in the February SSW frequency responses between ATL and ATL600 (a
reduction in frequency compared to an increase).
In the troposphere, the AO response in ATL600 is similar in evolution to ATL but
weaker in magnitude throughout winter, where the winter mean AO response in ATL
is 67% stronger (-0.25 compared to -0.15). Since the winter mean stratospheric AO
responses are of the same magnitude, this implies that the difference in the winter mean
tropospheric AO responses is likely largely due to winter mean AO variability internally
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AO index at 10 hPa and 500 hPa
Fig. 5.8 Daily evolution of the AO index at 10 hPa and 500 hPa over winter for (a)
ATL-CTL (solid grey) versus ATL600-CTL600 (solid black), and the contributions
of the relevant December SSW frequency response to each (dotted). The latter
contributions are quantified by scaling CTLndgSSW-CTLndgCS by the December SSW
frequency response for either ATL-CTL or ATL600-CTL600 (as in Figure 4.19 of Chapter
4). (b) Difference in the AO responses between [ATL-CTL] and [ATL600-CTL600] (solid),
and the contribution of differences in the December SSW frequency responses to this
(dotted). Thick lines in (a) indicate statistical significance at a 95% confidence level
for the daily mean response, calculated using a t-test.
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generated by the troposphere (consistent with the previous section’s results). For
monthly as opposed to winter mean time-periods, however, internal variability of SSWs
does have a large influence on the tropospheric AO response in ATL (also consistent
with the previous section’s results). Indeed, the difference in the December SSW
frequency responses between ATL and ATL600 (due to internal variability) explains
around 50% of the difference in the tropospheric AO responses between ATL and
ATL600 in December-January. As such, internal variability of SSWs contributed to a
mid-winter tropospheric AO response in ATL that overestimates the model’s forced
change due to ATL sea-ice loss.
On a side – but still important – note, other aspects of the response in ATL600
besides the AO response are qualitatively the same as in ATL. For example, there
is still an increase in vertical EP-flux in early winter associated with constructive
linear interference of anomalous and climatological Rossby waves, but the magnitude
of this increase is around half of that in ATL. This is consistent with the weaker
early-winter stratospheric AO response in ATL600 compared to ATL. In terms of the
direct circulation response in ATL600 compared to ATL, this is identical in pattern
and magnitude. This agrees with Deser et al. (2012) and Screen et al. (2014), who
find that the local response to sea-ice loss is more robust and less affected by internal
variability than the more remote indirect or AO response. This is likely because the
local direct response is thermally driven by surface heat flux anomalies, while the
indirect response is more dynamically driven and therefore more difficult to distinguish
from the dynamically driven internal variability of the atmospheric circulation.
5.4.4 Quantification of the signal-to-noise ratio
The previous sections have shown that internal variability has a sizeable influence on
the responses in SSW frequency, and the stratospheric and tropospheric AO, specifically
for ATL-CTL and more broadly for randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of
ATL600-CTL600. In this section, the variability in the responses for different sizes
of randomly resampled sub-ensembles will be compared, importantly leading to a
quantification of the minimum ensemble sizes required to separate the signs of the
model’s forced tropospheric and stratospheric changes due to sea-ice loss from internal
variability (which can be considered as a measure of the signal-to-noise ratio). This
is with the aim of addressing research question 3: ‘How does variability in the SSW
frequency, stratospheric AO, and tropospheric AO responses compare for different
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sub-ensemble sizes, and what is the minimum ensemble size required to obtain a
statistically significant sign of response in each variable?’.
The focus is firstly placed on the winter mean. The left-hand side of Figure 5.9
shows bootstrap distributions of the November-March SSW frequency responses, and
November-March 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses, for three sizes of randomly
resampled sub-ensembles of CTL600 and ATL600 (N = 50, N = 200, and N ∼ 600
years/members). The grey shading on the right-hand side of this figure shows boot-
strapped p-values calculated from the bootstrap distributions for a range of N from 10
years to ∼ 600 years. p = 0.05 is indicated to highlight the signal-to-noise ratio, which
is defined here as the minimum sub-ensemble size for which p ≤ 0.05.
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, this bootstrap method may underestimate the uncer-
tainty in the response for larger resample sizes and, therefore, the minimum ensemble
size. Hence, the black line on the right-hand side of Figure 5.9 shows an additional
estimate of the variation in p-values with N, which is calculated using a method
based on standard errors in the sample means. Using equation 5.1 in Section 5.3.2,
the t-statistic is calculated for each N and the corresponding p-value is found for
2N-2 degrees of freedom; x̄, ȳ, and sp are calculated using all ensemble members in
ATL600 and CTL600. Note that this additional estimate is actually very similar to the
bootstrapped estimate.
Regarding the SSW frequency, this figure shows that for smaller sub-ensemble sizes
(N = 50 years and N = 200 years to a lesser extent), internal variability of SSWs
has an influence on both the sign and magnitude of the response. Only for N ∼ 500
years does the response become statistically different from zero. This can be seen
from the bootstrap distribution for N ∼ 600 years, where only a very small number of
sub-ensemble responses are less than zero. However, while the sign of the response can
be detected for this value of N, the magnitude of the response is still very variable.
Moving onto the 10 hPa AO, it can be seen that internal variability influences both
the sign and magnitude of the response for a sub-ensemble size of N = 50 years, but
that the sign of the response can be statistically detected when N ∼ 210 years. For N
∼ 600 years, the bootstrap distribution of responses becomes entirely shifted away from
zero and, therefore, we can begin to identify the magnitude of the response. Similar
statements can be made for the 500 hPa AO, but the sign of the response becomes
statistically detectable even earlier (N ∼ 130 years) and the bootstrap distribution





















































































Bootstrapped N year sub-ensembles (left) and
p-values with N (right) for NDJFM SSW frequency
and AO index in ATL600-CTL600
Fig. 5.9 [Left] November-March SSW frequency and November-March AO index for
10000 randomly resampled N year sub-ensembles of ATL600-CTL600. [Right] p-values
calculated using the bootstrap distributions on the left (grey shading), and using
standard errors in the means (black line), for different N from 10 years to ∼ 600
years. p = 0.05 is shown by the dashed line to indicate the minimum N required for a
statistically significant sign of response. (a) SSW frequency, (b) 10 hPa AO index, and
(c) 500 hPa AO index.
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can also begin to identify the magnitude of the response earlier. These results agree
well with the difference in winter mean tropospheric AO responses between ATL and
ATL600, in that these 200 and 600 year-long ensembles were both able to statistically
detect the sign of the response, but suggested very different magnitudes of response.
Table 5.1 summarises the minimum number of ensemble members or years required
to detect a statistically significant sign of response in each variable for all time-periods
in winter, from monthly to two-monthly and so on. Estimates are given using both the
bootstrapping method and standard error in the means method; however, note that the
estimates are in fact very similar. The following results will use the upper estimate of
the two, rounded to the nearest 10 years. The table shows that generally the minimum
ensemble size becomes larger for shorter time-periods, which can be attributed to a
smaller signal-to-noise ratio for shorter time-periods (see Section 5.4.2.2). For the 500
hPa AO, around 130 years are required for the winter mean, increasing to an average
of 150 for four-monthly periods, 180 for three-monthly, 190 for two-monthly, and 330
for individual months (only including time-periods where the minimum number of
ensemble members could be quantified). For the 10 hPa AO, around 210 years are
required for the winter mean, 250 for four-monthly periods, 290 for three-monthly,
450 for two-monthly, and 440 for individual months. The sign of the SSW frequency
response is only statistically significant for longer time-periods including the winter as
a whole (around 500 years required) and December-March (450 years).
With regards to differences in the signal-to-noise ratios between different months,
in November a statistically significant response cannot be detected in any variable
even with ∼ 600 ensemble members/years, because there is little to no response (or
signal) in the SSW frequency or stratospheric and tropospheric AO. In terms of other
months, the signal-to-noise ratio for the SSW frequency tends to be the largest in
December, decreasing to a minimum in February, and increasing into March to around
the same level as in January (based on the p-values for N ∼ 600 years). Since the
response in SSW frequency is similar in magnitude in each of these months, this must
be due to the earlier discussed differences in SSW variability between these months
(see Section 5.4.2.2). It would thus be expected that for ensemble sizes larger than
600 years, a response in SSW frequency in December (February) would be the first
(last) to become statistically significant. For both the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO, the
signal-to-noise ratio largely follows a similar pattern across the winter months as for the
SSW frequency, likely due to differences in AO variability between these months (again
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Table 5.1 Minimum number of ensemble members or years required to detect a sta-
tistically significant sign of response in the SSW frequency, and 10 hPa and 500
hPa AO index, for different time-period lengths in ATL600-CTL600. Left-hand values
are estimated using a bootstrapping method; this involves calculating the smallest
sub-ensemble size for which p ≤ 0.05 for the next five larger ensemble sizes (with an
increment of 1 year), where the p-values for each ensemble size are calculated using a
bootstrap distribution of 10000 randomly resampled sub-ensembles of ATL600-CTL600.
Right-hand values are estimated based on standard errors in the means (equation 5.3).
The red text shows variables for which p > 0.05 when all ensemble members in CTL600
and ATL600 are used, where the associated p-value is given in brackets.
Variable
SSW frequency




















(p = 0.11 / 0.11) 448 / 454
302 / 295 191 / 191
177 / 176 125 / 121
NDJ DJF JFM
(p = 0.12 / 0.14) (p = 0.08 / 0.09) (p = 0.07 / 0.07)
315 / 310 273 / 271 287 / 287
246 / 240 168 / 165 128 / 128
ND DJ JF FM
(p = 0.31 / 0.31) (p = 0.09 / 0.09) (p = 0.23 / 0.23) (p = 0.18 / 0.18)
547 / 538 266 / 263 492 / 492 482 / 473
(p = 0.06 / 0.07) 213 / 210 182 / 179 175 / 173
(p = 0.95 / 1.0) (p = 0.19 / 0.21) (p = 0.27 / 0.30) (p = 0.53 / 0.57) (p = 0.24 / 0.24)
N D J F M
(p = 0.43 / 0.42) 563 / 556 220 / 214 297 / 298 219 / 216
(p = 0.82 / 0.80) 332 / 331 480 / 475 (p = 0.18 / 0.17) 497 / 492
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see Section 5.4.2.2). For the 500 hPa AO, however, this is only true for January-March;
in December the signal-to-noise ratio is very low, likely because the response is much
smaller in this month compared to January-March.
In terms of a link between the signal-to-noise ratios for the SSW frequency response,
and 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses, it does seem that when N is larger for the
SSW frequency it is also larger for the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO. In particular, this
is true when comparing the average N required for different lengths of time-period
(from monthly up to the winter mean), and also when comparing N across different
months. Since the previous results sections found little evidence of a connection
between variability in the winter mean SSW frequency and variability in the winter
mean AO, it is unclear whether the link is causal for longer time-periods such as the
winter mean. For individual months, however, a link could partly be explained by
the fact that variability in the monthly SSW frequency was found to explain a large
portion of variability in the monthly 10 hPa AO and a sizeable portion of variability in
the monthly 500 hPa AO (therefore implying that when the SSW frequency variability
is larger, the AO variability is larger).
However, the signal-to-noise ratios for these three variables are clearly very different
in size when comparing them for any same time-period (e.g. NDJFM or JF), where
the ratios for the SSW frequency tend to be the smallest and the 500 hPa AO ratios
tend to be the largest. The 10 hPa AO ratios are in-between likely because SSW
frequency variability was found to be more directly related to 10 hPa AO variability
than 500 hPa AO variability. To explain the larger signal-to-noise ratio for the 10
hPa AO than for the SSW frequency, recall that changes in SSW frequency were only
found to contribute to half of the 10 hPa AO response in ATL600, while changes in
SSW structure account for the other half. As previously suggested in Section 5.4.2.1
of this chapter, these changes in SSW structure will shift the 10 hPa AO response to
more negative values independent of changes in SSW frequency, which will increase the
signal-to-noise ratio and, therefore, result in the 10 hPa AO response emerging before
the SSW frequency response. As for the 500 hPa AO, the signal-to-noise ratio may be
increased by the tropospheric pathway’s contribution to a negative tropospheric AO
response (as shown for ATL in Chapter 4), and also perhaps by the changes in SSW
structure having a downward negative influence on the tropospheric AO.
These results suggest that an ensemble size as large as that required to obtain a
robust sign in the SSW frequency response to sea-ice loss (around 450 years at least)
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may only need to be considered if the magnitude of the tropospheric AO response
needs to be accurately quantified, and/or if monthly details in the evolution of the
tropospheric AO response over winter are important. This agrees with the difference
in the AO responses between the 200 and 600 year-long ATL and ATL600 ensembles,
which are entirely in terms of magnitude and evolution rather than sign.
5.5 Discussion and conclusions
Motivated by Chapter 4’s finding that increases in December SSWs play an important
role in the tropospheric AO response for Chapter 3’s large-magnitude Atlantic sector sea-
ice loss experiment (ATL), and the potentially large multi-decadal internal variability
in the frequency of occurrence of SSWs, this chapter extended Chapter 3’s control
(CTL) and ATL experiments from 200 to 600 years in length. The aims of the extended
experiments were to provide both a more accurate estimate of the model’s forced
changes due to sea-ice loss, and improved estimates of the influence of uncertainty due
to atmospheric internal variability on the response for the shorter experiments.
The extended experiments were also used to more broadly explore the influence
of atmospheric internal variability with regard to uncertainty in responses to sea-
ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments of different lengths. This aided
understanding within the above specific investigations, and also addressed important
gaps in the literature by providing a quantification of the minimum ensemble size
required to obtain a robust sign of stratospheric response to sea-ice loss.
The results from this chapter will now be summarised for each research question
posed in the introduction:
1. For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL experiments, how
variable are the responses in SSW frequency for different months and the winter
mean?
Specifically for the 200 year-long CTL and ATL experiments:
− In ATL600 there are similarly sized small increases in SSW frequency for the
months of December to March, but none of these increases are statistically
significant. Internal variability in SSWs therefore must have contributed
to the large increase in December SSW frequency in ATL (and indeed the
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large decrease and increase in February and March frequencies respectively
in ATL, although these were not statistically significant). There is, however,
a statistically significant increase in the winter (November-March) mean
frequency in ATL600 that is similar in magnitude to ATL.
More broadly:
− For each winter month, internal variability in the SSW frequency is found
to have a large influence on the monthly SSW frequency responses for
thousands of randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of CTL600 and
ATL600. This is consistent with the sizeable influence of internal variability
on the monthly SSW frequency responses in ATL. While internal variability
appears to have little effect on the winter mean SSW frequency response in
ATL, large variation in the winter mean SSW frequency responses is found
for randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of CTL600 and ATL600.
2. For 200 year sub-ensembles of the 600 year-long CTL and ATL experiments, to
what extent does variability in the SSW frequency responses result in variability
in the stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses?
More broadly:
− Large variability is found in the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses for
thousands of randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of CTL600 and
ATL600, both for individual winter months and for the winter mean. It is
found that for individual months, variability in the SSW frequency responses
accounts for around one- to two-fifths of variability in the 500 hPa AO
responses, and for around three-fifths to all of the variability in the 10 hPa
AO responses. For the winter mean, however, there is less clear evidence
of a relationship between variability in the SSW frequency and 500 hPa
AO responses. It is likely that a large portion of the variability in the
tropospheric AO responses is internally generated by the troposphere itself
(around three- to four- fifths based on the monthly results).
Specifically for the 200 year-long CTL and ATL experiments:
− The stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses in ATL600 are negative as
in ATL, but there are some differences in evolution and magnitude.
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− In the stratosphere, there are similarly sized winter mean AO responses
in ATL and ATL600, consistent with the similarly sized winter mean SSW
frequency responses. However, the ATL600 response is of a similar magnitude
throughout winter, while the ATL response is more strongly negative (by
100%) in mid-winter (December-January). This difference in the mid-winter
negative stratospheric AO responses is found to be largely explained by
internal variability in December SSWs.
− In the troposphere, the AO responses in ATL and ATL600 are similar in
evolution, but the winter mean AO response is 67% stronger in ATL (-0.25
compared to -0.15). Internal variability in December SSWs is found to
contribute to a sizeable part (50%) of the difference in the tropospheric AO
responses in mid-winter (consistent with the broader results above regarding
individual months). The remainder of the difference in the winter mean
tropospheric AO responses is found to likely be largely due to variability
internally generated by the troposphere (also consistent with the broader
results above). The implications of these results for Chapter 4’s results will
be discussed shortly.
3. How does variability in the SSW frequency, stratospheric AO, and tropospheric
AO responses compare for different sub-ensemble sizes, and what is the minimum
ensemble size required to obtain a statistically significant sign of response in each
variable?
− Regarding the winter mean, thousands of randomly resampled N year or
member sub-ensembles of ATL600-CTL600 (where N = 50, N = 200, and N
∼ 600 years/members) suggest that the signal-to-noise ratio associated with
the SSW frequency response is so low that the sign of this response can only
be statistically detected using an ensemble size of 600 years. For the 10 hPa
and 500 hPa AO responses, their signs can be detected using a sub-ensemble
size of 200 years, and we can begin to identify their magnitudes using 600
years (particularly for the 500 hPa AO). More specifically, the minimum
sub-ensemble size found to be required to obtain a statistically significant
sign of response in each variable is around 500 years for the SSW frequency,
around 210 years for the 10 hPa AO, and around 130 years for the 500
hPa AO. These results agree well with the difference in the winter mean
tropospheric AO responses between ATL and ATL600, in that these 200
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and 600 year-long ensembles suggest the same sign of response but rather
different magnitudes.
− Regarding individual winter months rather than the winter mean, larger sub-
ensemble sizes are found to be required to detect a statistically significant
sign of AO response (around 330 years and 440 years on average for the
500 hPa and 10 hPa AO respectively). A robust sign of response in SSW
frequency could not be obtained for any month, or indeed for any time-period
except for the winter mean and December-March. The largest sub-ensembles
sizes were required in late winter, particularly February, when the variability
is the largest in all three variables.
− The signal-to-noise ratio for the SSW frequency response appears to be
partly related to the ratios for the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses. For
individual months this can be explained by the influence of variability in
the SSW frequency on variability in the AO, but for longer time-periods
such as the winter mean a causal link is less clear. The ratios are still very
different in size for each variable, likely because other factors besides the
SSW frequency response result in a response or signal in the 10 hPa and
500 hPa AO here (in particular, changes in SSW structure for both and the
tropospheric pathway – see Chapter 4 – for the latter).
5.5.1 Wider relevance
The wider relevance, usefulness, and generality of the broader results regarding internal
variability will now be discussed.
Firstly, of particular use is the quantification of the minimum ensemble sizes, or
time-slice experiment lengths, required to obtain a robust sign of stratospheric response
to sea-ice loss for different lengths of time-period (from sub-seasonal to the winter
mean). This is because there is currently no guidance on this, and different modelling
studies find stratospheric responses for different monthly-seasonal time-period lengths.
Importantly, the results here suggest that none of the studies listed in the introduction
use an ensemble size that is sufficiently large to obtain a robust stratospheric response:
indeed, Sun et al. (2015) use the largest ensemble at 161 years/members, while the
minimum requirement found here for any time-period length is around 450 years for
the December-March mean SSW frequency response and around 210 years for the
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winter (November-March) mean 10 hPa AO response. This may explain why some of
these studies find contrasting stratospheric responses (e.g. Peings and Magnusdottir,
2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a). It may also have implications for the robustness of the
tropospheric responses in these studies (at least in terms of magnitude), particularly
for the many cases in which sub-seasonal stratospheric responses are found (e.g. Kim
et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014). It is recognised that the ensemble sizes
recommended here may not be feasible – due to time and computational storage
constraints, for example – and, therefore, it is simply suggested that caution should be
taken when interpreting stratospheric and tropospheric responses to sea-ice loss for
smaller ensemble sizes.
Recall the climate model experiments of Butchart et al. (2000) and others, where
decadal variability of SSWs is similarly found to make it difficult to detect a robust
trend in SSW frequency over multi-decadal time-periods in response to future transient
GHG forcing. While the experiments here are different in that they are time-slice
experiments, and the problem here is for sea-ice loss (implying a potentially different
magnitude of signal), it is nevertheless interesting that internal variability in SSWs
makes it difficult to detect a robust sign of response in SSW frequency even for several
hundred years.
Butchart et al. (2000) do suggest, however, that the amplitude of internal vari-
ability in SSW frequency may be exaggerated (and therefore the signal-to-noise ratio
underestimated) in climate models – such as IGCM4 – with no Quasi-Biennial Os-
cillation or QBO (this is an observed oscillation in equatorial stratospheric winds
between easterlies and westerlies with an approximately two-year period). Indeed,
there is evidence that including some representation of the QBO in climate models
can introduce some regularity into the occurrence of SSWs, reducing the clustering
behaviour that leads to larger SSW variability (Hamilton, 1998). However, Polvani
et al. (2017) find a large decadal variability of SSWs in an atmosphere-only model
with a realistic representation of the QBO, and Ayarzagüena et al. (2018) suggest that
internal variability of SSWs may explain why they find no robust future changes in
SSWs across 12 different climate models, 11 of which have some representation of the
QBO. Furthermore, similar clustering is also seen in SSWs in the limited observations
available, with 9 occurring in the 1980’s, 2 in the 1990’s, and 9 in the 2000’s (Butler
et al., 2017). Therefore, it is likely that this clustering behaviour is not just specific to
models such as IGCM4 with no QBO.
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The quantification of the minimum ensemble size required to obtain a robust sign of
tropospheric AO response to sea-ice loss is also useful. Screen et al. (2014) quantify the
ensemble size required to obtain a robust sign of the tropospheric response (in various
variables) to observed sea-ice loss. However, the size required for the tropospheric AO
response to sea-ice loss has not been quantified, even though many studies simulating
the response to sea-ice loss find AO-like responses of a particular sign (see Chapter 1).
The results here suggest that to obtain a robust sign of response in the AO – which
is hemispheric in scale – more ensemble members are required than to obtain robust
signs of responses in tropospheric circulation that are more limited in spatial extent.
For example, Screen et al. (2014) find that around 70 years are required to obtain a
statistically significant response in 500 hPa geopotential height in autumn and winter,
where this is only calculated for grid-boxes with a statistically significant response
(5% of the area north of 30◦N). Here, however, the smallest ensemble size required to
obtain a statistically significant response in the 500 hPa AO is around 130 years in
November-March.
While the minimum ensemble sizes found here may be specific to the response in
the ATL600 experiment, it is again highlighted that AO-like responses of a particular
sign are typically found for sea-ice loss (see above). Furthermore, it was shown in
Chapter 3 that for Atlantic sector, Pacific sector, and pan-Arctic (Atlantic and Pacific
sector) sea-ice loss – the ATL, PAC, and ATL&PAC experiments – the responses are
similar in terms of sign, magnitude, and pattern in the troposphere, as well as in the
stratosphere for ATL and ATL&PAC. Therefore, the ensemble sizes calculated here
for ATL may be applicable for other spatial patterns of loss. Also, since the ensemble
sizes were calculated for ocean surface temperature anomalies representing an extreme
case of sea-ice loss (RCP8.5 future loss), they may provide a useful lower bound on the
ensemble size required for less extreme loss.
The result regarding ensemble sizes for which we can begin to identify the magnitude
of the 500 hPa AO response is also insightful. For example, as discussed in Chapter 1,
the circulation response to future GHG forcing includes the perhaps opposing effects of
Arctic warming or sea-ice loss – which may shift the tropospheric jet stream equatorward
– and tropical upper-tropospheric warming – which shifts the tropospheric jet poleward.
The results here suggest that to more accurately quantify the contribution of sea-ice
loss to this balance and, therefore, the overall balance itself, a large ensemble size on
the order of several hundred members/years should be used.
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The results of this chapter also suggest that our current view of non-linearity in
the response to sea-ice loss may be significantly affected by statistical uncertainty, as
suggested in Chapter 3 in relation to the moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss runs (0.5ATL
and 0.5PAC). Previous studies have compared the responses to different loss magnitudes
and have found the response to be non-linear, using simulation lengths of between
50 years and 150 years (Petoukhov and Semenov, 2010; Peings and Magnusdottir,
2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a). For example, Petoukhov and Semenov (2010) find that
different magnitudes of sea-ice loss in the Barents-Kara Seas lead to different signs
and magnitudes of AO-like or NAO-like tropospheric responses in winter in 100 year
ensembles. However, here it is found that an ensemble size of 130 years is required
as a minimum to obtain a robust sign of November-March tropospheric AO response.
Furthermore, it is also found that such ensemble sizes are inadequate to accurately
determine the magnitude of the response.
Further insight can also be provided with regards to non-linearity in the 200 year-
long ATL&PAC combined sea-ice loss run from Chapter 3. In particular, the response
in this run was apparently weaker than a linear addition of the responses for the
separate ATL and PAC runs, suggesting non-linearity in the combined case response.
It was suggested that this could entirely be due to sampling error, and the results here
confirm this is likely the case. Sampling error may therefore also explain why other
studies find similar apparently non-linear results. For example, Screen (2017b) find the
response to pan-Arctic sea-ice loss to be weaker than suggested by a linear addition of
the responses to 9 different regions of sea-ice loss, but use simulations of only 80 years
in length.
Finally, while only a weak relationship is found between the signal-to-noise ratios for
the SSW frequency, and the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO, it is highlighted that this finding
may be specific to the mechanisms at work in the experiments here. In particular,
while it is found here that the 10 hPa and 500 hPa AO responses become statistically
significant before the SSW frequency response – likely because their signal-to-noise
ratios are increased by changes in SSW structure for both, and by the tropospheric
pathway for the latter – this may not necessarily be the case in all studies. For instance,
if a study found a stratospheric pathway involving changes in SSW frequency to play
a dominant role in a model-produced response to sea-ice loss, then the minimum
ensemble size required to detect a robust response in SSW frequency may be a more
important consideration.
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5.5.2 Revisiting the tropospheric and stratospheric pathways
This chapter’s results will now be discussed in the context of Chapter 4’s results
specifically. In Chapter 4, the aim was to quantify the roles played by tropospheric
and stratospheric mechanisms in the negative tropospheric AO responses for the large-
magnitude Atlantic and Pacific sector sea-ice loss experiments (ATL and PAC) from
Chapter 3.
A first point of relevance is that randomly resampled 200 year sub-ensembles of
ATL600-CTL600 were found in this chapter to only be large enough to statistically detect
the sign of the tropospheric AO response, but not its magnitude, due to relatively large
internal variability. Furthermore, the 200 year-long ATL experiment was specifically
found to simulate a winter mean tropospheric AO response that is 67% larger in
magnitude than in ATL600. As such, the total tropospheric AO response that Chapter
4 aimed to decompose includes a sampling error of -0.1 (-0.25 in ATL compared to
-0.15 in ATL600), and the magnitude of the tropospheric pathway’s contribution to
this calculated from the 200 year-long ATLndgCS experiment (-0.06) may also include
significant sampling error due to internal variability (although perhaps less than for
ATL since the stratospheric nudging suppresses zonal mean stratospheric variability,
and therefore the downward influence of this on tropospheric variability). Indeed, this
could partly explain why the tropospheric and stratospheric pathways were not found
to be linearly additive in Chapter 4. In terms of future work, it would be useful to
use ATL600, and to extend the ATLndgCS experiment to 600 years, to more accurately
estimate the role played by a tropospheric pathway in forced tropospheric changes due
to ATL sea-ice loss within the model. Since 200 years is found here to be a sufficient
ensemble size to robustly determine whether there is a tropospheric AO response to
sea-ice loss, it seems reasonable to conclude that the lack of response in the winter-mean
stratospheric pathway experiment (CTLndgAS) is likely robust. While it is of course
possible that it is non-robust, this is improbable.
While this issue of sampling error is not found or discussed by other modelling
studies using a stratospheric nudging method to quantify the roles played by the
tropospheric and stratospheric pathways in model-produced responses to sea-ice loss,
this is likely because they took different approaches. Indeed, the stratospheric pathway
is only implicitly calculated from the total response minus the tropospheric pathway
in Nakamura et al. (2016b) and Zhang et al. (2018b), and therefore they were not
able to address this issue. Wu and Smith (2016) do quantify both of the tropospheric
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and stratospheric pathways explicity, but consider a more horizontally and vertically
extensive Arctic warming. This likely increases the signal-to-noise ratio and, therefore,
sampling error is perhaps less of an issue in their study.
With respect to a stratospheric pathway involving changes in SSWs, recall that both
Chapter 4’s results for ATL and this chapter’s results for ATL600 find a stratospheric
AO response to ATL sea-ice loss that can be largely explained by changes in SSWs,
where changes in frequency and structure each contribute to around half of the response.
Compared to Chapter 4, however, the results here for ATL600 show only a small increase
in December SSWs, which is not statistically significant in terms of sign and only
contributes to a small portion of the mid-winter tropospheric AO response (a 13%
contribution compared to the 36% contribution in ATL; see Figure 5.8).
However, there are other aspects of the SSW response found here for ATL600 that
imply a potentially broader role for SSWs in forced tropospheric changes due to ATL
sea-ice loss than found for the December SSW frequency. Specifically, unlike the
analysis of the 200 year-long ATL experiment in Chapter 4, here it is found within
ATL600 that sea-ice loss causes a statistically significant increase in SSW frequency more
broadly for the winter mean, due to small increases in frequency in every month from
December to March. Furthermore, statistically significant changes in SSW structure
are found – which are the same as found in Chapter 4 (including an increase in SSW
duration, and a strengthening of anomalies in the mid to lower stratosphere during an
SSW, which both have an apparent downward effect on the troposphere) – which could
also be important. It would therefore be useful to conduct further nudging experiments
to evaluate the importance of these changes in SSWs for forced tropospheric changes
due to ATL sea-ice loss, as estimated by ATL600. Possibilities for these experiments
will be considered in Chapter 6.
To summarise, the extended 600 year-long experiments in this chapter still agree
with the shorter 200 year-long experiments in Chapter 4, in that they suggest part of
the negative tropospheric AO response to ATL sea-ice loss is likely to be caused by
tropospheric mechanisms, and the other part likely involves changes in SSWs. However,
this chapter has shown that the 200 year-long experiments used in Chapter 4 were
too short to accurately quantify the magnitude of the total AO response, tropospheric
pathway, and SSW stratospheric pathway, due to relatively large internal variability
for time-slice means of 200 years. Since many studies use shorter experiments than
200 years to simulate the response to sea-ice loss, this result implies that disagreement
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between these studies regarding the importance of tropospheric and stratospheric
mechanisms (see Chapter 1) may be in part due to sampling error. Further longer
nudging experiments will be required to better determine the relative importance of
these pathways, which is key for understanding whether the time-mean response to
sea-ice loss is sensitive to different model representations of SSWs for example.
While this chapter did not deal with the Pacific sea-ice loss case, the results here
suggest that the magnitude of the tropospheric AO response in the PAC experiment
may also include significant sampling error due to internal variability. This estimate
may therefore also need re-examination and revision. As discussed for CTLndgAS above,
it is possible but improbable that the lack of responses in the 200 year-long tropospheric
and winter-mean stratospheric pathway experiments (PACndgCS and CTLndgPS) are
non-robust; it therefore seems reasonable to conclude that they are likely robust. The
combined non-linear tropospheric and stratospheric pathway found to be important
for this case is therefore likely still important. Established literature also exists in
support of such a pathway, and a large amount of mechanistic evidence was presented




Over the past few decades, Arctic sea-ice extent has declined contributing to enhanced
near-surface warming in the Arctic, while there has been an apparent increase in severe
winter weather across some mid-latitude regions. This has led to much research into
whether Arctic sea-ice loss and associated warming has an influence on mid-latitude
weather and climate. Since all climate models project a continuation of Arctic sea-
ice loss during the 21st century in response to anthropogenic radiative forcing, it is
important that the potential influence of this on the highly populated mid-latitudes is
better understood.
However, significant uncertainty still exists regarding the nature of the response
to Arctic sea-ice loss and the mechanisms involved. This is because it is difficult to
disentangle the complex web of potential processes involved, the modelled response to
sea-ice loss is small relative to internal climate variability, and modelling studies find
contrasting climatological mean responses to imposed sea-ice loss.
The overall aim of the research presented in this thesis was to improve under-
standing of the influence of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitudes and the mechanisms
involved. The issues of complexity and statistical robustness were partly addressed by
conducting idealised several-century-long numerical modelling experiments using an
intermediate complexity global circulation model, IGCM4. To understand contrasting
model responses in past studies, a series of experiments was designed to systemati-
cally examine various aspects that may explain these contrasting results, including
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different regions and magnitudes of ice loss as well as atmospheric internal variability.
A better understanding of the mechanisms involved was obtained by implementing a
stratospheric nudging method in IGCM4 to decompose the response into parts due to
tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms. These experiments addressed the following
research questions:
1. What is the nature of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss within IGCM4, in terms
of the impact on the large-scale atmospheric circulation and on mid-latitude
surface temperatures? To what extent is the response sensitive to the region or
magnitude of sea-ice loss? (Chapter 3)
2. What is the relative importance of tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in
producing remote atmospheric responses to sea-ice loss? (Chapter 4)
3. How large is the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard to
uncertainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments
of different lengths? (Chapter 5)
While questions were not directly asked regarding the sensitivity of the response to
the model’s stratospheric representation, or to the background atmospheric state, the
experiments designed in relation to question 2 provided a test of these aspects.
6.2 Answers to research questions
1. What is the nature of the response to Arctic sea-ice loss within IGCM4,
in terms of the impact on the large-scale atmospheric circulation and on
mid-latitude surface temperatures? To what extent is the response sensi-
tive to the region or magnitude of sea-ice loss? (Chapter 3)
In Chapter 3, IGCM4 experiments were conducted with ocean surface temperature
anomalies imposed in either the Atlantic or Pacific sectors of the Arctic (the Barents-
Kara and Chukchi-Bering Seas) representing future sea-ice retreat. In both cases,
either large-magnitude (late 21st century) or moderate-magnitude anomalies were
imposed, where the relevant experiments were 200 and 300 years-long respectively.
Chapter 5 found that 200 years is sufficient in the large-magnitude sea-ice loss case to
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robustly detect the sign of the large-scale atmospheric circulation response, but not
the magnitude of this response. Similar analysis was not conducted in Chapter 5 for
the moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss case.
It was found that for different regions of sea-ice loss, there are different effects
on the stratospheric polar vortex. In particular, Atlantic and Pacific sector sea-ice
losses respectively result in a weakening and strengthening of the polar vortex due to
differences in linear wave interference. Only the large-magnitude Atlantic case is found
to have a statistically significant vortex response with respect to its climatological
state, but a statistically significant difference in the vortex state is found between the
Atlantic and Pacific cases for both magnitudes of sea-ice loss. Therefore, different
spatial patterns of moderate- and large-magnitude sea-ice loss can explain the different
(but not necessarily opposite) stratospheric responses in previous studies. These
results provide insight that is additional to Sun et al. (2015)’s finding that different
spatial patterns of (large-magnitude) sea-ice loss can explain the opposite stratospheric
responses in previous studies.
Regarding the large-scale tropospheric circulation response, Atlantic and Pacific sec-
tor sea-ice losses of moderate-magnitude were found to lead respectively to statistically
insignificant negative and positive tropospheric AO responses. For large-magnitude
sea-ice loss, a statistically significant negative AO response is found in both cases. This
implies that different spatial patterns of sea-ice loss cannot explain the contrasting
tropospheric responses in previous studies. It also implies that for large-magnitude
sea-ice loss, tropospheric mechanisms are relatively more important than stratospheric
mechanisms. In Chapter 4 the response to large-magnitude sea-ice loss is decomposed
into parts due to tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms, allowing their roles to be
better determined.
Finally, contrasting effects on mid-latitude surface temperatures were found for
different regions of large-magnitude sea-ice loss, which are explained in this work
using a method of decomposition into an ‘indirect’ part induced by the large-scale
tropospheric AO response, and a residual ‘direct’ part that is found to be local to
the region of loss. This decomposition of the temperature response into direct and
indirect parts is a new approach, but is similar in concept to the ‘thermodynamic’
versus ‘dynamic’ decomposition described by Screen et al. (2015) and other studies
in Chapter 1. Chapter 5 shows that for the 200 and 600 year-long versions of the
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large-magnitude Atlantic sea-ice loss experiment, the direct response is robust in terms
of pattern and magnitude.
In terms of their wider relevance, the large-magnitude sea-ice loss results can be
used as an indication of the range of potential atmospheric responses for studies using
state-of-the-art CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5) climate
models. This is because the spatial pattern of future Arctic surface warming – which
is related to sea-ice loss – is uncertain across these models.
Regarding the moderate-magnitude sea-ice loss results, it was found that even
a long simulation of length 300 years is insufficient to obtain a statistically robust
response. As such, this makes it difficult to assess the linearity of the response to
different magnitudes of sea-ice loss. Broader conclusions relating to the topic of linearity
are discussed in the context of research question 3 (Chapter 5).
2. What is the relative importance of tropospheric and stratospheric mecha-
nisms in producing remote atmospheric responses to sea-ice loss? (Chapter
4)
Chapter 4 aimed to determine the roles played by tropospheric and stratospheric
mechanisms in the negative tropospheric AO responses to large-magnitude Atlantic and
Pacific sector sea-ice losses. This was done by conducting 200 year-long experiments
similar to those in Chapter 3, but in which the stratosphere is constrained to selected
zonal mean states using a nudging method implemented in IGCM4. Furthermore,
a combination of these nudging experiments, and a statistical analysis of Chapter
3’s experiments, was used to determine the importance of a winter mean change
in the stratospheric polar vortex versus a change in sudden stratospheric warming
(SSW) events. While Chapter 5 subsequently showed that 200 year-long experiments
are insufficiently long to accurately quantify the magnitude of the tropospheric and
stratospheric pathways, they can at least robustly indicate qualitatively which pathways
are likely to be important.
For both cases of sea-ice loss, nudging the stratosphere was found to have a large
effect on the negative tropospheric AO responses, implying that the stratosphere plays
an important role in these responses. Specifically, for Atlantic sector loss part of
the response is likely caused by changes in SSWs, and the other part likely involves
tropospheric mechanisms. While an increase in SSWs in December is found in Chapter
4 to contribute to a large part of the mid-winter (December-January) tropospheric
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AO response, Chapter 5 suggests a broader role for SSWs (see research question 3 and
Section 6.3.2). For Pacific sector loss the tropospheric AO response likely involves a
non-linear interaction between tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms. Specifically,
the stratospheric state is found to alter vertical wave propagation in such a way that the
direct stationary Rossby wave response projects onto a negative tropospheric AO. This
effect is found to occur in strong vortex years arising as part of interannual variability.
These results revise Chapter 3’s suggestion that stratospheric mechanisms may not
play an important role in the tropospheric responses for large-magnitude Atlantic and
Pacific sector sea-ice losses.
There are important wider implications of these results. Firstly, they suggest
that climate models with an inadequate representation of the stratosphere are likely
missing an important requirement for fully capturing responses to sea-ice loss. The
representation of the stratosphere varies widely across different climate models, which
could therefore explain differences in the responses and dominant mechanisms found in
past studies using different models. Other stratospheric nudging studies looking at the
response to sea-ice loss also find the stratosphere to be important (Nakamura et al.,
2016b; Wu and Smith, 2016; Zhang et al., 2018a,b), but here it is additionally found
that model stratospheric representation is likely important regardless of the spatial
pattern of future sea-ice loss, and that model representation of SSWs specifically may
be important for simulating responses to Atlantic sector sea-ice loss.
The Pacific case results suggest that the characteristics of simulated tropospheric
responses to Pacific sector sea-ice loss may be strongly sensitive to intermodel differences
in the mean strength and interannual variability of the stratospheric polar vortex.
This may help to explain why in their nudging experiments Zhang et al. (2018b) find
tropospheric mechanisms alone to contribute to half of the negative tropospheric AO
response for Pacific sector ice loss, whereas here tropospheric mechanisms alone are
found to likely play little role. This may be because the model Zhang et al. (2018b)
use has a stronger polar vortex than IGCM4.
Finally, the Pacific case results may also help explain the contradictory results of
previous studies looking at the response to future pan-Arctic sea-ice loss. In particular,
they may help us to understand why negative tropospheric AO-like responses have
been found in many studies, where these studies report a wide range of stratospheric
responses including a strengthening of the polar vortex (Peings and Magnusdottir,
2014; Sun et al., 2015; Nakamura et al., 2016a).
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3. How large is the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard
to uncertainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice
experiments of different lengths? (Chapter 5)
Motivated by the importance of SSWs in the large-magnitude Atlantic sector sea-ice loss
experiment and the potentially large multi-decadal internal variability in their frequency
of occurrence, Chapter 5 extended this experiment and the control experiment from 200
to 600 years in length. The aims of the extended experiments were to provide both a
more accurate estimate of the model’s forced changes due to sea-ice loss, and improved
estimates of the influence of uncertainty due to atmospheric internal variability on the
response for the shorter experiments.
The stratospheric and tropospheric AO responses are found to be of the same
sign (negative) in the shorter and extended experiments, but with some differences
in evolution and magnitude. Specifically, there are similarly sized winter (November-
March) mean stratospheric AO responses, but in the shorter experiments the response
is more strongly negative by around 100% in mid-winter (December-January). This
difference in mid-winter can largely be explained by the difference in December SSW
frequency responses between the shorter and extended experiments (and thus by
internal variability in SSWs). Regarding the tropospheric AO responses, their evolution
over winter is similar, but the winter mean response is more strongly negative in the
shorter experiments by around 67%. In mid-winter, 50% of this difference can be
explained by the difference in December SSW frequency responses (and thus again by
internal variability in SSWs). Otherwise, the difference in the winter mean tropospheric
AO responses is likely largely due to variability internally generated by the troposphere.
It is argued that while the extended experiments compared to the shorter ex-
periments estimate a smaller contribution of increases in December SSWs to forced
tropospheric changes due to Atlantic sector sea-ice loss, there are other aspects of
changes in SSWs found in the extended experiments suggesting that a role for SSWs
cannot be discounted. This, and other implications of Chapter 5’s results for Chapter
4’s results, will be discussed in more detail in the following section on further research.
The opportunity was also taken in Chapter 5 to use the extended experiments to
more broadly examine the influence of atmospheric internal variability with regard to
uncertainty in responses to sea-ice loss produced by model time-slice experiments of
different lengths. First, it is found that the internal variability leading to uncertainty
in the response for N year/member sub-ensembles of the extended experiments is
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chaotically generated, since there is no autocorrelation for any yearly lag in the winter
mean SSW frequency, or stratospheric and tropospheric AO. Randomly generated
datasets of SSW frequency also contain similar levels of variability.
Furthermore, by calculating thousands of randomly resampled sub-ensemble dif-
ferences for a sub-ensemble size of N years/members and repeating this for different
N, the minimum ensemble sizes required to detect robust signs of tropospheric and
stratospheric responses to sea-ice loss were quantified. This has not been quantified to
date for the latter. The required ensemble size is found to be large for the tropospheric
and stratospheric AO, and very large for the SSW frequency (respectively around
130, 190, and 450 years/members for the December-March mean, and even larger for
shorter sub-seasonal time-periods). Importantly, this suggests that many studies use
an ensemble size that is insufficient to obtain a robust stratospheric response to sea-ice
loss (Cai et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Sun et al., 2015;
Nakamura et al., 2015, 2016a,b; Zhang et al., 2018a,b). This may explain the contrast-
ing stratospheric responses in some of these studies (e.g. Peings and Magnusdottir,
2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a). It may also have implications for the robustness of the
tropospheric responses in these studies (at least in terms of magnitude), particularly
for the many cases in which sub-seasonal stratospheric responses are found (e.g. Kim
et al., 2014; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014).
The results of Chapter 5 also importantly suggest that our current view of non-
linearity in the response to sea-ice loss may be significantly affected by statistical
uncertainty. For example, previous studies have compared the responses to different
loss magnitudes and have found the response to be non-linear in sign and magnitude,
using ensemble sizes of between 50 years and 150 years (Petoukhov and Semenov,
2010; Peings and Magnusdottir, 2014; Nakamura et al., 2016a). However, here it is
found that an ensemble size of 130 years is required as a minimum to obtain a robust
sign of November-March tropospheric AO response, and that such ensemble sizes
are inadequate to accurately determine the magnitude of the response. Furthermore,
Chapter 5’s results suggest that sampling error rather than non-linearity can help to
explain Chapter 3’s 200 year-long combined Atlantic and Pacific sector sea-ice loss
experiment (ATL&PAC), and Screen (2017b)’s 80 year-long pan-Arctic sea-ice loss
experiment. In particular, sampling error can entirely explain why the response to
ATL&PAC or pan-Arctic sea-ice loss appears to be weaker than suggested by a linear
addition of the responses to regional sea-ice losses.
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The minimum ensemble sizes found to be required to simulate robust circulation
responses to sea-ice loss may also have implications for detecting the ‘real-world’
observed response. In particular, the minimum ensemble size can be used to estimate
the minimum number of years required to observe a robust response, assuming that
IGCM4 can realistically simulate the forced response to sea-ice loss and atmospheric
internal variability. Given that the smallest minimum ensemble size found is 130 years
for any variable and time-period, we would not expect to observe a robust large-scale
stratospheric or tropospheric circulation response to past sea-ice loss over the 40
year-long satellite era (1979 to present), or to future sea-ice loss over the 21st century.
Screen et al. (2014) find similar conclusions for the observed tropospheric circulation
response to past sea-ice loss, based on large ensembles using the full-complexity GCMs
CAM3 and UM7.3. In reality, detection of an observed response to sea-ice loss will of
course also depend on the magnitude of the sea-ice forced response compared to other
forced responses (e.g. to tropical upper tropospheric warming), as well as compared to
internal variability (Screen et al., 2014).
Climate models such as IGCM4 may, however, underestimate the signal-to-noise
ratio of the ‘real-world’, as shown for predictions of the North Atlantic Oscillation
or NAO (Eade et al., 2014; Scaife et al., 2014; Dunstone et al., 2016). In particular,
ensemble-mean predictions of the NAO using climate models are generally more highly
correlated with observations than with model ensemble members, suggesting that the
signal-to-noise ratio in models is lower than in the ‘real-world’ (Scaife and Smith,
2018); this is the ‘signal-to-noise paradox’ discussed in Chapter 1. Since the total NAO
variance in models is generally similar in magnitude to observations, this paradox has
been attributed to a too weak forced signal in models rather than to too much noise
(Scaife and Smith, 2018). Recently it has been suggested that this underestimation
of the signal may be because a very high model resolution – far higher than that in
state-of-the-art GCMs – is required to accurately simulate the magnitude of the eddy
feedbacks involved in generating NAO responses (Scaife et al., 2019).
The too weak signal-to-noise ratio in model predictions of the NAO may also be
applicable in the response to sea-ice loss, which is often NAO/AO-like. Indeed, there
are various reasons that we might expect the response to sea-ice loss to be too weak
in models, which could explain the weak responses to sea-ice loss that have been
found in this thesis for IGCM4 and in past studies using state-of-the-art GCM’s (e.g.
Screen et al., 2014; McCusker et al., 2017; Mori et al., 2019). For example, insufficient
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model resolution could be a factor as outlined above, and a lack of atmosphere-ocean
coupling could also play a role for atmosphere-only models like IGCM4 (see Chapter 1).
Another contributing factor could be that many climate models, even state-of-the-art
ones, cannot produce a realistic internally generated QBO (Schenzinger et al., 2017).
Indeed, IGCM4 has no QBO and it has been shown that an easterly QBO phase can
enhance the Siberian High’s response to sea-ice loss, enhancing Eurasian cold extremes
(see Section 1.1.4.3 of Chapter 1). Furthermore, GCM simulations have shown that
land-surface processes can amplify the response to sea-ice loss (Nakamura et al., 2019);
in particular, sea-ice loss induced cooling over Eurasia can cause anomalies in the snow
amount and soil temperature, which act to enhance the negative AO response. While
this result is for one GCM and, therefore, does not necessarily represent the real-world,
it is one possible mechanism by which a too weak response could occur in models with
a less complex representation of land surface processes such as IGCM4.
In short, while the results presented in Chapter 5 for the ‘atmospheric model-world’
suggest that forced changes due to sea-ice loss over the 21st century will be dominated
by the noise of internal variability, this assumes that the signal-to-noise ratio in IGCM4
is representative of the real-world. There is growing evidence that the forced response
to sea-ice loss in the real-world may be larger than in models and, therefore, that it
may emerge from this noise earlier and be detectable in our lifetimes. The observed
response to sea-ice loss over the last few decades may therefore also have been larger
than the model results here suggest. However, the signal-to-noise paradox is an ongoing
topic of research. As such, coordinated experiments using a large number of different
climate models will be required to determine whether models do in general have a
signal-to-noise ratio that is systematically too low (Screen et al., 2018b), and to more
fully understand the mechanisms that could contribute to this.
6.3 Further research
6.3.1 Role of tropospheric mechanisms
In Chapter 5 it was found that Chapter 3’s 200 year-long large-magnitude Atlantic
sector sea-ice loss experiment is long enough to statistically detect the sign of the
winter mean tropospheric AO response, with significant uncertainty over its magnitude
due to relatively large internal variability. It is also suggested that sampling error may
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have significantly affected the magnitude of the tropospheric AO response in Chapter
4’s 200 year-long nudging experiment designed to more precisely quantify the role of
tropospheric mechanisms. In terms of future research, it would be useful to extend
this nudging experiment to 600 years, and to use the extended 600 year-long Atlantic
experiment from Chapter 5, to more precisely estimate the role played by tropospheric
mechanisms in forced tropospheric changes due to Atlantic sector sea-ice loss within
the model.
6.3.2 Role of sudden stratospheric warmings
For both the shorter and extended large-magnitude Atlantic sector sea-ice loss experi-
ments considered in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively, it was found that the stratospheric
AO response can largely be explained by changes in SSWs, where changes in frequency
and structure each contribute to around half of the response. Compared to Chapter 4,
however, Chapter 5 finds a smaller increase in December SSW frequency and, there-
fore, a smaller overall contribution of increases in December SSWs to the mid-winter
tropospheric AO response (a 13% compared to 36% contribution).
However, there are other aspects of the SSW response found for the extended
experiments in Chapter 5 that imply a potentially broader role for SSWs than found
for the December SSW frequency. Specifically, unlike for the shorter experiments
in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 finds that Atlantic sector sea-ice loss causes a statistically
significant increase in SSW frequency more broadly for the winter mean, due to
small increases in frequency in every month from December to March. Furthermore,
statistically significant changes in SSW structure are found – which are the same
as found in Chapter 4 (including an increase in SSW duration, and a strengthening
of anomalies in the mid to lower stratosphere during an SSW, which both have an
apparent downward effect on the troposphere) – which could also be important.
It would be useful to conduct further nudging experiments to evaluate the impor-
tance of these changes in SSWs for forced tropospheric changes due to Atlantic sector
sea-ice loss, as estimated by Chapter 5’s extended experiments. Determining this
would be useful for confirming whether model representation of SSWs is important for
simulating the time-mean response to sea-ice loss. Note that while the SSW frequency
responses are not statistically significant in any individual winter month in the extended
Atlantic experiment, the fact that the winter mean SSW frequency response is found
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to be statistically significant suggests that the role of SSWs in the tropospheric AO
response can at least be qualitatively evaluated for the winter mean.
For instance, new experiments could be designed in which the stratosphere is
nudged toward some state chosen to represent the changes in SSWs found in Chapter
5’s extended Atlantic experiment. This could be a series of four experiments, each
of which could involve nudging toward a specific SSW from each of the four months
between December to March. The AO response from each of these experiments could
then be scaled by the SSW frequency response for the relevant month, and the results
averaged together across the four experiments. The advantage of this method is that
since the same SSW is nudged toward in every year, the problem would be more
tractable and 600 year-long experiments may not be necessary.
Alternatively, two new experiments could be conducted with nudging toward the
fully time-evolving stratospheric states of Chapter 5’s extended control or Atlantic
experiments (similar to Zhang et al. 2018a). These would have to be run for 600
years, but an advantage is that they would include the effects of changes in both SSW
structure and frequency and, thus, could be used to fully quantify the contribution of
SSWs to the tropospheric AO response.
6.3.3 Role of a combined non-linear pathway
It would also be interesting to further examine the ‘combined non-linear pathway’
that was found in Chapter 4 to play a role in the negative tropospheric AO response
to large-magnitude Pacific sector sea-ice loss. Recall that this pathway involves a
strengthened stratospheric polar vortex altering vertical wave propagation in such a way
that the direct stationary Rossby wave response projects onto a negative tropospheric
AO. This effect is found to occur in strong vortex years arising as part of interannual
variability, and may also occur through sea-ice loss strengthening the stratospheric
polar vortex; however, the latter effect is currently uncertain, since 200 years was found
to be insufficient to determine the robustness of the stratospheric response in early
winter.
In future work, it would be useful to firstly conduct a 600 year-long Pacific sector
sea-ice loss experiment, in order to re-evaluate the magnitude of the tropospheric
AO response and to determine whether the strengthened stratospheric polar vortex
response is robust. Further nudging experiments could be then be conducted to more
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quantitatively evaluate the influence of the stratospheric state on the tropospheric
response to Pacific sector sea-ice loss. Specifically, various nudging experiments could
be conducted in which Pacific sector sea-ice loss is imposed, and the stratosphere
is nudged toward a choice of three different states: a control-like state including
interannual variability, or the sea-ice loss induced strengthened polar vortex (if found to
be robust), either without or with interannual variability included. These experiments
would potentially allow for a quantification of the role played by a combined non-
linear pathway in the negative tropospheric AO response, and the specific mechanisms
involved, provided the experiments conducted were sufficiently long. Alternatively, a
more idealised set of experiments could be conducted in which Pacific sector sea-ice
loss is imposed, and the stratosphere is nudged toward various different idealised states
containing different strengths of stratospheric polar vortex. This would allow for a
more systematic examination of the dependence of the tropospheric AO response on
the polar vortex strength and the mechanisms involved.
6.3.4 Sensitivity to the background SST state
Another interesting question to answer would be whether the response to sea-ice
loss within IGCM4 is sensitive to the background sea surface temperature (SST)
state. Recall from Chapter 1 that Smith et al. (2017) find opposite tropospheric NAO
responses for the same sea-ice loss imposed in two atmospheric GCM experiments
with two different background SST states. They find that this is because the different
SST states are associated with different climatological eddy-driven jet strengths and
latitudinal positions, which alters the nature of Rossby wave feedbacks on the mean
flow and, therefore, the nature of the NAO response.
To the best of the author’s knowledge, no studies have examined the generality
of this relationship by testing it for further different SST states or eddy-driven jet
strengths and latitudes. This would, however, be useful given its potential importance
for understanding the contrasting climatological mean responses to sea-ice loss found
in previous modelling studies.
In terms of future research, it is suggested here that the same large-magnitude
Atlantic and Pacific sector sea-ice loss experiments could be run, but with zonal mean
ocean surface temperature anomalies of magnitude 2 K or 3 K imposed in different
latitudinal bands (e.g. of 10◦) from the equator to the North Pole. By altering the
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subtropical and mid-latitude SST gradients, such zonal mean anomalies have been
found to alter the strength and latitude of the subtropical and eddy-driven jets in
different models (Brayshaw et al., 2008; Graff and LaCasce, 2012), including IGCM-
FASTOC (a chemistry-climate model version of IGCM; Winter and Bourqui, 2011).
The advantage of imposing SST anomalies in this idealised manner is that it will likely
make the problem more tractable. Imposing 3 K anomalies in 10◦ bands does, however,
produce a range of subtropical and mid-latitude SST gradients that is representative
of intermodel spread in these gradients across the CMIP5 models for 1979-2014 (based
on historical runs appended with RCP8.5 runs after 2006; not shown).
As a first test, it may be useful to run experiments that are 200 years-long to
determine whether the sign of the tropospheric AO response is systematically related
to different jet strengths and/or latitudes. Longer experiments could then be run to
more accurately identify the magnitudes of the AO responses, which would allow a
determination of whether the relationship is linear for example.
6.4 Final comments
In summary, the research presented in this thesis has improved understanding of the
influence of Arctic sea-ice loss on mid-latitude weather and climate, and the mechanisms
involved. Various aspects were found to potentially explain why previous modelling
studies have found contrasting results, in terms of both the nature of the response to
sea-ice loss and the dominant mechanisms involved in this response. These aspects
include differences in the region of sea-ice loss considered, intermodel differences in
the model representation of the stratosphere, a sensitivity of the response to the
stratospheric state, and spread in simulated responses due to atmospheric internal
variability.
The results also showed – for the first time – that previous modelling studies
simulating the response to sea-ice loss typically use experiment lengths that are not
sufficient to robustly detect the signs of the SSW frequency or stratospheric AO
responses, or the magnitude of the tropospheric AO response. Furthermore, they
suggest that experiment lengths should be carefully considered when designing future
experiments for the purposes of quantification. This includes, for example, experiments
designed to quantify the roles played by tropospheric and stratospheric mechanisms in
the response to sea-ice loss (a particular challenge encountered here), or to quantify
180 Conclusions
the influence of sea-ice loss on projections of future circulation change in response to
radiative forcing by greenhouse gases.
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The projected surface temperature changes shown in Figure 1.1 are based on the
World Climate Research Programme’s Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5
(CMIP5) dataset (Taylor et al., 2012). For each model (see Table A.1 for a list of these)
the future projections shown are from the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5
(RCP8.5) future scenario (time-slice mean 2070-2099) and late twenty-first century
change was quantified relative to the model’s historical forcing simulation (time-slice
mean 1970-1999). All models were used for which monthly mean surface temperature
data (variable name ‘ts’) in both the historical and RCP8.5 scenarios were successfully
downloaded.
Table A.1 Models used in CMIP5, their associated modeling centre (or group), and
institute ID
Modeling Centre (or Group) Institute ID Model Name
Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization










Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page
Modeling Centre (or Group) Institute ID Model Name
College of Global Change and
Earth System Science, Beijing
Normal University
GCESS BNU-ESM
Canadian Centre for Climate
Modelling and Analysis
CCCMA CanESM2
National Center for Atmospheric
Research
NCAR CCSM4












Centre National de Recherches
Météorologiques / Centre
Européen de Recherche et







in collaboration with Queensland
Climate Change Centre of
Excellence
CSIRO-QCCCE CSIRO-Mk3.6.0
EC-EARTH consortium EC-EARTH EC-EARTH
LASG, Institute of Atmospheric
Physics, Chinese Academy of
Sciences and CESS, Tsinghua
University
LASG-CESS FGOALS-g2
The First Institute of
Oceanography, SOA, China
FIO FIO-ESM
Continued on next page
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Meteorological Research / Korea
Meteorological Administration
NIMR/KMA HadGEM2-AO
Met Office Hadley Centre
(additional HadGEM2-ES
realizations contributed by















Japan Agency for Marine-Earth
Science and Technology,
Atmosphere and Ocean Research
Institute (The University of





Atmosphere and Ocean Research
Institute (The University of
Tokyo), National Institute for
Environmental Studies, and Japan
Agency for Marine-Earth Science
MIROC MIROC5
Continued on next page
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Meteorological Research Institute MRI
MRI-CGCM3
MRI-ESM1




Numerical model code edits
B.1 Stratospheric nudging code
This section details the code edits made to the IGCM4 Fortran 77 program to implement
the stratospheric nudging method in Chapter 4.
In practical terms, the code edits were made using the NUPDATE utility, which
allows you to edit specified lines of specified model subroutines or common blocks
(named decks in NUPDATE), or add new decks, without ever permanently changing
the official model program code. Instead, a temporary copy of the program is made
with the edits you send to NUPDATE. For reference, note that the main NUPDATE
commands used are ‘*/’ (comment), ‘*I DECKNAME.LINENUMBER’ (insert the
lines written below this command into the deck specified at the line number specified),
‘*D DECKNAME.LINENUMBER’ (delete the line number specified within the deck
specified and insert the lines written below this command instead), and ‘*DECK
DECKNAME’ (insert a new deck containing the lines written below this command).
The edits that were sent here to NUPDATE are shown below. In brief, the edits
consist first of adding various parameters required for the nudging to the IGCM4
common blocks or parameter decks. The most important parameters added are in the
INNUDG namelist, including LNUDG which is set to ‘.TRUE.’ to turn on the nudged
version of IGCM4. The ININDG deck is then added, which initialises the nudging
reference state for the day of the year on which the model run is started. READNDG
is added after that, which reads in subsequent records of the nudging reference state
for each day of the year. It also calculates factors used for cubic spline interpolation of
206 Numerical model code edits
the reference state for each model time-step between each new model day. The edits to







*/ Add required parameters for nudging
*/ -----------------------------------------------------
*I PARAM2.16
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: IDN=IDM*NL
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: IGM=IDM*NHEM



































! For m=0, NNT10(Px,1) has the starting position for
! (even or odd) n of each column of PEs and NNT10(Px,2)




*/ Now call ININDG in initialisation subroutine
*/ INITAL and add ININDG subroutine code.




























INTEGER, PARAMETER :: TagRef=100000

















800 FORMAT(/’ ***ABORT*** Nudging reference state file (nudg.bin)’,
+ ’ not in correct format. Sentinels (’,2F12.3,’) should equal’,
+ ’ RNTAPE (’,2F12.3,’).’)
801 FORMAT(94G13.4)
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! Set default values and override as desired through





















! Calculate the height-dependent prefactor K (here DNUDG)
!------------------------------------------------------------


















































! If a nudging run read in zonal mean state
! (reference climatology) to nudge towards
!-----------------------------------------------------
IF (LNUDG) THEN










! Time-independent zonal mean state
!-----------------------------------------------
[Code omitted since only used a time-varying
reference climatology for the nudging
experiments in this thesis]
ELSE
!-----------------------------------------------------------
! Time-varying zonal mean state; read in first two records
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WRITE(2,201) (REAL(TNDGJtmp(1,1::IGM)) + T0)*CT
204 FORMAT(/’ TIME VARYING NUDGING PROFILE’,/
& ’ SPECIFIED. INITAL PROFILE’,/
& ’ (GLOBAL MEAN), K = ’)
!----------------------------------------------------






































countHEM = countHEM + 1
ENDDO
!-----------------------------------------
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! Send data needed by other PEs
!-----------------------------------------






























! Write all the data in ZNDGI etc. on PEs 0-(Px-1)
!------------------------------------------------------
DO L=1,NL

























*/ Now call READNDG in main program
*/ MLTRI and add READNDG subroutine code.
*/ READNDG reads in subsequent records for
*/ time-dependent nudging reference states
*/ ------------------------------------------------------------
*/ ----- First determine if it is time to update the nudging ------
*/ ----- reference state. KINND is the number of time-steps --------
*/ ----- between updates and KINN keeps a count of what the -------
*/ ----- current time-step is. When KINN is equal to KINND, an ----
*/ ----- update to the reference state will be made. For e.g., ----
*/ ----- if KINND = 96 (the no. of time-steps per day), then ------
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! Update nudging reference climatology and cubic spline
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!======================================================

































800 FORMAT(/’ ***ABORT*** Nudging file (nudg.bin) not in correct’,
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+ ’ format. Sentinels (’,2F12.3,’) should equal RNTAPE. (R)’)
801 FORMAT(94G13.4)
802 FORMAT(/’ No more records in nudging file (nudg.bin),’,
+ ‘restarting from beginning of file.’)
!----------------------------------------------------------------
















! If we have come to the end of the file
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countHEM = countHEM + 1
ENDDO
!-----------------------------------------












































! Need to swap ZNDGI etc and ZNDGJ etc arrays
! around so the I’s contain the most recent
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*/ ----------------------------------------------------
*/ Edit DIFUSE to include nudging
*/ Applies nudging in spectral space
*/ ----------------------------------------------------











































































500 FORMAT(/’ NDGI, NDGJ, REF0 (T NUDGING PROFILE’,/
& ’ FOR L=1, IHEM=1, J=1, in K) = ’)
501 FORMAT(3F12.6)
!-----------------------------------







IF (NPE.GT.1) CALL MPI_BARRIER(MPI_COMM_WORLD, ierr)
ENDIF
B.2 Code to increase hyper-diffusion in
uppermost model levels
This section shows the code edits made to the IGCM4 Fortran 77 program to increase
the hyper-diffusion in the uppermost model levels. This prevents high frequency waves
from blowing-up in the uppermost model levels when the stratospheric nudging method
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*/ ----------------------------------------------------
*/ Edit hyperdiffusion in DIFUSE
*/ Increase the hyperdiffusion in the uppermost
*/ levels to prevent high frequency waves from













C AKZ = AK(NVAL+3-IHEM)




C AKDT = AK(NVAL+IHEM)
AKDT = AK(NVAL+IHEM)*facnudge
*D DIFUSE.122
C ZT(1,1,1,L) = ZT(1,1,1,L)+AK(2)*EZ
ZT(1,1,1,L) = ZT(1,1,1,L)+AK(2)*EZ*facnudge

